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VANCOUVER (CP)
NEW RUTLAND PARK OPENED
Shears were used to open 
the new Lions Club park in 
Rutland Wednesday after­
noon. Wielding them were,
Kiernan and Okanagan Boun­
dary MP Bruce Howard, while 
princess Cathy Berner held
the ribbon. The park was 
left, B.C, recreation and con- developed with the assistance 
servation minister Kentieth
of the Local Initiatives Pro­
gram, under which the feder­
al government paid workers 
during the winter. Eventually 
it wifi have swings, picnic
tables and other things for
passive recreation. A board 
has been named to manage 
it. See story page 3.
(Courier Photo)
Dissident Fallers Meet
To Talk About Firings
NANAIMO, B.C, (CP) — A about 20 miles north of here, to 
meeting of dissident Vancou- discuss recent firings of fallers 
ver Island fallers has been by forest company employers.
called for today at Parksville, Chuck Evans, spokesman for
(Toronto To Be A'Traffic Jamr
If Transport Workers Strike
TORONTO (CP) — A Metro­
politan Toronto traffic official 
says the city’s downtown area 
will become “just one big traf­
fic jam” next Monday if public 
transportation workers strike 
and stranded passengers drive 
their own cars to work.
Fred Swanson, director of 
traffic for Metro’s roads and 
traffic department, urged today 
that car pools be set up in 
event of a strike. He said that 
about 70 per cent of persons 
pouring into the heart of the 
city during the 8 a.in. too a.m. 
rush hour now travel by public 
transit.
Local 113 of the Amalga­
mated Transit Union, which 
represents 5,300 Toronto Tran­
sit Commission workers, has 
threatened to strike midnight 
Sunday night it its wage de­
mands are not met.
Mr. Swanson said Toronto 
roads arc used to near full ca­
pacity during normal rush 
hours. Extra traffic created by 
a strike would produce chaos.
Karl Mallette, a, controller in 
the borough of Scarborough and 
a TTC commissioner, said the 
use of bicycles during . the




“It's not safe now to ride a 
bicycle downtown and it’s going 
to be worse with a strike," he 
said.
Len Moynehan, Local 113 
president, said Wednesday 
night that he believed a strike 
likely will take place. He said 
that if an agreement is not 
reached today talks will be sus­
pended.
"We are too far away from a 
settlement," he added.
Police and Metro traffic offi­
cials set up a meeting for today 
to discuss plans for handling 
traffic in event of a strike.
July 25, the union voted 92 
per cent in favor of a strike if a 
demand for an 18-per-cent wage 
Increase over two years was 
not granted.
The TTC’s last public offer 
was for an increase of seven 
per cent in each year of a two- 
year pact. Franklin Young, 
TTC chairman, said Wednesday 
that the company had made a 
new offer to the drivers 
Wednesday but he declined to 
elaborate.
fallers who have refused to re­
turn to work under a new coast 
forest industry contract, said 
fallers had been fired at Cana­
dian Forest Products camps on 
the mainland and an entire 
crew was fired near Courtenay 
on Vancouver Island.
A spokesman for Crown Zel- 
lerback confirmed the firing of 
11 fallers at its Courtenay divi­
sion, saying they had been ad­
vised last Friday that if they 
did not show up to work Mon­
day they would be dismissed. 
He said the normal size of the 
crew is 14 men.
Mr. Evans said today’s meet­
ing will include a secret-ballot 
vote to determine' if the men 
favor continuation of their fight 
to force re-negotiation of the 
coast contract between the 
International Woodworkers of 
America and Forest Industrial 
Relations, representing the em­
ployers.
The striking fallers want to 
be paid on the basis of how 
much timber they cut, rather 
than at a daily rate of about $80 
as stipulated in the contract.
F.I.R, said that a total of 583 
fallers were working in coast 
logging operations Wednesday. 
About 950 fallers is the normal 
complement. ,
A F.I.R. spokesman said re­
bel fallers had prevented 29 
men from going to work, 25 
were to fight forest fires1 and 45 
others had been laid off be­
cause of the high fire hazard 
in the woods.
"This gives a grand total of
THE GOOD NEWS
THEN THE BAD
KINGSTON, Ont. (CP) — 
There’s nothing like a cold 
beer after a baseball game, 
Bruce Kenney and Wil­
liam Crosby thought it was 
a good idea Tuesday after a 
’ game so they dropped into 
a local pub.
Police arrived a few: min­
utes later—before the two 
men could finish their first 
round—and thought it was 
a bad idea.
Kenney, 36, and Crosby, 
42, were returned to the 
minimum-security farm an- 
n e x of Collins Bay 
penitentiary near here and 
have been charged with 
being unlawfully at large.
The leave they were 
granted to play baseball did 
not include after-game re­
freshments.
Odd Summer Weather Brings 
I Near-Disaster To S.E. Quebec
682 fallers we can 
he said.
The other 268 
either holding out 












American arrested last week in 
a massive drug roundup on the 
U.S. West Coast was about to 
close a deal for 320 acres of 
ranchland near Vernon, B.C., it 
was reported Wednesday.
Law enforcement officials in 
the United States said there 
were indications the ranch was 
to be used as a commune by 
the Brotherhood of Eternal 
Love, the drug cult founded by 
Dr. Timothy Leary.
U.S. officials also speculated 
that Dr. Leary, who faces de­
portation in October from Swit­
zerland where he fled to avoid 
narcotics charges in the U.S,, 
may have been considering liv­
ing on the ranch himself.
Cajleton Andre Youngstrom 
II, one of about 50 brotherhood 
members arrested, was carry­
ing a document relating to the 
land deal when he was picked
that way,” the spokesman said 
in a telephone interview.
Meantime, in Vernon, 
rancher Tom Collins confirmed 
that Youngstrom placed a $6,- 
000 deposit on the property in 
June.
“He signed an interim agree­
ment to purchase the land for 
$1000 an acre,” Mr. Collins said. 
“He was up here with his wife 
and son and as far as I knew, 
he wanted the property tor a 
hobby farm.”
Kalamalka Realty of Vernon, 
a city 190 miles east of Van­
couver in the Okanagan dis­
trict, handled the transaction. 
A company spokesman said 
Youngstrom was to have taken 
possession of the land by July 
1. He said it was to have been 
registered in the name of 
Youngstrom’s mother, a resi-
up.
In Santa Ana, Calif., a 
spokesman for the district at­
torney’s office said a copy of 
the letter had been sent to the 
RCMP here.
"We don’t know for a fact 
that the land was to be used by 
the drug cult but it sure looks
Barbs And Promises Traded 
By Politicians Across B.C.
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
The premier can’t hack it... 
the Tories are practicing for 
Ottawa ... the Socialists would 
ruin us . . . Alberta is stealing 
part of British Columbia . . . 
Gaglardi wants Bennett’s job . . 
. Socred supporters are chicken
dent of Grant’s Pass, Ore.
B.C. Attorney-General Leslie 
Peterson said he would ask for 
a .report from the RCMP on the 
matter and added that his de-
mier as party leader pointed up 
tiie "ruthless leadership cam­
paign” being carried on by the 
Socreds.
Up in Stewart, on the B.C.- 
Alaska border, Liberal Leader 
David Anderson declared that
brains. ... i
Also: A better deal for the ■ 
North, old-age pensioners, farm- : 
ers and consumers.
You name it, the campaign 
for the Aug. 30 election in B.C. 
had it Wednesday as the some­
what lacklustre bidding for 
voter support appeared to be 
picking up steam.
The issue of Social Credit 
Premier W. A. C. Bennett’s age 
—he’ll be 72 a few days after 
the election—was brought up 
again by Conservative Leader 
Derril Warren, who suggested 
that the premier’s low-key cam­
paign may be all he has the 
energy for after 20 years in 
power.
Mr. Bennett, attending a So- 
cred rally in Revelstoke, took 
time out from blasting the deli- 
terious effects of New Demo­
cratic Party government in 
Manitoba and Saskatchewan, to 
declare that his teetotalling, 
clean-living ways give him an 
effective age of only 46.
the only reason the Tories are 
n the campaign is to split the 
vote and ensure Social Credit’s
return to power.
"The long-term Tory objective 
is federal," he said. "They don’t 
give a damn about the province 
of B.C. but they are preparing 
for the next federal election.’’
Conservative provincial can­
didates will turn up as federal 
candidates on the strength of 
advertising received during the 
B.C. campaign, he predicted.
In Fort St. John, Tory Leader 
Warren said his talks with 
Peace River area residents indi­
cate they feel far closer to 
Alberta than to B.C., partly be­
cause they are "being ignored 
by the provincial government 
sitting so far away in Victoria.” 
ALBERTA LEADING
A Conservative government 
would join with Ottawa to try 
and move the resources of 
• northern Canada through B.C.
partment. would do whatever 
possible to prevent the sale of 
any land, for the purpose of 
turning it into a drug com­
mune.
Tanzania Also Spurns Asians 
Due To Be Expelled By Uganda
DAR ES SALAAM (Reuter) 
— Tanzania will not allow 
Asians expelled from Uganda 
to settle here, Home Affairs 
Minister Saidi Maswanya said
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
The weather system which 
devastated southeastern Quc- 
b bee's farmlands early Hili; week 
it struck attain Wednesday as 
|i hailstorms, rain nnd high winds 
K brought power blacklists to 
|thousands of residents.
I! Sporadic blackouts lasting 10 
I minutes to six hours lilt a 30- 
fimlle stretch from St, Ccmiirc to 
{Waterloo, near Granby. 50 
Emiles east of Montreal, Bou- 
Hchervllle and Cluitcaugiihy. just 
I south of Montreal, also suffered 
{power failures.
I Victory Goklbloom, Ouelw'c 
■minister responsible tor tlu< eii- 
Evlronment, to to make, a liell- 
loopter tour of the area today to 
■assess the damages Inflicted by 
{torrential rains which began 
■Monday night.
I In addition, officials of the 
■Toads, natural rcsqiirci's and 
■agriculture depart mentn. the 
Ivuebee Housing Corp., provuto 
gclal police, and civil proteclion 
hgencles are on the scene, Pre- 
Jmler Robert Bourassa said 
■Wednesday. ,
I Sunny weather to predicted 
■tor today, but tor local farmers 
■t may be too late to'srdvage
p rojMi flooded fields,।
nnd stunted by a cool growing 
season.
Maurice Gulnols,president of 
the Montreal Association of 
Markel Gardeners, estimated 
that $5 million worth of vege­
tables and hay crops have been 
ruined.
A torpado struck the commu­
nity of St. Clcophus, about 30 
miles north of .toilette Wednes­
day evening, killing 12,000 
chickens, cutting off electricity 
and telephone wires, destroying 
a house, a stable, a barn, n ga­
rage, and pulling up about 100 
trees In another frank weather 
occurrence.
The rains which began Mon­
day pounding the region from 
Richmond to Granby, 50 miles 
ei(st of Montreal, washed out 
roads, mangled railway tracks, 
tore out bridges and fhxMled 
homes and cottages,
Officials in Richmond said it 
will take t\vo weeks to complete 
repairs. Railway crcwii have 
ripped up n section of track on 
the Richmond-Quebec line left 
hanging In mld-alr when flood 
'waters washed away\tho load 
lied. A company spokesman 
-said It wl|! be next Week betore 
the line is operative.
At least two firms have been 
advertising for replacement fal­
lers, some In Eastern Canada.
A spokesman for one such 
firm. Wcldwopd of Canada Ltd., 
said: "Most of the fallers are 
working, but wo probably need 
20 per cent more than before 
the strike because we’re short 




WASHINGTON (Reuter) - 
The House of Representatives 
Internal security committee set 
a deadline Thursday of Sept. 14 
for the justice department to 
report on the activities of ac­
tress Jane Fonda in North Viet­
nam.
But it refused to subpoena 
Miss Fonda to appear before 
the committee for questioning 
on hep visit last month.
Fletcher Thompson (Dem.- 
Ga.) a member of the com­
mittee, had requested the su 
poena, saying Miss Fond 
should be questioned on "the 
entire realm of her activities 
while in the enemy capital of 
Hanoi and in Communist North 
Vietnam."
The committee set his motion 
aside, but by an 8-1 vote agreer 
to set the deadline for the jus­
tice department to submit a lull 
report on its investigation of 
Miss Fonda's activities.
today.
"Our policy is 
this question 
Asians are not 
bility,” he said.
very clear on 
that Uganda 
our responsi-
Kenya, which with Uganda 
and Tanzania forms the East
African community, already 
said it will close its border to 
prevent an Influx of Ugandan 
Asians.
Maswanya said Tanzania did 
not have to close its frontier to 
prevent Asians entering ille­
gally because immigration offi­
cials could check people com­
ing in.
He declined to comment on 
the decision of Ugandan Presi­
dent Idi Amin to expel Aslan 
non-citizens within three 
months.
There are an estimated 15,000 
Aslans holders of British pass­
ports In Tanzania, British offi­
cials said.
diately filled with scores of 
worried Hindus and Sikhs in­
quiring about how much money 
they could take out with them.
In a speech Wednesday, 
Amin stood by his decision to 
expel an estimated more than 
50,000 British, Indian, Pakistani 
and Bangladesh nationals.
One Asian said today: "He 
means it. Most of our people 
only want to get out now. They 
are not bothered about their 
property.”
The Indian, Pakistani and 
Bangladesh nationals total 
about 9,000, according to 
present estimates.
For the British passport-hold­
ers, British immigration curbs 
mean the future is even more 
uncertain.
After declaring that "I feel 
better tonight than I have in 
years,” the premier went back 
to blasting the NDP who “have­
n’t had a new idea for 2,000 
years” and charging the opposi­
tion parties would "like to get 
their sticky hands” on his reve­
nue surplus so they can spend 
it as fast as possible. •
NDP Leader Dave Barrett 
told a rally in Nelson that So­
cred MLA Howard McDiarmid’s 
statement that there was no way 
Rehabilitation Minister Phil Ga­
glardi would succeed the pre-
and win the race with "my 
friend, Premier (Peter) Loug­
heed of Alberta” who is out in 
front in trying to do the same 
thing.
A Tory program for the area 
would include bolstering agricul­
ture and stimulating secondary 
industry, establishing regional 
government offices and expand­
ing road and rail transportation, 
Mr. Warren also suggested 
that B.C. needs a quasi-indepen­
dent highway commission to 
plan and build roads. The com­
mission would be financed by 
gasoline taxes, by tolls for non­




KAMPALA, Uganda (Reuter) 
— Uganda tightened foreign ex­
change regulations today fol­
lowing President Idl Amin’s no­
tice to tens of thousands of 
Asians here to leave within 90 
days.
Under the new regulations all 
travel allowance applications 
must be referred to the central 
bank.
Previously, the banks could 
allow departing residents to 
take up to about $2,500 out of 
the country. ,
Banks reopened after a three- 
day closure and were Imme-
faRa.
ItlNK




RAWALPINDI (Reuter) - 
Pakistani President Zulfikar All 
Bhutto ruled out Thursday his 
government’s' recognition of 
Bangladesh and said Bangla­
desh leader Sheik Mujibur Itoh- 
num will find (he doors of Ilie 
United Nations closed.
All efforts to establish a dia­
logue with the Bangladesh 
prime minister had drawn 'a 
blank, he told a news confer­
ence. R would not lx* possible 
therefore, to discuss recognition 
when Pakistan's National As­









' NEWS IN A MINUTE
He said this would permit 
much-needed expansion of roads 
without cutting into general rev­
enues and would enable develop- । 
ment suited to local need i.
One of the jobs of a proposed 
auditor - general’s department 
would be to scrutinize commis­
sion operations and make sure 
"political abuses" were avoided. 
A B.C. LOBBY
A Conservative government 
also would establish a ministry 
of federal-provincial affairs to 
lobby for B.C. interests and a 
consumer affairs department 
;o answer consumer complaints.
Liberal Leader Anderson, 
prior to his Stewart visit, at­
tended a luncheon In Prince 
Rupert where he criticised the 
government's decision to ship 
Peace River coal out of Squa- 
mlsh rather than Rupert.
Mr, Anderson said the deci­
sion would slow the natural 
development of Prince Rupert 
while saddling the already 
crowded Vancouver area with 
still more development.
A Liberal government would 
accept Ottawa's offer of a joint 
federal-provincial rail and nigh- 
way network that would open up 
northwestern B.C. and extend 
into the Yukon, he said. This 
proposal would include sending 
northern products through 
Prince Rupert.
He also said he would appoint 
a minister of northern affairs 
to bring northern problems un­
der closer scrutiny. The minister 
of lands, forests and water re­
sources now has tliat responsi­
bility and "he really cannot put 
too much time on it.”
Elsewhere in campaign action 
something of a furore arose with 
the disclosure that Dr. Kenneth 
HUI, presidentelect of the B.C. 
Medical Association, has sent a 
personal letter to many doctors 
suggesting they support the Tor­
ies.
On another issue, Social Credit 
League president George Drie- 
dlger termed Tory Leader War­
ren an "ignorant and stupid 
party leader” for suggesting the 
Socreds are pouring money into 
the riding of Peace River South 
In an attempt to defeat incum­
bent Tory candidate Don Mar­
shall, a recent defector from 
Social Credit.
But the pithlest comment of 
the day came from that old 
stand-by and non - candidate 
Margaret (Ma) Murray, editor 
of the Bridge River - Llllooet 
News.
। She declared at an NDP rally 
In Lytton that "the chicken- 
i brain people who continue to 
; give Bennett a majority and lap 
i It up like cream don’t know 
what they’re doing.”
Captains Of 3 British Trawlers 
Face Charges In Corner Brook
and tobacco had been found 
aboard the vessels. 1
He added that while the shins 
have been released from RCMP 
custody, charges may bo laid 
against some crew members.
The Coriolanus' and the Can* 
slo are operated by Hellyer 
Bros. Ltd. of Hull, England. 
The Defiance is owned by 
Northern Trawlers Ltd. of 
Grimsby, England.^
WELL, ANYWAY . 
NAME'S CHANGED
SAN ANTONIO. Tex. (AP)
Y- Cesar Enrique Sanchez, a 
native of Ecuador, became a 
U.S. citizen Wednesday and 
also picked up a new name.
The young soldier Is sched- > 
tiled tor an assignment In 
Germany next‘Week.
He said the name switch 
was for "personal reasons.” ,
The new name?
KrzywonskL Dennis Sav- 
■tskl. ,
CORNER BROOK, Nfld. 
(CP) — The captains of three 
British trawlers arc scheduled 
to appear In court hero today 
on charges of fishing within the 
12-inlle Canadian coastal limit',
The trawlers Coriolanus and 
Casslo were arrested Tuesday 
night when they arrived hero to 
take on supplies. A third vessel, 
the Defiance, faced similar ac­
tion Wednesday morning on ar­
rival In this western New­
foundland port.
. A spokesman for the federal 
fisheries department said 
Wednesday the arrests resulted 
from an incident off the north­
west const of Newfoundland 
Inst week, when the three traw­
lers were spotted by, an aerial 
patrol.
In addition to the charges of 
fishing Inside territorial waters, 
RCMP said hero today that Co­
riolanus and the Cassto had 
been penalized $100 each tor 
customs violations,
A police spokesman said « 
quantity of cigarettes, cigars
Tornado Kills Girl In Massachusetts
BROOKLINE, Mass, (AP) - A tornado killed a 14-ycara 
old girl and caused considerable damage to treeu and pro­
perty In n small area of Rrookllne,
W‘ " A.
FOR INDEPENDENCE
Prime Minister Lynden O, 
Pindilng, above, dissolved the 
Bahamian parliament today 
clearing the way for n gen­
eral election Sept. 19, Plod- 
ling's Progressive Liberal 
party is seeking a mandate 
to declare the group of Is­
la uds independent “ from Bri­
tain. 1
Bloody Machete Found Near Victim
UNION CITY, Calif. (AP) —, A blood-stained machete 
has been found near the grnve of a 15-ycnr-old decapitation 
victim, jxiUce say. Authorities said a local resident, found 
the machete about 50 yards from n shallow grave where the 
headless body of Marlo Billy Oliver, of Hayward, Calif, was 
found. '
Another 'Spiegel' Affair Hits W, Germany
BONN (AP) — Coordinated raids on a magazine's 
offices in three cities led to accusations nnd denials today 
In what was described as the biggest legal action against a 
new organ since the Spiegel affair toppled the West Germany 
government in 1962. Chancellor Willy Brandi's government 
drilled It had ordered the search.
I
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[NAMES IN NEWS
Shuswap Socred Vote 'Improper
A-G's PURCHASE il Tories Called 'THe Spoilers'
Ontario Cabinet Members Now
L. H. (Len) Galbraith of Sal­
mon Arm wants the British 
Columbia Supreme Court to or­
der another Social Credit nom­
inating meeting'for the Sliu- 
*wap riding. Mr. Galbraith, who 
was defeated in a bld for the 
Social Credit nomination July 
6, filed a writ Wednesday in 
Vancouver against the Social 
Credit League, alleging an im­
proper vote. He alleged that 
Peere Paynter, chairman of the 
July 6 meeting, prohibited 16 of 
his (Galbraith’s) supporters 
from voting because he was a 
personal supporter of the suc­
cessful candidate, Incumbent 
Willis Jefcoat. Mr. Galbraith 
wants the meeting declared null 
and void and a new, "properly 
constituted" meeting to elect a 
Social Credit candidate for the 
Aug. 30 provincial election.
Premier Peter Lougheed Wed­
nesday pledged to stand with 
Quebec on relations with Ot­
tawa so that “French Canada 
is never again isolated." The 
premier was commenting in 
Edmonton on last './eek’s pro­
vincial prime ministers’ meet­
ing in Halifax. Quebec had 
stood alone many times in the 
past.
The murder trial of police­
man William Phillips, accused 
of the 1968 killings of a pimp 
and a prostitute, ended in a 
hung jury late Wednesday in 
New York. The jury announced 
it was deadlocked after 22% 
hours of deliberations in two 
days. Justice John Murtagh 
then declared a mistrial.
The Globe and Mail quotes 
Jean Marchand, regional econ­
omic expansion minister, as
PETER LOUGHEED 
. . . stands with P.Q.
saying that Ontario is the "weak 
corner” for the Liberal party
during the first half of their 1 
current fiscal year. Simpsons 
Ltd. reported net earnings be­
fore extraordinary items of 
$5,846,000 or 38.1 cents A share 
for the six months to July 5 
compared with $4,045,478 or 26.5 
cents a share for the same per­
iod of the previous fiscal year. 
The company had extraordinary 
earning* to increase net profit 
to $7,245,188 or 47.3 cents a 
share for the first half of the 
current year.
In St. Jerome, Que., a cor­
oner’s inquest into the fatal 
shooting of 16-year-old Andre 
Vassart was told Wednesday 
by a Ste. Therese policeman 
that his gun discharged acci­
dentally while he pursued the 
youth; Constable Andre Goulet 
said his pistol fired as he vault­
ed a fence in nearby Ste. Ther­
ese. Police have said the youth 
fled as they were about to ques- 
: tion him.
in the next federal election. In 
a Quebec City story, the news­
paper says the minister said in 
an interview Wednesday.that if 
the Liberals lose seats in the 
province it will be to the Con­
servative Party.
The leading opposition critics 
of the government’s regional 
expansion policy renewed their 
attacks Wednesday, one calling 
for the resignation of Regional 
Expansion Minister Jean Mar­
chand and the other urging a 
royal commission inquiry into 
the department.
Simpsons Ltd. and Simpsons- 
Sears Ltd. both reported Wed­
nesday in Toronto increases of 
more than 18 per cent in sales
sensational escape last Decem­
ber from Belfast’s Crumlin 
Road Jail and was captured in 
a sweep into the capital’s Ro­
man Catholic Ardoyne district.
The Pentagon Papers trial 
jury in Los Angeles was order­
ed Wednesday to remain on call 
indefinitely to judge Daniel 
EOsberg and Anthouy Russo on 
espionage-conspiracy charges. 
U.S. District Court Judge Matt 
Byrne, rejecting a last-minute 
defence move to have a mis­
trial declared, told the 12 jurors 
and six alternates to insulate 
themselves from exposure to 
publicity on the case and re­
main a jury-in-waiting for at 
least two months, perhaps 
longer.
Premier W. A. C. Bennett’s 
Social Credit party has become 
the first to nominate a full slate 
of 55 candidates for the Aug. 
30 British Columbia general 
election.
British troops captured North­
ern Ireland's most-wanted gun­
man Wednesday, setting off a 
mob assault on 500 British 
troops. The attack on troops 
in Casement Park Stadium, 
Belfast, capped a day of bomb­
ings, gunfire, hijackings and 
picket vigils in which an explo­
sion took the 502nd life in Ul­
ster’s three bloody years. The 
captured gunman is Martin 
Meehan, a leader of the Irish 
Republican Army’s militant 
Provisional wing. He made a
TODAY'S STOCK QUOTATIONS
Submitted by Pemberton Securities Ltd. 
1654 Ellis SL
TORONTO (CP) — Gold is­
sues on the Toronto stock mar­
ket climbed sharply higher as 
prices in most major sectors of 
the Toronto stock market 
posted gains In active mid- 
morning trading today.
The gold index was up 3.06 to 
213.77, Industrials .21 to 212.27 
and western oils .14 to 252.51. 
Base metals were down .08 to 
94.33.
Volume by 11 a.m. was 706,- 
000 shares, down from 717,000 
at the same time Wednesday. 
- Beverage, merchandising, oil 
refining, steel, communication 
and food processing stocks reg- 
stered broad advances while 
real estate, utility, industrial 
mining and pipeline issues 
■ turned moderately lower.
Advances outpaced declines 
by a moderate margin, 136 to 
'109, with 208 issues unchanged. 
S’* Thomson Newspapers was up 
to $44. The company an- 
nounced Wednesday a three-for- 





















































Wall St Redekop 2.50
Wosk Stores 9 1 
MINES
Must Show What They Possess
TORONTO (CP) - In the 
wake of a disclosure tbit Attor­
ney-General Dalton Bales and 
two partners stand to make up 
to $177,000 on land ex­
propriation by the provincial
Firemen brought under con­
trol Wednesday a chemical fire 
in the Los Angeles harbor area 
which caused damage estimated 
by firefighters at $500,000. Late 
Tuesday, as firemen fought the 
chemical blaze, a 30,000-gallon 
storage tank was hurled 300 
feet into the air by an explo­
sion. The three-hour blaze des­
troyed 20 tanks containing sol­
vents and acetates. "This is the 
worst chemical fire I’ve ever 
seen," said Deputy Fire Chief 
Richard Carriger, a 25-year 
Los Angeles department veter­
an.
government, Ontario cabinet 
members have been ordered to 
provide Premier William Davis 
with a list of all property hold­
ings.
Mr.-Bales has offered to re­
sign and said Wednesday he 
would decide within two days 
whether to resign his cabinet 
post and his seat In the legisla­
ture.
Premier Davis told a news 
conference Wednesday he was 
trying'to persuade Mr. Bales to 
remain in the cabinet and ac­
cused the news media of draw­
ing “prejudicial" inferences on 
the matter.
The attorney-general offered 
bls resignation because, he 
said, he wanted to preserve the 
integrity of the office and not 
embarass the government as a 
result of a land purchase he 
and two partners made in what 
was Markham Township.
The land is near the proposed 
site for Toronto’s new inter­
national airport and Mr. Bales 
said he and his partners could 
make between $77,000 and $177,- 
000 for the farmland which the 
Ontario governmtnt will ex­
propriate.
HAD NO INFORMATION
Premier Davis said the attor­
ney-general was not privy to 
any information or studies per­
taining to the airport.
STEWART, B.C. (CP) — The 
British Columbia election is 
being used by the Progressive 
Conservative party only as a 
springboard to put members 
into the house of Commons, 
provincial Liberal Leader David 
Anderson said Wednesday.
“The role of the Tories in 
this election is that of spoil­
ers," Mr. Anderson told a pub­
lic meeting that drew about 70 
people in this town of 1,300 on 
the Alaska—B.C. border.
“We had been recently getting 
away from the scare tactics of 
voting in this province and had 
been starting to discuss the is­
sues such as political morality 
and other important matters.
He said there “wjs no evi­
dence of impropriety,"
Mr. Davis said that on Jan. 
25 he wrote a letter to all gov­
ernment members asking them 
to discuss with him any pos­
sible conflicts of interest.
He said he received a letter 
from Mr. Bales Feb. 4 inform­
ing him of the land purchase 
and on Feb. 23 he acknowl­
edged Mr. Bales letter.
“In fairness to Mr. Bales, 
and I believe there has been 
unfairness to him, I should say 
that he brought this to my at­




Anderjon predicted tl 
Conservative candidal 
run federally on the 
they gained by running 
daily.
CONVICT ESCAPE^
COQUITLAM (CP) — 1 
Eugene McConnell. 27, who \\\ 
serving a nine-year term for3 
armed robbery, escaped custody j 
Wednesday. A B.C. Penitentiary1 
official said McConnell escaped! 
from his escort while being, 
taken to a Coquitlam doctor’s* 
office for medical tests. He was 
last seen getting into a car.
Mr. Anderson said.
“Before that Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett had said if you vote for 
anyone else but the Socreds 
the NDP will win. This tactic 
worked?.’
The Liberal leader said the 
entry of the Tories into the 
provincial race revives this old 
situation of splitting the vote.
“The long-term Tory object­
ive is federal. They don’t give 
a damn about the province of 
B.C. but they are preparing for 




















Western Broadc’g. 15% 

















VANCOUVER (CP) — Prices 
J were mixed with light trading 
■ on a volume of 199,476 shares 
. In the first hour this morning 
, at the Vancouver Stock Ex- 
> change.
i In the industrials Baldwin Ho- 
1 tels was at $1.95. on a volume 
■ of 39,900 shares.
i Williams Creek Gold in the 
oils was down. 07 at .41 on a 
volume of 10,000 shares.
: In the mines Adonis Mines

























was down .13 at SI.12. The 




(Today’s Opening Prices) 
INDUSTRIALS
Alta, Gas Trunk 
Alcan 
Bank of Montreal 
Bank of N.S. 
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Homie Oil “A" 






























1 Massey Ferguson 
















































































































































































































































Balco Forest Prod. 11%
















































• Local Cremation 
facilities
• Services from $90





























































































































The Netherlands’ three-week 
cabinet crisis ended Wednes­
day when Prime Minister Bar- 
end Biesheuvel and 13 of his 15 
cabinet ministers agreed to 
carry on with their, duties until 
new elections in November.
An 11-year-old boy is in poor 
condition and a 15-year-old com­
panion is in critical condition 
following a shootout at a Rux- 
bury variety store where Bos­
ton police said, a robbery was 
staged to get money to buy 
heroin. The 11-year-old boy was 
in poor condition at hospital fol­
lowing surgery for a gunshot 
wound in the head. The 15-year- 
old was critical with wounds in 
the back, arms and both legs. 
Police Capt. Joseph Cummings 
said one of the boys has “needle 
tracks" on both arms and has 
admitted having a heroin habit.
Syria Keeps 
Its Russians
BEIRUT (AP) — President 
Hafez Assad says he will not 
order Soviet military advisers 
to leave Syria because “they 
are here for our own good.” the 
leftist Beirut newspaper Al An­
war reported today.
In his first public comment 
since President Anwar Sadat
ordered Russian advisers out of 
Egypt last month, Assad told 
an interviewer:
Religious Capital Of Ireland 
Rocked By Bombs And Bullets
BELFAST (CP) Bombs
and gunfire rocked the city of 
Armagh, the religious capital of 
all Ireland, Wednesday night 
after a day of mass protest by ( 
Northern Ireland’s Roman 1 
Catholics.
Two bombs caused extensive 
damage in the centre of the 
city, whose 120,000 population is 
half Catholic, and 15 shots were 
fired at troop patrols. There 
were no casualties.
The violence in the seat of 
Ireland’s Protestant and Catho­
lic archbishops topped a day of 
gunfire and riot across North­
ern Ireland as Catholics took to 
the streets to mark the first an­
niversary of the British govern­
ment’s internment-without-trial 
laws.
Fierce rioting started in Bel­
fast following the capture of 
guerrilla leader Martin Mee­
han. A mob of 2.000 youths' and 
women hurling fire bombs and 
rocks besieged more than 500 
soldiers in the Ardoyne district, 
M e e h a fi ’ s stronghold. The 
troops finally drove the mob off 
with rubber bullets.
The capture of Meehan, one 
of the most hunted Irish Re­
publican Army men, demon­
strated that such Catholic 
strongholds as the Ardoyne 
ceased to be havens for IRA 
gunmen when the British troops 
opened them up 10 days ago.
It is not known whether Mee-
han, a 26-year-old stevedore, 
would be put on trial or inter­
ned. He escaped from intern­
ment last November.
STATEMENTS CONFLICT
The IRA said in a statement 
that Meehan gave himself up to 
avoid bloodshed “by those 
thugs in uniform.” Rut the 
army said shots were fired at a 
patrol as it stormed a house in 
which Meehan had taken ref- 1 
uge. The troops found the fugi­
tive hiding behind a bedroom 
door, it added.
Demonstrations marking the 
first anniversary of internment 
without trial erupted in vio­
lence in many parts of Belfast 
Wednesday.
Buses were hijacked and 
burned, crowds and troops 
fought with gasoline bombs and 
rubber bullets, four soldiers 
were injured and the army 
claimed to have shot two gun­
men. A man died in a bomb ex­
plosion at the border town of 
Newry.
But an army spokesman said 
the day had been “generally 
quieter than we anticipated.”
The British minister respon­
sible for Northern Ireland, Wil­
liam Whitelaw, will be review­
ing the Northern Ireland situ- 
. ation with Prime Minister Ed- 
, ward Heath and some of his 

































“We need the Soviet advisers. 
They will carry on their jobs 
here in accordance with agree­
ments between our two coun­
tries.”
However, the 42-year-old Heu- 
t e n a n t-general who seized 
power in November, 1970, ex­
pressed hope that the Soviet 
Union “will react to our re­
quests for arms in a better and 
more effective fashion.”
Soviet unwillingness to supply 
Egypt with more advanced 
weapons was a major factor in 
Sadat’s decision.
Assad has been under pres­
sure from domestic politicians 
closely supporting Egypt to fol­
low the example of Syria’s fed­
eration partner and send the 
Russians home.
However, tlie Soviet military 
presence in Syria is only about 
one-tenth of what it was in 
Egypt. Diplomats estimate 
there are 2,000 Russians sta­
tioned at various army bases 
throughout the country, and 
they do not have an operational 
role as they did in Egypt.
Millionaire Peer Now Thorn
In Prime Minister Heath's Side
LONDON (CP) A





emerged as an unex- 






Minister Heath found 
publicly embarrassed 
























I Television Co. Ltd.
*>7 249 Bernard Are. Phnn. mtnv Phone 762-4433
MOVIE ’
Show Time — 8 p.m.
Ptavea* GUIDE
Reds Hold On 
In Quang Tri
SAIGON (AP) — South Viet-
liainese marines cleared, the 
southern sector of Quang Tri 
City except for Isolated snipers, 
but 400 North Vietnamese held 
firm in the northern half which 
inchicles the Citadel, field re­
ports said today.
Associated Press photogra­
pher Koichiro Morita rc|>ortccl 
from Quang Tri that the ma­
rines advanced to the river that 
forms the southwestern bound­
ary of the city. It was their 
first progress In two weeks.
Morita said that marine units 
in both the southern and north­
ern Hectors were receiving 
heavy moitar fire from North 
Vietnamese troops on the oppo­
site side of the Thach Ilan 
River. '
depot picketed by dockers for 
using non-dock labor and the 
flashpoint for the country-wide 
dispute.
Heath had described Midland 
in the Commons as a small 
firm, arbitrarily selected by the 
dockers as a target for wielding 
their strength.
It then was learned that, far 
from this, Midland is part of 
the meat empire of the Vestey 
family, which also owns docks 
and has been closing rundown 
wharves. This has led to dock­
ers losing their jobs while the 
Vestey interests, headed by the 
third Baron Vestey, concentrate 
instead on inland-situated con­
tainer depots manned by non­
dock labor to “stuff a nd strip" 
the ocean-going freight contain­
ers.
In dockers’ eyes, therefore, 
the Vesteys are villains, al- 
though the number of men they 
have made redundant is only a 
fraction of the thousands of 
longshoremen’s jobs that have 
withered away with the con­
tainer revolution.
What enraged London dock­
ers about Midland Cold Storage 
was that it opened at virtually 
the same time a Vestey wharf 
on the Thames closed and 
changed hands in a huge real­
estate deal involving a £10 ($25 
million) riverside hotel.
The man at the centre of the 
storm, Lord Vestey, is married 
to the daughter of a director of 
the Heinz canned food com­
pany. They have a baby daugh­
ter and live in a Victorian 
gothic mansion in the rolling 
Cotswold country.
With a neat irony in the 
present situation, the Vestey 
family motto is "From Labor 
Stability." The chief motif in 
the coat of arms is an iceberg 
rearing menacingly from the 
waves.
The Vestey empire, jointly 
controlled by the Baron and his 
cousin Edmund, 42, has been 
described as perhaps the larg­
est private conglomerate in the 
country.
BASIS OF WEALTH
Meat Is the basis of its 
wealth—the Vesteys, through 
family trusts, own cattle, lense 
23.0(H) square miles of grazing 
land In Aiuilralla and South 
America, control slaughter 
houses, cold storage depots and 
nearly 50 ships which transport 






awWARNING—Fictitious story of a best seller, 
contains brutality and offensive language. 
—r. McDonald, B.C. Director.
AU Passes and Golden Age Cards Suspended
PARAMOUNT Serving Kelowna Every Day at 
261 Bernard Ave. 762-3111
SEEKING A CAREER
....................Begin by 
enrolling in CDS H’s 






and THE CANADIAN PACIFIC 
Nightly Smorgasbord — Mon. - Sul. 
Ukrainian— Chinese — Canadian Cuisine
KOKO CLUB












r A f JLirofJr 1 Information
. 7654151
GATES OPEN 8 P.M. - SHOW TIME DUSK
Industrlql, commercial, and governmental orQanlxattons as 
well as professionals In public practice constantly search for 
qualified professional personnel.
»
• The Certified General Accountants' Association In coopera­
tion with tha University of British Columbia .offer* a course of 
etudy which over the year* ha* proven excellent training fo* 
people with professional and management potential.
Employed In the Yield of financial management and earning 
a full salary, by evening lectures or correspondence, tha 
student accomplishes an In-depth study of managerial sub­
ject* leading to tho profosslonal designation "C.G.A."
The course, approximately five year* In length, Ie offered by 
lecture at U.B.C., partially at University of Victoria and most 
regional college* or by correspondence. University entranea 
or commordaj accountancy epeclahy Ie required. Registration 
will close on August 91 and application* and enquiries slieuld
CERTIFIED GENERAL ACCOUNTANTS’ '
HTM-rn ASSOCIATION Ot IMIIJII COLUMNA
v n g fi
306-1200 W. PENDER, VANCOUVER PHONE 601-6308






Hard work in the hot 





Lakeshore Drive. The com­
pany is currently busy instal­
ling about 4,300 feet of four-
inch distribution main to sei 
vice a new subdivision one- 
quarter mile south of Chute 
Lake Road on Lakeshore 
Drive. Test welded and in­
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Lions Members Congratulated 
As Minister. MLA Cut Ribbon
Local Milk Prices Up One Cent 
Increase For Coffee Expected
In Kelowna, as throughout I rise in the cost of paper milk
Rutland received a present 
Wednesday from its Lions Club.
Although not finished yet, the 
park at Park and Gray roads 
was opened by Kenneth Kier-
the province, there has been cartons.
an increase in milk prices. | An increase in the price ot
W. T. Roth, general manager 
of Roth Dairies, which distri­
butes for NOCA Dairies local­
ly, said the increase became ef­
fective July 27, a week after
prices went up on the coast.
He said the price hike, which 
amounts to a cent a quart for
door-to-door delivery, involves 
homogenized milk, two per cent 
milk, chocolate and skim milk
H products. Price for a quart of [homogenized milk delivered is
now 41 cents, while two per
coffee also appears to be on the 
way, although only one local 
wholesale distributor could con-
firm it. The reported increase 
could be as much as 18 cents 
per pound.
Kermit Smith, manager of 
Kelly Douglas Ltd., said notice 
had been received that all na­
tional brands were due for an 
increase, apparently because 
of frost damage to this year’s
cent is 39 cents a quart.
Supermarket milk prices can 
vary, but generally are about 
Jone cent a quart iess than del­
ivered milk, he said.
Last milk price increase 
came last September, tohow 
Ing settlement of the dairy 
workers' union contract, said 
I Mr. Roth, who indicated con- 
I tract negotiations are due 
again this October.
tunities for Youth program 
were "busts.” However, among 
the successful ones, he listed 
aid given South Okanagan 
Health Unit to test water.
LIFE QUALITYnan, provincial minister ot rec­
reation and conservation. I “The same thinking was
The opening was to have been f0n0Wed in last year's 
later this month, but the date | grants for the B.C. c e n« 
was changed because Mr. Kier-1 tennial. Instead of giving money 
nan was here for a meeting in fa a lump sum to the province, 
support of Premier W. A. C. I the federal government gave to 
Bennett, MLA for this area. each community for projects
The five-acre park will have designed to enhance the quality 
. recreational facilities for young | of life. Other groups fa society 
and old. began to ask why they could
Most of the work was done by not have money to push their 
workers paid by the federal pet projects. So this year the 
government under the Local government introduced the high- 
Initiatives Program, designed hy successful local initiatives 
to create winter employment, program which saw parks com- 
Club members also contributed pieted fa Rutland and Kelowna, 
volunteer labor. help to bands, community re-
' BOARD NAMED source centres and so on.”
1 There are three classes of In Kelowna government mon­
coffee bean crop.
“Retail outlets,” he said, 
“will have the opportunity to 
buy at the old prices until the 
new stock comes in." Mr. 
Smith couldn’t say just what 
the increases would be locally, 
but indicated they would be the 
same throughout the province.
A spokesman for Malkins, an­
other major food distributor, 
said as far as he knew, no no­
tice had been received by his
parks in B.C. Those classed A ey was used to form the Gold- 
or B are administered by thelen Triangle Concert Band di­
government. Those in class C, rected by Harry Kirke for 
as this one is, are administered I young unemployed musicians, 
by local boards appointed by and to start a community re­
tire recreation and conservation sources centre at First United 
department. The local board Church.
consists of Roy Tanemura, Bill These projects, Mr. Howard 
Newman, Alan Patterson and said, “have given society a 
Wally Barnes. much-needed facelifting.”
This is the 297th park in B.C., The park was among 22 en* 
said the minister, of which 81 tries considered for submission
are Class C or local parks. to a provincial improvement
“Do not judge the value of a contest by a committee repre- 
park by the acreage, but where senting Kelowna and district, 
it is and who created it. The However, it was not among the 
Lions Club has been a service seven semi-finalists, so may be 
club for many years. Where can suggested another year, 
you find a clearer example of M. W. Marshall, director of 
service to the community than the Regional District of Central
office of a coffee price in­
crease. The last rise he knewMain reason for the current. t _ I l m  cre se, m
... each section of construe- I j e jncrease jjg said, was a of came last fall, 
tion at a time and work is *------------------- :---------------------
on
•proceeding at various loca- 
;ions on Lakeshore Drive.
(Courier Photo) Socred Women 'Decorations this?” Okanagan board, suggested
Law Wasn't In Effect In T i m e dam South OkanaganNDP
I v  11. am * * ..<.11 m TnA m c 11T11 nn nr i
He commended the care, that, since residents voted last 
effort and initiative that has month to buy 20 acres near
gone into the park, and said its 
value will increase.
Bruce Howard, MP for Ok-
anagan-Boundary, used the oc-
To Stop Island Development
In the Socred government, | will be in the constituency, Mr. ] a aga - o ary, se  t e oc- 
women are not trusted with Snowsell added “we must ask casion to extol federal make
Provincial court Judge Ross 
Coilver of Penticton has made 
public his reasons for dismissing 
the charges which were laid 
against Ed Haymour and his 
well publicized Ogopogo Island 
recreational development.
The case which has been un­
der scrutiny since October of 
1971 was finally dismissed from 
the court by Judge Collver Mon­
day. In a written statement the 
judge sited a telegram sent to 
Mr. Haymour Oct. 8 of last' year 
as the main reason behind his 
decision to dismiss the case.
The telegram referred to by 
the judge was one sent to Mr. 
y Haymour from the deputy 
' minister of municipal affairs 
advising Mr. Haymour his plan­
ned use of the island was out of 
order with the building regula­
tions which had beeh passed the 
same day by the provincial gov­
ernment.
“Although the defendant Mr. 
Haymour may have ignored 
that telegram from the deputy 
minister for other reasons, he
was completely justified in do­
ing so since regulations made 
under the Local Services Act 
‘shall take effect and be in force 
from the date of publication in 
the B.C. Gazette or such later 
date as may be stated in the 
regulations’.
"The building regulations were 
made on Oct. 8 and could not 
apply to the defendants or to 
anyone else until Oct. 21, the 
date , of publication,” the judge 
said.
NO RIGHT
The judge said the deputy 
minister had sent the telegram 
to Mr. Haymour 13 days before 
he had the right to do so. This, 
he said, was indicative of the 
interest taken in Mr. Haymour 
and his development by the 
municipal affairs department.
The original charges had been 
laid by the municipal affairs 
department against Mr. Hay­
mour and Haymour Holdings 
Ltd., after the South Okanagan 
Health Unit had advised the de­
partment of Mr. Haymour’s
Good Summer For Tourists
plans and how the health unit . 
objected to them. i
The Municipal Affairs depart- ’ 
ment had zoned the land as : 
rural and thus said the project 
planned by Haymour Holdings 
was not compatible with the 
zoning by-law. A second charge 
against' Mr. Haymour which 
alleged he did not have a build­
ing permit was dismissed 
earlier by Judge Collver on a 
technicality involving the date 
on the charge.
Judge Collver said he could 
not see how the buildings con­
structed by Mr. Haymour on 
the island were contravening 
the bylaw.
“In my view, the construction 
of the structure does not con­
travene a regulation which is 
made to permit the use pt 
structures for certain purposes,” 
he said.
He said he felt the building 
of such structures as built on 
the island by Mr. Haymour 
could not be the subject of 
prosecution.
"In other words, although the 
use of structures is permitted in 
a rural zone in the categories 
enumerated in Section 2:2, I
“responsible, administrative 
positions where policy is made." 
Making that statement this 
week, Okanagan NDP candi- 
thnt fhn rnn i date, Frank Snowsell, said wo- 3m unable to find tnat tne con*I that ma
struction of structures , for ause not permitted in a rural of /®?es tn Mr Bennett s 
zone contravenes these regula- cabinet is head ofla d®P^ 
tions as they are presently ment and 
worded,” he said. ]?en
The point used by the defencePor cat^?g 
throughout the case had been tea?-. He. sa*d 
that the municipal affairs de- positions m the premier s cab- 
partment were discriminating in®J are resenred for men. 
against Mr. Haymour. ®bs vrvn2f m/nisternr
6_, 11 ii j portfolio, Mrs. Grace McCarthy,The island, originally called p
Mrs. McCarthy why she, and work” programs established by 
other lady Socred ministers are I the Liberals, 
second-class citizens in the cab- LAUDS PROGRAMS
Rattlesnake Island and changed! 
to. Ogopogo Island by Mr. Hay-1 
mour is on the east side of]
Okanagan Lake across from 
Peachland.
The developer has created 
what he terms as a “merger of 
two cultures” combining the 
Canadian way of life with an 
Arab flavor. The judge noted 
that this desire by Mr. Hay­
mour was the factor which 
made him plod on even in the 
face of tremendous opposition 
by several government agen­
cies.
“Whether or not his imagina­
tive proposals appealed to the 
tastes of the Okanagan Valley 
residents, they-certainly aught 
the attention of government of­
ficials," the judge said.
Kelowna, Rutland, Winfield 
Still Need Cherry Pickers
inet.” "Some years ago, when the
“Why are the ministries of | government instituted the win­
education, welfare, health, la- fer works program for the first 
bor and finance reserved for time, it was considered quite 
men only?” ihe candidate con-1 innovative for a federal gov- 
cluded. eminent to concern itself with
Mr‘ S?2wsev added “ .. civic matters. How things have 
been NDP policy “any cabinet Changed!
we have women will be meim- “With the pressures placed 
bers; Among many qu li-l on the economy by record-
fied women cited Rose-1 breaking numbers of young
Pe°Ple entering the work force, for Vancouver-Burrard.  I we’ve had to look for the things 
which have been left undone in 
(Canada. Many of these have 
turned out to exist not in highly- 
developed urban centres, but in 
small, struggling communities 
which, because they were cop­
ing with the necessities of new 
sewer systems, sidewalks and
A shortage of sour cherry 
pickers in the Kelowna, Rut­
land, Winfield areas is expected 
to continue this week, the Pen-
SEEN and
HEARD
electric wiring, had no money 
ticton branch of Canada Man- ieff over f01. ‘frills.’ ”
power reports. Mr. Howard admitted some
Sour cherry picking is pro- projects done under the Oppor- 
gressing in those areas,' with 
some apricot harvesting under­
way. Apple thinning is complet-
Rutland Secondary School to 
be used for active recreation 
for young people, the Lions 
Club park should be developed 
more for older people.
W. C. Bennett, chairman of 
the regional district board, also 
congratulated the club.
Lions president Gerald Wood­
ward expressed thanks for the 
“fantastic support from the 
public." Howard Johnson, presi­
dent when the project started 
last year, expressed hopes de­
velopment would continue. Bill 
Pittendreigh, park committee 
chairman, thanked John Ivens.
Because the Knights of Col­
umbus are giving proceeds of 
summer bingo games to the 
park, Roger Dolbec of that 
group was introduced. The 
Lions are helping with the 
games Tuesday nights in Rut- 
land Centennial Hall.
Also introduced was Fred 
■ Stevens, president of Rutland 
■ Chamber of Commerce and.
Rutland Agricultural Society.
After the talking, princess 
Cathy Berner held the ribbon 
: while Mr. Kiernan and Mr.
Howard cut it with shears.
In Kelowna And District 431 Jobs For Students
ed.
A slight surplus of inexper­
ienced labor exists at Pentic­
ton where peach and apricot 
harvesting is under way. Pear
Power Creek Area Families 
Petition For Bus Service
It's been a good summer for 
tourists in the Kelowna area.
At least it has if the number 
of enquiries at the Chamber of 
Commerce office on the west 
side of Okanagan Lake bridge 
or the chamber-operated tourist 
booth on Highway 97 north is 
any Indication.
According to chamber mana­
ger Bill Stevenson, the number 
of enquiries during June and 
July at both places Is up more 
than 2,00O over last year. A 
single enquiry is defined as 
either an individual or group of 
people seeking information.
"Last year for June and 
July," Mr. Stevenson said to­
day, "we had' a total of 8,602 
for both offices and this year, 
the number is 10,938." '
Last week’s Regatta saw the 
numbhr of inquiries jump 759 
over last year and on Saturday, 
the chamber office handled 339 
enquiries, which according to 
Mr. Stevenson, "Is at least 16 
more than we've ever handled 
in one day.
"So far I would say August
is definitely up over last year 
at the chamber office and it 
certainly looks up at the booth." 
The number of people who 
call in at either place looking 
for Information is almost cert­
ainly a low percentage of the 
actual number of tourists who 
come to town.
"Most people, when they 
coriie here, have a rough Idea 
where they’re going nnd what 
they plan to be doing," says 
Mr. Stevenson, who cited the 
weather as a probable reason 
why the June and July figures 
were so high this year.
"The weather wasn't particu­
larly good and I would guess 
the majority of people had in­
tended to go camping, but turn­
ed up nt the office looking for 
alternatives.”
The chamber office nnd tour­
ist booth have been operating 
with one staff member at a 
time between 9 aim. nnd 9 
p.m. from Monday to Saturday 
and from noon to 7 p.m. on Sun­
days.
During June And July
"Students are becoming more 
aware of the service we offer,” 
says placement officer, Marcia 
Butler, who reports student job 
success has increased since last 
year.
■ During June and July, the job 
placement service, working out 
of the Canada Manpower Centre 
on Queensway, found work for 
431 students. Last year, there 
were 100 placements in June 
and 169 in July, compared with 
195 and 236 respectively for the 
comparison months this year.
"Things are looking better," 
Miss Butler said, attributing 
part of the rosy results to an 
extra placement officer this 
year, raising the complement 
from two to three. The extra 
help was deemed necessary to 
handle the student volume in 
Kelowna.
. Actual registrations for both 
comparison months was 604 and 
184, and Miss Butler stressed
the figures were "not an indi­
cation" of the total number of 
students seeking work since 
only new registrations during a 
given month are recorded.
Similarly, total 








the reason for the drop in July 
registrations was due to the 
fact students made their ser­
vices available as soon as the 
high school term ended. Cur­
rently, there are about 220 on 
file for steady summer em­
ployment, mainly for the re­
mainder of August. She advises 
students interested in fall work 
register at the placement of­
fice Sept. 1. Manned by place­
ment officer, Stuart Smithson, 
the office will be open to the 
end of September as well ns the 
balance of August when both 
Miss Butler nnd Mr, Smithson 
will be In attendance.
Demonstrations will take 
place near Reid’s Corner at 3 
p.m. today. Residents in the 
area are concerned about the 
smell ,from the sewage being 
dumped at Reid's Corner from 
Calona Wines’ Richter Street 
winery.
There was this resident of the 
Abbott Street lakeshore who 
really put the bite on lady luck. 
Preferring to remain anony­
mous, he tells it thus: I was 
having a swim in the lake when 
I spluttered and lost the top 
part1 of my dentures. Almost 
panic. The set was worth $200 
and not Insured ilespairingly 
I told my neighbors of my 111 
fortune. Then one of them went 
in for a swim, felt something 
sharp under foot at about; the 
four-foot level. My teeth were 
restored. Considering the under­
tow current and the waves Wed­
nesday night, I think lady luck 
must have false teeth herself 
and felt the bite of such a 
situation.
picking is expected to begin
about Aug. 18 to 20. The same Residents of the Power Creek 
labor situation applies at Ver- area have sent a 24-signature
non where cucumbers and green petition to School District 23 
peppers are being harvested. (Central Okanagan) to boost 
Sufficient help exists at Sum- their argument for bus service, 
mcrland until the pear harvest A group, spokesman said to- 
Aug. 21. Picking of apricots is day there are 55 high school 
expected to continue until Satr and elementary students in the 
urday when peaches will be Glencoe, Elliott and Smith 
ready to harvest. Creek Road region who cur-
At Oyama where apricot pick- h™ve vaw«k2c!lU®i 
intj'li under wav the labor sit- to the Westbank High School 
vesting is expected to beginP'nith,^lcek^,ad’ described 
Saturday. as a Paa roaa.
Oliver and Osoyoos reports a 
surplus of inexperienced help 
where peach picking Is just un­
der way, with pear and tomato 
picking expected to begin Aug. 
15.
The same labor situation 
applies at Kercmcos where ap-
NFB Presents
Film On Saigon
"That's a long way to 
school," the spokesman said, 
adding some children found the 
distance a hardship. The only 
transportation alternative la to 
"hire someone” to take ata* 
dents to school.
The petition was circulated 
among parents last week and 
copies were sent to secretary­
treasurer, Fred Macklin, as well 
as three school trustees, in­
cluding Westbank representa­
tive, Noll Derriksan, the spok­
esman said. The matter has 
been the subject of four peti­
tions in the last 10 years.
School board officials were 
unavailable for comment at 
press time, although the ques­
tion will likely come up at the 
board's regular nr etlng today.
SOCRED CAMPAIGNERS
Bennett Sharper Than
1 Heat and, an auction sale 
apparently kept many people 
from'hearing about the benefits 
of Social Credit Wednesday 
night.
Only alxnit 80 pebble were in 
the Rutland Centennial Hall to 
hear Ken Kiernan, minister Of 
recreation and' conservation, 
nnd Put Jordan, MLA for North 
Okanagan and minister without 
portfolio, extol the virtues ot 
the governing party.
Mr. Kiernan has been a mem­
ber of the government team 
alnco 1952, when W. A, C, Ben­
nett, MLA for South Okanagan, 
became premier, but h not 
Seeking re-election. \
Speaking tor more thnn\ nn 
hour, he condemned those who 
would dump the premier be­
cause of his age. 1 ,
"I've seen men that nrc older 
than Mr. Bennett Is, and they 
are only 40. Mr. Bennett is get­
ting sharper than he was 10 
years ago. It will be hard to 
find someone to replace him 
when the time comes."
Mr. Kiernan said he was 
“very impressed" with the 
growth of this area, which he 
first visited ns a picker in the 
1936s, 
, “It has really been amazing 
to hove had a ringside scat on 
the growth and development 
of B.C.," he stated, pointing 
out that, in 1941, the province 
had 800,000 people, This year 
there nrc 2.2 million people. Iri 
both years half the people lived 
Ip the Fraser Valley area.
More Efforts will hrt'vc to bo 
•made to disperse people through 
the province, he said, nnd re­
jected suggestions of limiting
the number of people coming 
to B.C. "With 60,000 new resi­
dents each year, the province 
la growing nt twice the Cana- 
dlan average."
In 11 years, he maintained, 
the gross proylnclal product, 
and the amount of electric 
power generated and consum­
ed in B.C., hud more than doub­
led.
“If we price ourselves out of 
the United States market, we 
are cutting our own throats," 
he wanted;
While he waa nil tor raising 
low incomes, Mr, Kiernan 
warned that improved pension 
funds for atidh groups ns civil 
servants nnd teachers will not 
be much good If continual sal­
aryapd .price increases , con­
tinue.
The minister compared B.C,
DOLLAR UP
NEW YORK (CP) — Cana­
dian dollar up 3-64 nt $1.01 29-32 
in terms of U.S, funds, Pound 
sterling down 3-1G at $2.451A.
GET SMALL TURNOUT
Ever - Kiernan
to Japan, which he has visited 
twice.
"Thpt country has 100 mil­
lion pitoplo crowded Into 147,000 
square mile? of land, of which 
about 18 pcV cent Is arable. 
Coal nnd copper arc the only 
abundant natural resources. 
However, by hard work, dill, 
gcncc nnd Intelligence, they 
made their country prosper.
"B.C. has more than twice ns 
much land, only 2.2 million 
people, and abundant natural 
resources. Some areas orc
crowded, but there are ports of 
the province Inhabited by few 
people." \
Although she was only billed 
ns introducing the guest, Mrs. 
Jordan also spent alxnit an 
hour expounding






one-third lower than lit other 
parts of Canada and the U.S, 
Home owners pay only nine par 
cent of school <osts in B.C. 
Personal income taxes orc 20 
per cent below Alberta, 30 per 
cent below Manitoba.
Home, owners and home ac­
quisition grants were part of 
the Socred philosophy of en­
couraging families, she pointed 
out. There Is $i,v(.O available to 
anyone building a new home, 
also second mortgages up, to 
15,000 for new homes, and 
$2,500 for older ones. "Tills 
helps create Jolis,” the MLA, 
said.
She admitted the philosophy 
that "wo will lie party to no 
special Interest groups” has 
brought, the Socrcds into open 
conflict with some groups, 
such as teachers and doctors.
National: Film Board's Sum- CimanrPenwnvharTl>S(P mcr Cinema presents Sad Song 
Sih?."L liSto of Yellow skl«- a fllm about lbe
peaches ore expected to begin pCopie of gnigon today and Frl- 
J.a„W± A..J 90 ' PCarSMay «t 7:30 pan. in the NFB 
due about Aug. 20. I
Included in ,the program will 
Biistcr Keaton in the Rall- A 1 nn»lAd?(Unnm'«toThA^\« rOddcr‘ T,1° ,l,m fib°WS BllStCr 
enccd apple tnlnncx8. There ^1 acroMfi Cnnndn In a
a surplus; of^Inexperienced hejp rnywnv t’rnc]c apnoclcr, 
at the moment. The second cut! Ainiw with Hunter Keaton 
^fnr a'^ood'near and aimle Suinmer Cinema presents Etipll- 
pccts for a good “nd iUPP'‘-I Orla, n modern film fantasy that 
crop, Pcai harvesting Is expeot- n[[ompt8 capture the sheer 
ed U) dl®. ®nd exuberance of motion for its
this month while apples are .
due about the third week of ow" 8nK0' . . „ . _
Rentmher « Two animated Frcnch-Cnnn-Bcptcmocr, _________  dlan folk songs, Ln VHUe nnd
Cerveau Gele, nnd Rynn Lark- 
|in’» nwnrd winning nnlmntcd VaDl leil© Asmey Ulm Wnlldng, In which the dlf- 
_ । । fcrent wnys people wnlk nrc
Funeral On Friday captured In soft colors and lino 
■ drawings, will nlso be present- 
Funeral service will Re held cd.
from The Onrdcn Chnpel.> FH- Admission to the fllm pro- 
day nt 2 p.m. for Mrs. Gabrielle . . „ •
Mary Ashley, 66, of 1998 Am- —____________
broai Rond who died Wednesday.
Surviving Mrs. Ashley are ' 
her husband, Scott; two daugh- Cloudters, Mrs. Georgina Haynes of • • 
Banff and Mra. Rita Krowchuk, 
also of Banff; one son, 'Albert The weatherman was in a 
of yield, B.C.; three sisters, somber mood when forecasting 
Mrs. Ben Wenner of Rolston, Friday's weather, He promises
Alta., Mrs. Dick Daynct, Long mostly clouds, a few afternoon 
Harbpr, B.C. and Mrs, Axel showers and cooler tempcra- 
Ivcrson, Elk Point, Alta.; three Lures near 80 degrees. High and 
brothers, Frank Rogerson of low In tlic city Wednesday was 
Edmonton, Joe Rogerson of a worm 90 and 64 degrees with 
Fort Langley nnd Jim Rogerson no precipitation, compared to 
of Prince Rupert; and eight 92 and 57 degrees with no pre- 
grnndchildrcn. dpitation for Ihe same day nt
Rev. Ralph Bastado will of-| the airport. Overnight lows to* 
Relate, with cremation to follow,|day will be 55 to 60 degrees.
Business An. in.
Counselling 
At OK. College 
Counselling for business ad* 
ministration courses at Oknna* 
gun College is already under 
way and will'continue until the 
end of the month. Individual 
counselling will bo available 
with members of the business 
faculty at the collage's campus 
on KLO Road,
The first year of business ad* 
ministration is offered ot both 
Kelowna and Vernon campuses. 
At present, second year cour­
ses are available ot Kelowna 
only. '
Required studies can be or­
ganized In a number of ways. 
Day or evening classes, a full 
program) one .or a group of 
selected courses may be regis­
tered for,
Admission policies permit ■ 
mature ndiilts to enrol without 
Grode 12 standing, It is also 
possible for a student to ba 
admitted with "advance^ stand­
ing" provided the student has 
either completed comparable 
courses nt posUsccondary level 
or has hud appropriate .bust- 
ncss experience.
IN COURT
Frank George McCulloch of 
Kelowna pleaded not guilty in 
provincial court today ..to a 
charge of dangerous driving, .
TKr b remanded for 
trial to W. 31.
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The Calgary Chief Issue 
Embarrasses Canadians
The hassle over the appointment of 
a ^United States citizen as Calgary’s 
police chief should never have occur­
red in the first place.
.Surely some ground rules must 
have been laid down at the outset. 
The' police commission and city coun­
cil should have decided to hire a Can­
adian or British subject before they 
sought applicants.
They should have been more in­
volved with the pros and cons of bring­
ing in a man from the U.S. regard­
less of his ability and qualifications.
But it seems they didn’t and an 
upstanding police expert has been em­
barrassed.
Charles Gain, the man in question, 
more or less got Calgary off the hook 
by withdrawing his application thus 
nullifying the appointment.
Chief Gain said in his letter to the 
commission he was withdrawing be­
cause of the intense nationalistic feel­
ings he has experienced. It was a point 
well put.
Gain was not critical of Calgary 
and as police commission chairman 
J. E. Prothroe said, “He is too much 
of a gentleman for that.”
To top matters off, Gain also would 
have had to face another stumbling 
block when the Alberta Supreme 
Court, after hearing an application 
from a private individual in Calgary,
issued a temporary injunction prevent­
ing him from being sworn in.
Apparently Americanism has been J 
made the issue ignoring Gain’s out­
standing qualifications.
It seems wrong, in view of today’s 
exchange of jobs between Canada and 
the United States, that some of our 
cities put put the “Only Canadians 
need apply,” sign.
More than 80 applications were re­
ceived by the commission and 30 were 
from Americans. Apparently the Can­
adian applicants were not quite suit­
able or their qualifications high enough 
for the job.
Fraser MacDonald of Esquimalt, 
president of the B.C. Federation of 
Peace Officrs, has condemned hiring 
of Gain, but in his statement he said 
the federation disapproves of the prac­
tice of hiring ex-RCMP officers as 
municipal police chiefs. “The Mount- 
ies are highly over-rated,” he said. 
“The Mountie does his job and I do 
mine—but it’s an entirely different 
job, and they are not prepared for it.” 
Mounties were considered for the Cal­
gary post.
Mr. Prothroe said: “Today, this 
day, will long endure in infamy. To­
day I am ashamed.” There must be 
many more Canadians who feel the 
same way.
-AROUND T»lG CHAPEL OF- 
QUEEN MARGARETS SCHOOL 
AT DUNCAN, B-C- SPRANG v., 
FROM ACORNS GATHERED «
CAPITAL COMMENT
-GETS ITS NAM6 FROM fife ALMOST 
P6RF6CT.V4PHERICAL ROCKS FOUHO <« 
AREA- fdEV RESEMBLE OLD TRADE
KETTLES mOM6W
MVSTIFlSi G€OLO6!S1S
New Jobless Report 
To Be Costly One
BY FARMER TISSINGTON 
Ottawa Bureau 
of the Kelowna Courier
There have been recent sto­
ries that the federal government 
is considering producing a new
8-io
Soldiers and fleeing civil­
ians died in the South Viet­
namese retreat from Quang 
Tri late in ApriL A U.S. 
stale department report has 
told of a massacre of 1,000 
to 2,000 civilians by the 
North Vietnamese. An As- • 
sociated Press correspond­
ent who spent most of the 
last four months on the 
northern front examines the 
episode in the following 
analysis.
publishes information that is as 
much as two and three years
Opportunities For Aged
Opportunities for the Aged.
■ This is how the federal govern­
ment’s latest scheme—this time to in­
volve retired people in a $10-million 
program called New Horizons Pro­
gram—could be called.
But judging by all the opportunities 
given by this government to various 
groups of pople, it’s better to simply 
call it just another Opportunity for . 
the Government to improve its poor / 
record before the constitution forces 
it to call an election.
। TheNew Horizons Program is aim­
ed at starting various so-called self­
helpprograms by the aged themselves, 
to help spread our cultural heritage, 
pass on their skills and to launch any 
other useful, non-profit activity.
• This, in practice, means that groups 
of 10 or more retired people will be 
able to obtain non-repayable grants 
through the department of national 
health and welfare, Old Age Security 
and Guaranteed Income Supplement 
administrators.
Among the projects envisaged by 
Health Minister John Munro is the 
teaching of dying skills like silver­
smiths, assisting teacher and some 
physical fitness programs.
So this is the third federal govern­
ment scheme which gives money to 
people more or less to do their own 
thing and the opportunity to compare 
and to make some observations is 
irresistible.
The interesting characteristic of all 
three—Opportunities for Youth, Local 
Initiatives Program and now the New 
Horizons Program—is that the onus 
to find something to do (to justify a 
grant) is on the people who get the 
grants. The government merely ap­
proves the suggested schemes.
Of the three, only the L.I.P. was 
really aimed at (or designed to) pro­
ducing opportunities for practical pur­
poses, mostly because the plans were 
to a great extent controlled by munici­
palities.
type of unemployment report 
. which might cost as much as 
four times what is presently 
being spent by Statistics Canada 
to publish its monthly figures.
Current budget for the statis­
tical agency’s labor force sur­
vey is just over $2 million an­
nually. If the plan to publish the 
more sophisticated report goes 
ahead, the budget would rise to 
•more than $9 million over the 
next five or six ypars.
This is a great deal to spend 
to let Canadians know each 
month that there is still between 
five and six per cent of the 
work force looking for a job. 
From the government's point of 
view, the proposed new report 
would make more pleasant
The most important part about the 
OFY program is that it is hardly more 
than an excuse to give young people 
money, for most, if not all, the OFY 
schemes duplicate or imitate activi­
ties regularly organized under a var­
iety of service organizations. In other 
words, if you were a boy scout you 
become a beach lifeguard for free. If . 
you wanted to do the same thing for 
a salary, you applied for an OFY 
grant, notes The Peterborough Exam­
iner.
And it is also important that by 
giving grants to various such groups 
and for various schemes, the govern­
ment is in a position to select certain 
programs to support. In fact, the OFY 
and the newly-announced program 
are tailor-made for political use; any 
number of political activists can form 
a group and receive a grant for, say, 
a newspaper which supports govern­
ment programs.
Another thing is that all these 
schemes mean only temporary em­
ployment and therefore contribute 
little to the country’s or the people’s 
economic life.
During a period in the country’s 
life, when unemployment hit new rec­
ords and when inflation was getting 
out of hand we have spent untold 
millions of dollars on causes which 
helped the government to quiet the 
sounds of discontent but did nothing 
to improve the economic conditions.
Who gets the next “opportunity.”
reading. Prime Minister Tru­
deau has been unhappy with the . 
present method of counting the 
numbers of jobless, believing 
the figures are not a true reflec­
tion of the actual state of af­
fairs.
The present system of count­
ing the unemployed has not 
been changed for 20 years and 
some of the people who are in­
cluded in the totals probably 
should not be. Besides giving a 
more precise picture of the 
“true” unemployident situation,- 
the proposed survey would find 
the reasons people were out of 
work and check into their moti­
vations for moving in and out of 
the labor force.
If Statistics Canada does go 
ahead with the more expensive 
system, the agency would be 
wise to cut its costs in other 
ways and cease the publication 
of some of the material that 
now pours from its computers 
and adding machines.
Statistics Canada frequently
old and which must be of lim­
ited value, even to those most 
interested in the facts and fig­
ures. The census always pro­
vides the agency with tons of 
material which is turned out 
over several years. A case in 
point is a recent advance bulle­
tin on numbers of livestock and 
poultry on farms. This bilingual 
60-page document is filled with 
tables of figures on how many 
geese, mink and rabbits there 
are in every census division in 
the country, and how many 
cows were milked the day be­
fore the census was taken.
The agricultural bulletin re­
veals such fascinating informa­
tion as: “An increase in duck 
numbers was reported in aU 
provinces except Newfoundland 
and Prince Edward Island and 
average flock size increased in 
every province.”
Statistics Canada could also 
save money if it pruned its 
mailing list as hundreds of bul­
letins go out to organizations 
and individuals who have little 
or no use for the information. 
The waste baskets of members 
of Parliament and members of 
the press gallery are mute testi­
mony of this extravagance.
A Saskatchewan MP, Bill
By HOLGER JENSEN
SAIGON (AP) — Hundreds 
of South Vietnamese were 
killed trying to escape from. 
Quang Tri City before its fall. 
The slaughter was in­
discriminate, by definition a 
massacre.
But from evidence at the 
scene and in the aftermath, 
the action April 29-30 was not 
"a deliberate North Vietnam­
ese army massacre of help­
less civilians," as U.S. state 
department spokesman John 
King described it.
The carnage suggested a 
cold-blooded North Vietnam­
ese resolve to stop all traffic 
on Highway 1, in callous’ dis­
regard of civilian targets. But 
r there was no evidence of a 
deliberate intent to single out 
the civilian refugees.
More than half the victims 
were South Vietnamese sol­
diers, and Washington’s esti­
mate of 1,000 to ^2,000 dead 
seems inflated.
Interviews with survivors 
of the massacre and a visual 
inspection of the death site 
indicate 200 to 600 dead. 
Panic was a major contrib­
uting factor to the bloodshed. 
CUT OFF ESCAPE
North Vietnamese forces 
surrounded Quang Tri and 
cut Highway 1, its southern 
escape route to Hue, a week 
before the fall of the province 
capital. South Vietnamese 
marines who were given the 
job of reopening the highway 
fought their way to within 
eight miles of Quang Tri. 
Three convoys of South Viet­
namese troops and civilians 
tried to flee southward on 
Highway One between April 
24 and 30. They were am­
bushed by North Vietnamese 
forces entrenched on both 
sides of the highway, four to
But frontline witnesses re­
ported no air bursts before 
April 30—any such would 
have killed troops of the 
North Vietnamese ambush 
force as well as the fleeing 
South Vietnamese.
Air bursts were Cred’ by 
North Vietnamese on April 
30-May 1 and many civilians 
were hit By then the civil­
ians were intermingled with 
South Vietnamese rangers 
fighting their way out of 
Quang Tri.
ONE WAS VISIBLE
Only a small portion of one 
ambushed convoy was visible 
from the South Vietnamese 
lines in those last hectic days 
before the fall of Quang Tri. 
The full savagery-.of (he 
slaughter did not become ap­
parent until two months later, 
when Saigon’s paratroops re­
turned to the scene at the 
spearhead of a counter-offen­
sive. This correspondent was . 
with the paratroops.
Hundreds of wrecked ve­
hicles and bodies littered a 
four-mile stretch of Highway 
1. Four out of five vehicles 
were military—Jeeps, trucks, 
tanks, armored personnel 
carriers, artillery pieces and 
ambulances. Civilian vehicles 
included buses, motorcycles 
and bicycles.
Civilian and military ve­
hicles were jumbled so close 
together it was obvious the 
North Vietnamese could not 
fire on one without hitting the
other. The concentrAM 
wreckage at certain W 
also indicated panic 
part of the South Vietnam
Convoy drivers appeared 
have been so intent on fleei\ ! 
Quang Tri they continued 
drive into withering fire even 
after lead vehicles were hit ' 
and the highway was blocked.
Graves registration work­
ers found 186 civilians dead 
at ambush sites. Of these, 76 
were claimed by relatives. 
The other 110 were buried in 
a mass ceremony at Phong 
Dien on Aug. 1.
It is not known how many 
military dead were recov- 
' cred. South Vietnamese offi­
cials:, did not announce the 
military toll, and informants 
only knew of a burial service 
for 40 unidentified soldiers. It 
appears, however, that most 
of the victims were soldiers 
because most of the wrecked 
vehicles were military.
It seems in all there were 
600 dead. This is based on 
visual inspection by this re­
porter, interviews and the ac­
counts of other experienced 
field reporters.
One American here who 
says he contributed to the re­
port asserts Tie clearly in­
formed the state department 
that 100 to 200 civilians had 
been killed hi the ambushes. 
He could not explain how the 
figure had risen to 1,000 ex­
cept to say: "There .must 
have been a screwup some­








One of the great missionaries 
in Canadian history was Father 
Albert Lacombe. He was born 
in Lower Canada in 1827, was 
ordained in 1849, and served on 
the Prairies until his death in 
1916. Early In his career he or­
ganized a settlement for Metis 
at Saint Albert, northwest of 
Edmonton, and Lacombe, Alta., 
Is one of a number of monu­
ments to his memory.
Father Lacombe was also 
Parish priest of Saint Maric, 
Winnipeg, from 1874 to 1880 and 
.helped to bring a number of 
French-speaking settlers to







10 YEARS AGO 
August 1962 
Six of Canada’s provincial premiers 
arrived by air in Kelowna for the 56th 
Regattq. They were A. C. Manning, Al­
berta. Louis Robichaud, New Brunswick; 
R. L, Stanfield, Nova Scotia; John Le­
sage, Quebec; John P, Rob arts, Ontario 
nnd W. A. C. Bennett, British Columbia.
Bianco, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. Bianco, 
and Robert Allen Dalton, son of C. L. 
Dalton, Kelowna, have enlisted in the 
RCAF. PO Bruce Little, RCAF, who has 
been spending a furlough in Kelowna 
visiting his wife, left for his station at 
Alliford Bay. PO Little was formerly 
with the Kelowna-Westbnnk ferry.
Manitoba from Quebec and 
New England states.
Father Lacombe earned 




20 YEARS AGO 
August 1952
J, J. Campbell, the oldest veteran of 
the BCFGA, died In hia 93rd year nt 
tlie homo of his daughter in Vancouver. 
For years Mr. Campbell whs a delegate 
to annual conventions1 of the BCFGA 
from Willow Point In the Kootenay, 
where he started fruit growing early in 
the century.
30 YEARS AGO
I August 1912 .
With the Services-Frederick Joseph
40 YEARS AGO 
August 1932 
Glcmnore Notes—Tlje Glenmore Local 
of the BCFGA will hold their nnnunl pic­
nic at Cedar Creek on Wednesday next. 
Bring your basket nnd enjoy a happy 
time. Water and other sports have been, 
ararnged for young and old. A truck 
will leave the school at 10 a,in. for those 
who have no means of transportation.
Knight, charges that Statistics 
Canada is engaged in empire­
building and notes that its ex­
penditures have risen from $14.5 . 
million in 1965-66 to an esti­
mated $55.5 million in the 
present fiscal year. Full-time 
employees of the agency have 
increased from 2,888 in 1968 to 
over 4,000 today.
The government has an ob­
vious interest in making the un­
employment figures appear as 
rosy as possible but it surely 
cannot justify quadrupling the 
budget for the labor force sur­
vey to achieve this end.
rines who fought their way to 
the southernmost ambush site 
April 30. Wounded survivors 
who passed the advancing 
marines said their convoy 
had been hit by mines, mor­
tars, rocket grenades and 
small-arms fire from North 
Vietnamese dug in as close 
as 20 yards to the roadway.’
The state department said 
the North Vietnamese used 
anti-personnel artillery shells 
with fuses set for air bursts, 
which “shredded the refugee 
column” with sprays of 
shrapnel.
By JACK TRACY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer 
Pierre Valliere’s book 
Choose! tells the revolution­
ary Front de Liberation du 
Quebec, in effect, to get lost. 
The book by the theoretician 
of the FLQ, originally pub- 
1 i s h e d a year ago as 
L'Urgence de choislr, has just 
appeared in English transla­
tion by Penelope Williams. It 
is one of several books with a 
left-leaning view of the 
Quebec political scene pub­
lished in English this sum­
mer.
Another i s Quebec—Only 
the Beginning. Its editor Dan­
iel Drache, a Toronto political 
economist, introduces its con­
tent as "The Manifestos of the 
Common Front” which he de­
scribes as representing "a 
new stage in the Quebec inde­
pendence movement."
A third is The Shouting 
Signpainters by a young an- 
g 1 o p h o n e newspaper man, 
Malcolm Reid. He explores 
the ideas of the young revolu­
tionary intellectuals whose 
writings preceded the violence 
which gripped Quebec prov­
ince in the late 1960s and 1970.
WROTE BITTER STORY
ions, the Quebec Federation of 
Labor and the Quebec Teach­
ers Corporation..
The three union groups fol­
lowed a long period of faction­
alism by forming a common 
front last year. Drache notes 
“the new basis of unity sur­
faced during the La Press® 
demonstration of Oct. 29,1971, 
when over 10,000 workers took 
to the streets to oppose the 
Drapeau-Bourassa-Power 
Corp, political axis.”
Two general strikes in 
Quebec followed in March and 
April and then Premier Bour­
assa’s government passed re- 
turn-to-work legislation.
Drache’s summary of the 
manifestos in some respects 
echoes the words of Vallieres. 
But there is a divergence. 
Drache suggests the common 
front is “powerful enough to 
mobilize the working class of 
Quebec independently of any 
of Quebec's political parties, 
including the Parti Quebe­
cois.”
Vallieres says “nothing 
could be more disastrous for 
the Quebec collectivity than to 
confront the Parti Quebecois 
with another ‘workers’
Pot May Help 
Glaucoma Cases
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — An 
accidental discovery during re­
search into the effects of smok­
ing marijuana suggests that pot 
may be effective in treating 
•glaucoma, a major cause of 
blindness, researchers say.
The ultimate problem will be 
to develop a non-intoxicating de­
rivative for use as regular med­
ication in treating glaucoma, an 
eye disease characterized by ex­
cessive fluid pressure in the
from Oswego, N.Y., to capture 
Montreal.
1779—By town (now Ottawa) 
was founded by Col. John By, a 
royal engineer,
1850—B y t o w n and Prescott 
Railway was incorporated.
1876—Alexander Graham Bell 
staged first long distance tele­
phone call between Trantford 
and Paris, Ont., a distance of 
, eight miles.
1909—Springhill, N.S., coal 
miners went on strike until May 
1911.
eyeball, says Dr. Ira Frank, an 
assistant professor of psychia­
try at the University of Califor- 
. nia at Los Angeles.
‘■‘We can’t have people walk­
ing the-streets high because of 
their glaucoma medicine," ex­
plained Dr. Stephen Szara, a 
collaborator with Frank.
Dr. Szara, a National Institute 
of Mental Health researcher, 
addressed the International 
Congress of Pharmacology 
Wednesday.
Marijuana’s effect in reducing 
pressure levels within the eye 
was discovered last November 
during a UCLA study on how 
marijuana s mokln g affected 
driving ability.
GET VOLUNTEERS
Vallieres came into the pub­
lic eye through the courts and 
as author of Negres blancs 
d’Amerique. This bitter ac­
count of life in the poor sec­
tions of Montreal was written 
while he was in jail and pub­
lished in 1968. Three years 
later it appeared in English 
translation as White Niggers 
of America.
Vallieres, free on bail pend­
ing an appeal on a man­
slaughter conviction resulting 
from a 1966 wave of FLQ ter- 
r o r i s m and alse facing 
charges resulting from the 
1970 kidnappings, has been 
working at Mont Laurier, 
Que., on a federally-financed 
Local Initiatives Program 
project.
Late last year he emerged 
from 135 days of hiding to 
repounce violence and the 
ways of the FLQ.
In Choose! the 34-year-old 
Vallieres again assumes the 
role of theoretician.
MUST FIRST UNITE
Its theme is that Quebecois 
—he does not use the word
Advertisements in the Daily
1943—Important war confer- Cn 1?uU,Si
ence began at Quebec with PaPer> atli acted a flood of vol- 
.......... - untears for the pot smoking 
tests, Dr. Frank said.
The study was carried out
party'.”
But as : Drache puts, it, 
taken together they (the
manifestos) speak of a com­
mon objective: In order to 
build a Quebec free of U.S. 
control and English-Canadian 
domination the working class 
must create a socialist society 
based on the needs of the ma­
jority of the Quebec people.
SET SCENE
- Before the, pipe-smoking, ri­
fle-carrying habitant began to 
appear on FLQ “commu­
niques” some young French- 
Canadian intellectuals set the 
scene for what was to follow.
To author Malcolm Reid, 31, 
their vehicle was parti prls— 
iall in small letters—a maga­
zine for tlie separatist left. It 
appeared in October, 1963, the 
, year the first FLQ bombs ex­
ploded in Montreal mailboxes.
Reid describes the words 
“parti prls” as "the prejudice 
(with which) every partisan 
starts his partisan remarks by 
vowing he has set (It) aside.”
Crees and Blackfeet and his In­
fluence kept them from taking 
part in the Northwest Rebellion 
in 1885, He also persuaded them 
not to tear up the railway 
tracks when the CPU was being 
built across the Prairies,
For this reason, he was in­
vited to lunch with president 
George Stephen and other direc­
tors of the CPR When the first 
train arrived in Calgary on Aug, 
10. 1883.
Churchill, Roosevelt and mili­
tary lenders present.
1950—Canada and U.S. signed 
Niagara River agreement,
1953—General e 1 e c 11 o n re­
sulted In Liberals 171, Conserva­
tives 51, CCF 23, Social Credit 
)5.
1960—Canadian Bill of Rights 
became law, , .4^
with 30 healthy subjects, aged 
21 to 29.
Dr. Frank said the test results 
demonstrated that marijuana 
smoking did not affect visual 
clearness, color and depth per­
ception, or peripheral vision.
During the intensive eye ef­
fects testing, a UCLA opthamol-
French-Canadian—must first 
unite, win their independence 
and then create their own so­
cialist society.
"For colonized Quebecois,” 
he writes, "independence Is 
the only process In the partlc- • 
ular historical situation of 
Quebec that can make them 
see socialism not as academic 
discussion, but as a practical 
solution to clearly Identified 
collective problems.”
V a 111 c r c s's villains are 
American Imperialism and 
"one of Its many branch 
plants around the world, Eng­
lish Canada," the Liberal 
parly and "the ‘lumpen-bour­
geoisie' assimilated to the 
dominant bourgeoisie (Cana­
dian and American), nnd rep­
resenting their political and
He quotes its opening edl- 
, torlal:
"We fight for the political 
independence of Quebec, be­
cause it is an indispensable 
condition of our liberation; 
. . . and we believe that the
TODAY IN HISTORY
, ... . economic Interests.”
oglst, .Dr. Robert 8. Hcpleu, de- Re secs Quebec's salvation 
ter mined that marijuana slgnlfl
control of the Economy, the 
means'Of production, cannot 
be authentic unless it is in. the 
hands of all Quebecois In the 
service of a total transforma­
tion of our economic system.”
Reid, who has worked in 
। Quebec province variously as 
a reporter with Sherbrooke 
Record, The Canadian Press 
and Toronto Globe and Mall, 
first became acquainted with 
parti prls when, as he puts It, 
“I was in the Parti socialists 
du Quebec.”
He grew up In Ottawa in an 
English-speaking, civil service 
family with CCF leanings. His 
book deals sympathetically 
with the separatist left., Ho is
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( 50 YEARS AGO
August 1922
Over 3,000 forest fires have already 
occurred in Canada thia year. Almost 
halt have been (or arc still raging) In 
this province. This will give some Idea 
nf the bill for fire fighting which the 
already long Buffering B.C. taxpayer will 
have to foot.
«0 YEARS AGO 
Auguat 1912
Local and Personal—Mr. and Mrs. 
James Middleton returned from a holi­
day trip on Tuesday. Miss Leann Wil­
son and Miss Hunter left for a visit to 
Summerland. Mr. T. E. Cooper has been 
appointed secretary of the A. and T. 
Association succeeding Mr. Hamilton 
who can np longer find time lb cany 
out the duties. ,
The luncheon was served In 
the directors’ private car, and 
began with Mr. Stephen getting 
to his feet and announcing that 
he was resigning as president 
for one hour, It was then moved 
that Father Lacombe lie made 
president in his place.
So Father Lacombe became 
president of the CPR for one 
hour and this fact Is recorded in 
official records of the company. 
The directors also gave him 
$10,000 for his mission, and a 
lifetime pass on tho railway 
which he often used during the 
remaining years of his work.'
OTHER AUGUST 10 EVENTS
1535—Cartier named Gulf of 
St. Lawrence during second 
voyage to Canada.' \
1658—Hotel Dicu hospital was\, 
opened at Quebec.
1674—Dutch captured French 
forts nt Pcntagoet and Jcmseg, 
now N.B.
1691—P e I e r Schuyler force 
from New York was defeated 
near .Montreal after fierce fight- • 
Ing.
176^—General Amherst sailed
Uy THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Amr. 10, 1972 ...
The Canadian Bill of 
Rights became law 12 years 
ago .today—In I960—guar­
anteeing human rights nnd 
fundamental freedoms In nil 
fields of federal government 
jurisdiction. The bill's prin­
cipal operative clauses re­
quire the court to Interpret 
all present and future fed­
eral legislation in recogni­
tion of the basic human 
rights and ensure Hint ho 
one shall ba denied access 
to the courts to protect 
them by reason of race, re- 
ligloh, sex or color.
1961—Britain formally ap­
plied for membership In the 
European Common Market. ’
1954—Construction of the 
St. Lnwrfncc power project 
begun at Cornwall, Ont.
.1945—■The Russians in­
vaded Korea, 
1943—Churchill arrived In 
Quebec City for 'a confer­
ence with Roosevelt,
I9IO—Air mull services < 
weic first organized in ikil- 
ain, , \ ■
cnntly reduced intraocular—In- 
ternal eye—pressures.
Jn the separatist Parti Quebe­
cois whose cause he espoused 
last winter when he renounced
The normal pressure ranges violence.
from IQ to 20 millimetres of ’ fj^AR.S PROVOCATION 
mercury. In tlie test groups, the -- * «w*«*-aiion
average pressure after mari­
juana smoking dropped to 9.2 
from 14.3,
Hepler followed up with a 
marijuana test on n patient with 
severe glaucoma and 0 peak 
pressure level of 50.
The 42-ycar-old woman puffed 
her marijuana after standard 
cyd drop drugs had lowered tho 
pressure level to 29. An hour 
later the pressure reading was 
17.'
LETTER TO EDITOR
It has been the policy of 
lit® Dally Courier for' many 
year* that when a public 
election han been announced 
letters to the editor concern­
ing the election or candidates 
running for public office will 
not bo published. Premier W. 
A. C. Renneit han called an\ 
election in B.C. Aug. 20 and 
In accordance with the newn- 
paper’o policy any letters 
concerning the elections will 
not bo published. '
Ho urges the FLQ to disap­
pear because, he says, ho 
fears that any further viol­
ence such an that of October, 
1970, might provide the fed­
eral government with an ex­
cuse to move In on "the !ndc- 
pendcntlst a n d progressive 
forces of Quebec before tho 
Parti Quchrtcols can acquire 
the legitim cy of a democrati­
cally e 1 o i) t e d government,' II • • •
Points in Quebec's history, 
he notes, were the English 
conquest of 1760 nnd the fail­
ure of the 1837-38 rebellion.
"If we do not unite, we will 
suffer n third—and definitive 
—(’ o n q u c s 1," he writes. 
"There’ll be n(i further oppor­
tunities for battle. We're cor- 
■ nerpri; we have to win this 
one, or disappear from his­
tory."
Daniel Drache is a 30-ycnr\ 
old teacher of political econ­
omy nt York University hi To­
ronto. Ills book contains 
translations of the manifestos 
of the Quebec-based Confeder­
ation of National Trado Un-
married to a French-Canadian 
girl.
The heroes of his book are 
what he calls “partlprlstcs.” 
all iconoclasts in the straight 
view, They arc such ns Pierro 
Mahoit from the wealthy 
Montreal subm'b of Outromont 
and now with the National 
Film Board—"from Dupions- 
ism to the FIX)," Joan-Marc 
Plottc, from Montreal's cast 
end—"toward a total revolu­
tion,” and Paul Chamberland, 
, who wrote "a chant of revolu- 
’ lion,”
Ulin m he r 1 nnd's book, 
L'Afflchcur hui'le, provided 
I ho title for the Reid volume, 
its litoral translation Is "tho 
, poster-hanger sernams,”
But Chamberland told Reid; 
"IJhought of myself as one of, 
(hose guys who write political 
slogans on walls. A signpaln- 
lor, a shouting signpainter.”
Choose!, Fierro Vallieres, 
$5.95, new press, Toronto.
Quebec—Only the begin­
ning, edited by Daniel 
Drachc; $3.75 paperback, 
$7.95 clotliboiind; new press, 
Toronto.
The. Shouting filgnpaln- 
ters, Malcolm Reid. $8,95, 
McHclland and Stewart, To­
ronto.
JMDP Campaign
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icher By $480
'ocM NDP campaign is 
'‘80 following a meet­
party Tuesday at- 
more than 70 sup-
Ing work for youth, hospitals, 
homes, loans to small business­
es, farmers and to supplement 
the incomes of families starv-
^^ratulating the attend- 
for their interest in the 
itical life of this province,” 
South Okanagan NDP candi­
date, Frank Snowsell , said the 
premier “hopes that calling an 
election in August will result 
in the return of his government 
by default. Your interest shows 
that he is mistaken.”
Mr. Snowsell was introduced 
by campaign manager, Roli 
Cacchoni, who recounted the 
candidate’s experience as an 
MP and his service record as a 
member of the CCF-NDP, as 
well as a teacher.
"Frank has been visiting and 
listening to people in their 
homes and has shown his con­
cern with the problems of the 
people,” Mr. Cacchoni sail, 
adding "if he is elected, he will 
represent people , . . not cor-
ing on welfare allowances of 
$169 a month.” Election money 
could also be spent "to aid 
those who cannot share the 
good life liver! by Bennett and 
his buddies,” Mr. Snowsell de­
clared.
Citing the quarter million dol­
lars raised by compulsory levy 
on insurance agents, salesmen 
and agencies to help finance 
Socred election campaigns, Mr.
DARCANGELO'S
porations or special interest 
groups.”
Mr. Snowscll accused the 
premier of “disenfranchising 
thousands of people by calling 
this unnecessary election, in­
cluding teachers attending 
summer school whose only hol­
idays will be the final two weeks 
of August.” He said the pre­
mier had "two more years of 
power” and could "right now 
be doing the things he is pro­
mising to do if re-elected.”
The speaker said the pre­
mier "is spending on this un­
necessary election one million 
of your dollars, lollars which 
could be better spent in provid-
Snowsell said "while in Sask- I 
atchewan and Manitoba auto I 
insurance rates are going town, I 
in B.C. ours are going up eight I 
per cent” with each insured 
motorist “compelled” to contri­
bute t<> Socred election funds.
He said in Massachusetts, 
when private insurance com­
panies over-charged motorists 
when no-fault compulsory auto 
coverage was introduced, the 
state government ordered a 30 
per cent reduction in premiums 
and a refund to motorists of 
between $30 and $40 million.
In the province, as William 
Hartley, MLA for Yale-Lillooet 
demonstrated, Mr. Snowsell 
added, B.C. motorists “have 
been over-charged between $14 
and $15 million each year siiice 
Bennett introduced his no-fault 
insurance.”
“But there are no refunds to 
B.C. motorists, just a further 
eight per cent increase,” the 
speaker declared.
The attendance responded | 
. with contributions of more than 
i $480 following an appeal for 
i funds by assistant campaign 
■ manager, William Boyd.
Gigantic Parking Lot
THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY, AUG. 10 -11 -12
AIR WESTINGHOUSE TV Simmon's Beauty Rest
CANADIAN BID CONDITIONERS Deluxe 23" Console QUEEN SIZE
Britain Delays Decision 
On Nuclear Partnership
Demos - 6000 B.T.U Black and While Slightly Marked
LONDON (CP) — Britain has 
delayed any final decision on 
the type of nuclear power pro­
gram to be developed in the 
country but officials say a Ca­
nadian bid for a nuclear part­
nership is still under considera­
tion.
Canada has proposed that the 
British concentrate on steam- 
generating, heavy-water reac­
tors similar to the Canadian 
pressure-tube systems.
The Canadian proposal calls 
for a partnership deal with 
I Britain to include the full devel- 
I opment of similar systems in 
l both countries. Reduced pro- 
I duction costs would enable the 
I Anglo-Canadian systems to 
I compete internationally with 




VANCOUVER (CP) — A 
man suspected of breaking 
into a city delicatessen with 
another man and selling its 
. stock at bargain prices to 
overnight customers has been 
charged with breaking and 
entering and attempted car 
theft.
Thomas Michael Patrick 
O’Neill, a recent arrival from 
: England, was arrested at the 
rear of the delicatessen after 
a neighbor saw someone try­
ing to steal a car from the 
■ lane. ■.
When police arrived, they 
found the rear door of the de­
licatessen had been forced 
open' and part of the store’s 
stock missing.
Later, proprietor Karl 
Grohs, who o K?ned the new 
store for busmess Friday, 
learned that two men had 
opened his shop about 2:30 
I a.m. and sold about $300
I worth of stock to customers 
I until they "closed” around
I 8:30 a.m.
I , O'Neill was remanded for 
I 1 psychiatric observation.
The British government an- I 
nounced Tuesday, however, I 
that it will continue to explore I 
several types of nuclear power I 
systems, including the heavy- I 
water variety, for up to 18 I 
months before a final selection II 
s made. I
PROGRAM TO BEGIN
John Davies, secretary for I 
trade and industry, said a $15- 
million components develop­
ment program will be started 
for the heavy-water system. 
But he made no direct refer­
ence to the Canadian offer, pre­
sented in June by Lome Gray, 
president of Atomic Energy of 
Canada.
Davies said the heavy-water 
system is “a strong contender 
for adoption in the British grid 
system, the government is most 
firmly backing it up.”
A prototype of a heavy-water 
reactor has been working in 
Dorset for the last four years 
but no buyers have appeared so 
far.
Davies said Britain places 
great importance on the possi­
bility of close collaboration 
with other countries in nuclear 
power development but he de­
clined to name which states he 
had in mind. Sources in the I 
trade department stress, how­
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HITHER and YON
Swimming and water skiing 
and harmonizing were the main 
entertainment of the happy
Kelowna’s newly crowned lilies and spouses, members of 
royalty. Lady of the Lake, Lind- the Barbershoppers were 
say Ritchie and her Princess, I guests, along with their wives. 
Donna Mae Hamilton, who -w‘—
CAMP COUNSELLOR, 
Noelle Ponich of Kelowna, 
takes a little camper on a 
story land trip at the . Book 
Room at the Okanagan Eas­
ter Seal Camp. The library is 
located in a quiet shady room
EASTER SEAL CAMP
in the basement of the main 
complex, where arts and 
crafts used to be taught. Jig 
saw puzzles can also be work­
ed in the quiet area. Dona­
tions of books or puzzles are 
welcome. (Courier- Photo)
were accompanied by Mr, and 
Urs. Norman Hilborn, have re­
turned from a most successful 
visit to the Diamond Jubilee 
celebration at Nelson.
In addition to riding the 
award winning city of Kelowna 
float, Lindsay was asked to 
speak on behalf of the city at 
the Miss Nelson pageant, which 
she did most effectively.
Social event* included a royal 
breakfast, royal luncheon and 
royal ball following the pageant. 
They met Lieut. Governor John 
Nicholson and Minister of High­
ways, . Wesley D. Black. Every­
where they went they were the 
centre of attraction in their 
natty red, white and blue Re­
gatta theme dresses. Hospital­
ity of the Kootenay city was 
tremendous, according to dir­
ector of royalty, Mrs. Hilborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Murray Stew­
art were hosts to a Sweet Ade­
line box lunch supper recently
Progress Noted
at their lakeshore Jtome on 
Abbott Street. In addition to. 
Sweet Adelines and their fam-1 Ted Schultz.
evening.
Lester Justinen of Sidney, 
B.C. and son Larry are visiting 
with his son and daughter, Mr. 
and Mrs. Richard Thorp and 
Harold Justinen of Kelowna.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Marsh and 
son Christopher left for their 
home in Wood Mountain, Sask., 
after spending the summer with 
Mr. Marsh’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Cliff Marsh, 1511 Moun­
tain Ave. Mr. Marsh was em­
ployed with the RCMP for the 
summer. He has accepted the 
position of principal at Wood 
Mountain beginning on Sept. 1. 
Enroute they are -visiting with 
Mrs. Marsh’s parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Paul Janke of Swift Cur­
rent, Sask.
Visitors from Weybum, 
Sask., with Mr. and Mrs. Alex 
Fry of Poplar Point Drive have 
been old friends, Mr. and Mrs.
At Open House
Donations of time, money and 
equipment and other articles 
are slowly building the Okana­
gan Easter Seal Camp at Win­
field into a complete recrea­
tional complex where handicap­
ped" persons may experience a 
variety of projects.
Visitors to the annual open 
house on Sunday were impress­
ed with the progress made; the 
renovation of existing buildings, 
the expansion of others and the 
additions begun.
The site is located three miles 
west of Winfield m the heart of 
the Okanagan Valley. Lying on 
the east bank of Lake Okana­
gan, the grounds comprise 22 
acres of tend in a rustic set­
ting of Ponderosa pines.
The camp is owned and oper­
ated by the B.C. Society for 
Crippled Children and financed 
by donations raised through the 
Easter Seal Campaign support­
ed by the Lions Clubs and affili­
ates throughout British Colum­
bia. Donations from other serv­
ice, groups, sympathetic indivi­
duals and businesses account 
for the balance.
One such donation from an 
anonymous donor of $2,800 will 
go . towards further improve­
ments on the buildings and a 
donatio f $2,000 from a large 
Valley has been earmarked 
for completion plans for Walker
elle Ponich, Richard Macklin, 
Murray Shaw and Gordon Gov­
an, are all from Kelowna and 
area. Other counsellors are 
Jane Moorhouse of Winnipeg; 
Susan Sager, Crescent Beach 
and Jane Aiderton of Vancou­
ver. The young people who con­
duct the varied programs in 
arts and crafts, sports, nature 
lore, water games and swim­
ming, have developed a deep 
empathy for their handicapped 
charges.
In charge of tne kitchen is 
Irene Treger with Sigrid Mad­
sen and 'Suzanne Hidian round­
ing out the kitchen staff. B.11 
Treger is in charge of malnten 
ance and this year, a donation 
of 1,400 yards of green sod has 
required tender loving caie, 
especially during-the test few 
weeks of hot weather. The dona­
tion was a gift from the Volley­
ball Association, whose mem­
bers came and laid the turf. .
Camp director, Doug Hillian 
in his third year at the Winfield 
camp, is everywhere. In his 
second year as director, Mr. 
Hilian has built up a keen inter­
est in the camp program.
Margaret Danie
A double-ring ceremony sol­
emnized in St. Michael’s Angli­
can Church, Vancouver, united 
Margaret Edna Daniel, daugh­
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Stuart 
Daniel of Kelowna and Donald 
John Graham of Vancouver on 
July- 28.
Given in marriage by her 
father, the bride chose an ivory 
colored crepe gown with roll 
collar and long flowing sleeves. 
Over this she wore a sleeveless 
coat of ivory lace.en train. A 
small tiara held her ivory 
shoulder-length net veil and she 
carried a bouquet of red rose­
buds and white carnations, with 
a sprig of heather for good 
luck.
‘Something old’ was a gold 
necklace; ‘new’ were her pearl 
earrings, a gift from the groom 
and ‘borrowed’ a five cent 
piece. A blue garter completed 
the traditional sentiment.
Matron of honor was Mrs. S.






houses the arts and crafts which 
used to be located in somewhat 
cramped quarters under the 
main building, consists of 2,- 
834 square feet. Slight altern­
ations to the partitions have 
made specific areas for the 
camp nurses' quarters and the 
infirmary; the camp director’s 
office and quarters, storage 
area, additional personnel quar­
ters and a large arts and crafts 
area. It is amply lit with multi­
fluorcscent lights, which came 
with the building. Other equip­
ment in the building moved to 
the site last August, include; a 
water heater, furnace and two 
air conditioning units. The in­
stallation of these units are part 
of the completion plans, which 
also includes tiling the entire 
floor. The tiles have already 
been purchased.
VOLLEYBALL
Another source of Income for 
the society is the rental receiv-
POOL PLANS
Plans are in the making to 
update the swimming pool—the 
major core of the camp pro­
gram which this year is com­
prised of seven sessions; five 
eight-day sessions, one nine-day 
session and a 10-dny session.
As visitors stroll throughout 
the complex, they become 
aware of the happiness and good 
fellowship which prevails among 
the campers, many of whom 
would never have an opportun­
ity to relax in natural surround­
ings. As you witness the indivi­
dual attention given by the 
counsellors, helping a young 
boy to learn to swim or to tie 
dye a T shirt, you realize the 
purpose of the camp.
By providing the opportunity 
to participate in a full recre-. 
ational program in a routine dif­
ferent from school, hospital or 
home, campers learn that their 
disabilities aesd not be a social 
handicap.
W.- Stuart of.. Vancouver and 
bridesmaids were Patricia 
Johnson and Margaret Anne 
Johnson, also of Vancouver. 
They wore similar gowns of 
blue, yellow and pink flowered 
sheer with short sleeves and V 
necklines. They carried small 
nosegays of daisies. Wide brim­
med white straw hats with 
matching wide ribbons complet­
ed their ensembles.
Don Forrester of Vancouver 
served as best man and ushers
DION'S
OF RUTLAND
OUR MEAT LOOKS BKSR BECAUSE IT IS BETTER!
TURKEYS Uiililies. S-20 lbs.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .k.49c
PICNIC HAMS 49c
CROSS RIB ROAST “ i. 99c
Al 11D CTE A1/ Sirloin or lib. Canada Good, VLUD 31 EAI\ Canada Choice. . . . . . . . . lb. ’1.59
GROUND BEEF 69c 
WIENERS
were Ken Johnson and Tom I 
Daniel, *11 of Vancouver. ||
For the reception which fol-11 
lowed at the home of Mr. and I 
Mrs. David Roxburgh, North I 
Vancouver, the bride’s mother I 
received the guests wearing a l 
blue figured dress with long I 
full sleeves topped with a l 
sleeveless navy blue coat. A l 
small hat of white flowers and I 
white carnation corsage com- I 
pleted her ensemble. I
The toast to the bride was I 
proposed by Charles Munslow I 
of Kelowna and during the even- I 
Ing the guests were entereained I 
by 12-year-old piper, Graham I 
Flynn and by singer Ian Me-I 
Donald of the Vancouver Scot- I 
tish Society, who sang several I 
songs in Gaelic and English. I 
Master of ceremonies was Dave I 
Roxburgh who read telegrams I 
from Prince Rupert. Viking, I 
Alta., and the Isle of Skye, Scot-1 
land. I
Out-of-town guests were Mr.|| 
and Mrs. T. W. Daniel, Mr. and I 
Mrs. R. Keyes, the four grand-Il 
parents of the bride; Mr. and I 
Mrs. Robert Daniel, Tom Dan-1 
iel, Mr. and Mrs. C. E, Muns- I 
low, Jim Thompson, all of Kei- I 
' owna; Mr. and Mrs. David I 
। Daniel, Vernon; Mrs. J. A. I
Taylor, Cloverdale 
Hoffe, Viking, Alta.
The couple make 
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Canadian Cheese Consumption 










cd from the B.C. Volleyball As­
sociation which holds its annual 
training camp nt the camp. 
The rental of $2,(500 went to- 
wards Installing two more com­
plete bnthrooins, with showers 
and a tub, The additional facili­
ties were badly needed at the 
camp where the average attend­
ance of 10 to 15 campers plus 
a staff of 19 added up to a big 
demand for showers especially 
in ihe hot weather,
Stuff members arc: camp 
nurse, Mildred Waldron, RN, 
and her assistant, Diane Gocrt- 
zi-n, Camp counsellors, all dedi­
cated young people, who give 
more than time, and leadership 
skills, are Linda Mannrln, 
Chuck Speloy, Jan Alcock, Roy 
Sprinkling, Wayne Wilson, No-
As you tour the complex you 
also learn that many hours of 
volunteer labor go into the im­
provements. Members of the 
local Lions Clubs a»one have ac­
counted for 1,000 man hours the 
past year.
DONATIONS
You also learn ‘hat Individual 
donations of articles help to 
make the setting more compat­
ible, such as the gay drapes 
and curtains donated by differ­
ent residents. Other donations 
are welcome and at the present 
time, high on t*w needed Hat arc 
sporting equipment such as ball 
gloves, tennis racquets, fish­
ing equipment.
On the functional side, office 
equipment, typewriters, filing 
cabinets would help to make the 
operation more efficient.
Articles such as large cooking 
pots, vacuum cleaners, lawn 
mowers would be welcome addi­
tions to the maintenance depart­
ment.
If you have any ’spares’ 
around your home, call 763- 
2004.
MONTREAL (CP) — Cana­
dians are quickly catching up 
to Europeans in adventurous 
tastes for cheese, says Joe 
Ditkofsky, president of the 
Crescent Cheese Co. of Mont­
real.
“Canadian consumption of 
cheese has almost doubled in 
the last 10 years and people 
are taking a far greater inter­
est In learning about different 
types rather than relying on
old standby*,’’ ha said 
Interview.
Cheddar is still “the 




Immediate Family Attend 
50th' Anniversary Here
' Mr, mid Mrs, Thomas Soren­
son, formerly of Avonlea nnd 
Regina, Sask-., mid now making 
their home in Kelowna, cole, 
brated their golden wedding an- 
\ niversnry with a family dinner 
h at the Capri Motor Hotel on 
I July 29. ns honored guests of 
I (heir sons Harvey of Richmond, 
I B,C, mid Clifford of Edmonton, 
I 1 Alta.
I Their son’s wives. Margaret 
I and Gwen, and grandchildren
I Larry, Kamloops, Sharon nnd
I her husband. Vancouver mid
Shelley, Judy and Garry of 
Edmonton, joined in to help 
celebrate the happy occasion, 
Two of the grandchildren, Jam­
es and Donald of Edmonton, 
were not able to attend.
A floral arrangement of ye'- 
low daisies and a' two-tiered 
wedding cake ornamented tin i 
table. A gift of a gold cmbossec 
tea set nnd candy dish was pre­
sented by their immediate fam­
ilies.
centres such as Montreal 
more than 135 varieties of 
cheese are stocked to meet 
demands of increasingly so­
phisticated palates.
Mr. Ditkofsky said that 
while relatively mild Dutch 
Gouda is the best-selling im­
port, shoppers are tending to 
reach for stronger Camem­
bert and exotic goat cheeses.
His company supplies the 
country with about 15 million 
pounds of cheese a year, both 
natural and processed -types 
produced in the Montreal 
Slant, and Imports from Den- 
lark, Switzerland and the 
Netherlands.
What make* a Cheddar and 
what makes a Tilsit depends 
on a series of carefully con­
trolled factors frokn the fat 
content of the milk used and 
the type of timing of bacterial 
cultures added, to the temper­
atures reached in “cooking” 
and the length of aging.
Basically, natural Cheddar 
begins as milk which Is pas­
teurized in the cheese plant 
then pumped into a vat vyhare 
cultures and rennet, an en­
zyme to coagulate the mix­
ture, are added.
The mixture is heated while 
whey I* drawn off and acid
levels checked, until it Is 
thickened to a curd-like con­
sistency. After salting, the 
curds are put into moulds and I 
pressed into 40-pound blocks. I
If a block is to be sold as 
mild cheese, it is kept for two 
weeks at a 50-degree tempera­
ture, then graded, cut and 
packaged.
If a sharper flavor is de­
sired, the milk used is not 
pasteurized as this destroys 
too many of the bacteria 
needed for developing flavor 
during the aging process.
The milk for stronger 
chees<? is heated to a lower I 
temperature sufficient t o 
eliminate only some of the 
bacteria and the end product 
is aged for at least 90 days. 
During aging, the cheese is 
continually checked, turned 
and tasted to ensure it is not 
being spoiled by too much 
bacterial action, 
“Natural cheese Is white 
ranging from a pretty anemic 
color In the winter when the







DOG EOOD DA. . . . . . . . . .
PORK and BEANS X tins
■SPAGHETTI ill:<m* .. . .
LUNCHEON MEAT K:
FLAKED TUNAcows are eating fodder to yel­
low shades in the summer । , ..... .
when they’re getting lots of
grass and buttercups with pig- I J’1' Lv.AixTrsimr 
ments that show up in *nilk f DKf A SHORTENING 




EACH 59c 3 1.49
J.99
MAKING PIES
A six-quart basket of som 




Living Room ® Dining Room 
• Wall Components 
NORIPAN IMPORT 
M2 Bernard Ave. 763-3*1*
ALOHA LADIES
Now open In s
Shops Capri, (fi




• Mun Muns 
• Evening; and
Patio Slipper*
CHEZ MARIE C ’
Apparel Ltd. -L' 
31 Shops Capri 
763-5516
CHEESE SLICES^. . . . . . . . . . . .
Ill CHEESE SLICES . . . . .
MARGARINE K... 
BEEF STEW
SALAD DRESSING K. . . . . . .
Tine 5 lbs. plus 
I IVE i p), free .......... . ........................
DUNfH 6 1,1113■ UliMl p.j ||>m, free___  _________
(VDIlb Nsbob, Pimenko and Waffle 
jlrCUr 44 oz, ....... .................
10 tor 99c 
. 5 tor 99c 
.. 5 tor 99c 
.. 2 tor 99c 
. 2 (or 1 j99 
.4 tor 99c 
31.1.49
. . . . . 95c 
. . . . . 99c 
. . . . . 1.79
79c




RENTALS — SALES ~ SERVICE 
everything for the . . .
Contractor MfMNm Industry awM Homo Owner 
2000 Spall Rd. Phon* 769-4471
CORN ON COB 
PLUMS 
ORANGES
PEAHUT BUnER X.. . . . . . . .
KRAFT DINNER . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TOMATO SOUP cuh. . .. ..... . 
EGGS Grade A Medium....................
PORK and BEANS 
CANNED HAM .
TOMATOES 7.1. "








3 for $1 
... 08c
f AIIMFA VFAFTARIFC Fren<,h «reen be*n8’ lAnnEV VEVEIADLEJ style corn, cut green bean*, 
whole kernel com, fancy peas, peaa and carrots, mixed 
vegetables, spinach. R M.
14 oz. Uns. Mix and Match........... .  •• for UUu
FRUIT COCKTAIL, PEARS, PEACHES,
and APRICOTS iHum, Mix'n Mateli 3 (or $1
APPLE JUICED: . . . . . . . . . \2to79B
ORAHGE JUICE X  . . . . . . . . 2IW89c
TABLE FRESH PRODUCE
a. 69c RADISHES ONIONS;*Bunches 4 Tor 49c
39c CUCUMBERS
7 lb, 1.00 LETTUCE
lb 19c
Pay Your Power and Telephone Bills at Dion's
Hours: 9 a.m. to 10 p.m. - 7 Days A Week
.... lb.
KELOWNA DAILY COURIER, THUR.. ATO. 1* W1 PACE T
*
FLOORED
Linfield. They are seen
Uses Of Peanut 
Number 326
TORONTO (CP) — Some­
one once counted, and found 
328 uses for peanuts, not all of 
th»m intense!* practical.
A lot are. though. They in­
clude the use of peanut, plant 
or shell in shaving cream, 
shoe Dolish. dye, fertilizer, in­
sulation filler, sweeping com­
pounds.
Nancy High says only in 
North America are peanuts 
used in peanut butter, and its 
mawfaeture accounts for 
about half the entire U.S. 
croo.
M’ss High is home econo­
mist for the Peanut Growers* 
Associations o* North Carolina 
and Virginia. She was in Can­
ada on a ninmottonal tour 
sponsored by Canada Packers 
Ltd.
She says Ch’na and Africa 
are the biggest producers of 
peanuts.
“They are used mostly for 
oil for cooking. They are 
Dressed and the remains used 
i for fodder. I sometimes think 
if we could teach people to eat 
the peanuts instead, it could 
be oart of a solution to world 
hunger.”
BIG FOR COCKTAILS
Miss High says the biggest 
peanuts in the U.S. production 
are the ones used for cocktail 
peanuts, and are mostly
?
This trio of members of 
Valley Lions Clubs are among 
the Lfons who have contribu­
ted a total of 1.000 man hours 
during the past year to the 
Okanagan Easter Seal Camp 
for handicapped, located at
approving of the selection ol 
floor tiles which will cover 
■he 2,834 square teet in Walk­
er House the arts and crafts 
■ centre. Left to right, Alf Ra­















“Is it ready?” a young 
camper asks Linda Manarin 
of Rutland as he stirs a T- 
shirt in a can of dye. Linda, 
who is busy winding cord for 
her next class in macrame, 
is supervising the handicap­
ped youth in the art of tie dy­
ing. She is one of the staff of 
counsellors serving campers 
at the Okanagan Easter Seal
Camp at Winfield where an­
other group of the seven sep­
arate sessions of campers is 
currently relaxing in an at­
mosphere of good fellowship 
and wholesale recreation. 
Counsellors not only give in­
struction in arts, crafts, sports 
and swimming but also take 
a personal interest in each
camper.
ii ANN LANDERS








Dear Ann Landers: If you 
think you've heard everything, 
you're in for a shock. This has 
got to be a first for your col­
umn.
A friend of mine has just suc­
ceeded In adopting a child. She 
and her husband have been on 
every waiting list imaginable 
for six years. They brought the 
baby boy home from the hospi­
tal last Sunday. Today I went to 
visit her. When I arrived, she 
said, “Oh—you're just in time 
for Billy’s feeding." With that 
she went to the nursery, 
brought back this darling Infant 
and proceeded to go through the 
motions of breast-feeding him. I 
thought I was seeing things be­
cause 1 know perfectly well tha' 
it Is not possible for a mother 
who has ' adopted a child to
ag
and









Lions Society for Crippled 
Children Wilf Gelhorn of tlr 
Winfield Lions Club and Jim 
McIntyre of th Vernon Lions . 
Tlub.—(Courier Photo)
Burgers 3 tor $1.00 
Fish and Chips 70o 
Opposite Mountain Shadow* 7SJ-MU







I HOME (AP) — Italian fash­





knows what beauty is
Here at the New Bay we make beauty 
a lovely habit. Going all the way with 
the latest cosmetics. Elizabeth Arden 
knows every person is different. She 
has a range of cosmetics designed 
for your own special skin needs. 
The very essence of a lovely com­
plexion begins with daily Elizabeth 
Arden Skin Care
winter collections with design­
ers trying to entice rather 
than command.
“There is no longer a hard 
trend in haute couture,” said I 
U .S .-b o r n designer Tiziani, 
normally one of the pace-set- I 
ters for the jet-setters^ I 
Despite what he said, Ti- 
ziani’s style is a classic spor­
twear look for daytime or 
evening wear. Coats are 
looser with modified kimono­
type sleeves.
Designers are trying to 
eliminate such superfluous 
features as padding, and to 
keep the lines simple and 
sober. But they have made up 
for it in other ways.
Fancy jewelry is an eye­
catching feature of many 
collections, including chains, 
strand necklaces and 
brooches, black beads and | 
pearls.
Also in vogue are the soft 
cloche hats, little caps and be­
rets so soft they can be 
stuffed into a handbag or 
pocket when not needed and 
pushed back into shape later.
Talitzine offers fur turbans 
as an option.
Some designers still favor 
trousers, baggy for evening 
wear, while others feature the 
easy-to-wear shirtwaist dress. 
Dresses have the last word in 
a bid for greater femininity. 
Skirts are mostly knee length, 
in daywear at least, but one 
designer plans to lower hem­
lines at the back into a sort of 
train.
ven’t any fat removed, as is 
commonly believed, it's just 
that no oil is added. They are 
coated with a gelatinous ma­
terial to which salt and spices 
will adhere, and roasted, 
“The caloric difference is 
negligible.
“Peanuts aren’t really very 
fattening, though somehow 
they get the blame when peo­
ple eat them at a party where 
they have drinks and then go 
on and eat a big dinner.”
She says someone has also 
said the peanut butter and 
jam sandwich is second in 
popularity only to the hot dog 
in the U.S. However, she ad­
mits she isn’t sure how the 
research was done.
OIL IS ADDED
“Peanut butter in Canada 
has to be 96-per-cent peanuts. 
The different tastes come 
from different methods of
। roasting and from additives.
“The additives are sugar, 
salt and some vegetable oil. 
Oil has to be added or the 
peanut butter would be too 
dry.”
She says peanut butter 
began life as a health food 
about 100 years ago when a 
St. Louis doctor was looking 
for something cheap, nutri­
tious and digestible for his pa­
tients to eat.
He made it in an ordinary 
kitchen grinder. You can 
make it in a blender, , if you 
like, but Miss High , says you 
will want to add salt’-and oil, 
even if you start with salted 
peanuts.
She said there is no sure 
way to tell if peanuts in the 
shell are fresh.
“You’re buying a pig in a 
poke. Shelled peanuts are a | 
better buy for freshness.
“Peanuts will keep for a 
couple of years under refrig­
eration.
“They are technically a leg­
ume, like peas and beans, 
though botanically they’re a 
fruit because they flower and 
then produce their peanuts.
Cleansing cream, 714-oz.
Velva moisture film, 314-oz.
Velva mask, 3-oz.
Firm lift, 4-oz.






Beauty sleep, 2-oz. 7.50
Make-up takes on a new gleam.
Illusion foundation 7.50
Colour Veil 5.00












Dear Ann Landers: My dear 
sister just lost her husband to 
cancer. She had her children 
late in life and now she must go 
out and make a living. Unfor­
tunately, she looks every day of 
her 52 years. I’ve urged her to 
get a face-lift. Will you recom­
mend a doctor in Phoenix? I’ve 
seen some lifts that were flops 
and I’d feel terrible if my sister 
had one on my say-so and was 
ruined. Thank you for your 
help.—Hopeful
S nurse. I sat’ there dumbfounded 
* end finally 1 said: "How do you 
know when the baby is fin- 
i. hhed?” She replied: “I watch 
the clock, The doctors says 15
4
*
minutes and no more."
I’m beginning to doubt my 
own sanity, Ann. Docs this 
woman have a screw loose? If 
ao, what’s With her doctor? Can 
It lie that I am mistaken?
Dear Hope: You thanked me 
too soon. 1 am not going to 
make any recommendations. 
The success of a face-lift de­
pends on many factors, in addi­
tion to the skill of the surgeon 
—for Example, the texture ol 
the skin, the amount of work 
that needs to be done. Also the 
expectations of the patient. (Is 
she hoping for a miracle?) Your 
sister should consult her family 
physician.
Food Recipes
SAUTEED CORN AND 
MUSHROOMS
4 ears fresh corn
2 cups sliced fresh mush­
rooms
2 tbsp, finely chopped onion
2 tbsp, butter
1 tsp. sugar
1 tsp. salt 
tsp. pepper 
Chopped parsley
Cut kernels, from fresh ears 
of corn. Cook mushrooms and 
onion in butter, covered, tor 
about 10 minutes. Add sugar, 
salt, pepper, and corn kernels 
and cook for about 10 minutes 
longer, uncovered. Sprinkle with 
chopped parscly. Serves 4-6.
QUICK HOT KOHL SLAW 
4 cups coarsely shredded 
cabbage
3 tbsp, sliced green onion . 
tops
% tsp. salt 
Pepper
1 cup diced cooked ham
Vi cup bottled French dressing 
Add cabbage, onion, season­
ings and ham to hot French 
dressing in a frypan. Stir gent­
ly to combine. Cover and sim­
mer 8-10 minutes, or until cab­





The Xerox 1860 
Copy Printer
• Takes Originals up to 36” 
wide on bond Vellum 'r 
Mylar.
• Produces Copy to she or 
reduced to various slies.
• Blueprinting.
• Fast, Efficient Service.
Our other services Include: 
offset duplicating, mimeo­
graphing, electronic stencils, 




15 years In Kelowna
535 Lawrence Ave. 762-2547
1*
Please settle "tills, I think I'm— 
Cracking Un
Dear Cracking: No, you arc 
not mistaken. The woninn does 
indeed have a screw loose. Her 
doctor is undoubtedly pacifying
• ■ her.
i) 1 hope for the baby's sake 
a that she is giving her child sup- 
plc mental feedings because he 








I CUSTOM MADE OR 
I BUT THE YARD
Largest nejeciion "oi iaiivics 
;n the valley. Custom made 
swags rind covered valances, 
1W1 Sutherland Avenue
Phone 763-2124
Sandals - Shoes - Purses
1 *
Men's - Ladies' Children's
PRICE
MORE THAN EVER
FOR YOU AT THE NEW BAY
SHOP BY PHONE. CALL 762-5322.
ORCHARD PARK SHOPPING CENTRE
£
REGINA (CP)Hugh No Problem George
I Claims Al's Brule
MONTREAL (CP) — Hush and the cut deadline is 2:00. Heg






Both teams remain at the 
bottom of the standings in their 
conferences and both are in- 
jury-ridden. Saskatchewan is
the Class Three 
with 3,901 points.
Other Canadians 







expected to be out of 
until November. The




and a graduate of St. Francis 
Xavier University, says he’s 
Ais
Oldham, Ottawa's fleet flanker, 
has always been a thorn In the 
side of Montreal Alouette de­
fenders when they have played 
the Rough Riders in the oast.
But Paul Brule, the defensive 
halfback the Alouettes picked 
up on waivers from Winnipeg 
Blue Bombers, says he has 
never bad trouble with Oldham.
"The last game the Bombers 
played was against Ottawa, 
Cassata (Ottawa quarterback 
Rick> threw to Oldham once,” 
he said.
Alouettes, who play Riders 
tonight in their home opener, 
hope Brule keeps his lucky 
streak going in the Eastern 
Football Conference game, 
scheduled to start at 8 p.m. 
EOT. It will not be televised.
Brule was thinking he had it 
made with Blue Bombers when 
the axe fell last week.
"I was playing superbly—I 
hadn’t gotten beat or anything 
in four exhibitions.
CUT WITHOUT NOTICE
"Then Jim Spa vital (Winni­
peg coach) calls me in at 1:55
tells me I’ve been cut and I 
was part of a trade. That really 
burned me.
“It doesn’t help your pride 
too much to be cut like that 
and used as a pawn in a 
trade."
Brule, a native of Montreal
counting the days until 
travel to Winnipeg.
“Wednesday, Sept. 27. 
really looking forward to 
They’re going to find out 





Again Haunts The Argos
Reed was the spirit Wednesday 
that enabled Saskatchewan 
Roughriders to maintain the 
“Taylor field curse," an afflic­
tion suffered by Toronto Argo­
nauts for some time.
He rushed for 129 of Sas­
katchewan’s 198 yards on the 
ground and led the previously 
winless Rougies to a 15-6 vic­
tory over the bewitched Argo­
nauts.
The loss left the Argos the 
only Canadian Football League 
club without a win in the 1972 
regular season. Also, they have 
not won at Taylor field since 
CFL interlocking play began in 
1961.
without veteran Nolan Bailey, 
Gig Perea and Ted Duchinskl, 
and Toronto is without first- 
string quarterback Joe Theis­
mann, sidelined six weeks with 
a leg fracture.
Second-string quarterback 
Greg Barton called the signals 
for Toronto but was good on 
only 14 of 29 passes and had 
three intercepted.
Veteran Ron Lancaster of 
Saskatchewan completed 12 of 
20 attempts and had one inter-
cepted.
It was Reed’s rushing, how­
ever, that ruled the game. 
Reed made 25 drives, including 
a second-quarter touchdown 
from three yards out.
The scoring started at 3:40 of
katchewan made it 3-1 on a 1 
single at 11:34 as Elmar । 
Sprovla conceded a point.
The Argos got their last three 
points of the night at 14:58 of 
the second quarter on a 19-yard 
field goal by Andrusyshyn.
The third quarter was tough 
and scoreless.
Bobbie Thompson got the last 
touchdown after receiving a 40- 
yard pass from Lancaster.
Jack Abendschan converted 
both Regina touchdowns.
Andrusyshyn showed his 
worth in third-down punting 
with an average yardage of 47.2 
yards on 10 Toronto punts. Bob 
Pearce of Saskatchewan had 
nine punts for an average of
Saskatchewan offence. Pearce 
caught four passes for. 37 yards 
while Thompson got two for 48 
yards, Gordie Barwell two for 
29 and Reed two for 16.
Reed’s touchdown movedhim
38.8 yards.
..... __ _ ....... Pearce also was Lancaster's
Andrusyshyn of Toronto kicked prime receiver, although pass- 
a 27-yard field goal and Sas-'ing was not the major factor in
the first quarter when Zenon
Toronto Argonauts’ quarter­
back, Joe Theismann, is join­
ed by his son, Joe Jr., while 
recuperating at his Toronto 
home from a broken leg suf­
fered in a football game last 
Thursday. The former Notre 
, Dame star and the Argos' 
number one signal caller is
to Theismann has been felt 
hard by the Toronto club as 
they are winless in their first 
two season games, including 
last night’s loss to the Sask­
atchewan Roughriders.
B.C. Swimmers Dominate Meet
As Olympic Trials Continue
WINNIPEG (CP) — British 
Columbia swimmers continued
> to dominate the Canadian 
; swimming championships and 
t" Olympic trials Wednesday, win­
ning six of eight events.
. The B.C. swimmers, particu-*«!
larly those of the Canadian Del­
* phins Swim Club of Vancouver, 
■< have dominated the meet since 
it began Monday, and during 
the third day added three more 
aw Canadian and one Com- 
monwealth record to their col-
J f lection.
J ?! Donna Marie Gurr, 17, led 
i r.i the record breakers as she won 
* w the 200-metre backstroke in 
* ***2:22.5, lowering her own na-
* W' - -------------------------------
• (K*
EE NFL Franchises
C ‘,!,hI £ For Canada
| WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
m National Football League is 
|r f* considering granting franchises 
K A in Canada during the next ex- 
pansion, Ed Garvey, executive
|. director of the NFL Players As­
ia ijm sodation, said Wednesday.
Garvey was testifying before 
a House judiciary subcom- 
. mittce studying business-sports 
fe relations and in particular the 
Supreme Court’s decision on 
the Curt Flood case to let base-
Meanwhile, Brule is getting 
used to living in Montreal again 
and is looking for an off-season 
job. He taught high-school Eng­
lish In Wlnnineg for two years 
and then worked as a manage­
ment trainee for a department 
store chain.
“I’m bilingual," says Brule, 
who took French as his major 
at St. F-X. ‘T’ve always wanted 
to come here. When I was an 
all-star in 1970, I was asking to 
be traded—preferably to Mon­
treal. I love it here.”
Canuck World Records
In Wheelchair Olympics
Summer Hockey School Set 
With First Session Friday
owna Summer Hockey School Douglas Cave, Glen McRea, 
is set to start Friday for Ban- Danny Pellegrini, James Rin- 
K’B S'tetsSon ot'tS p“ri'k Stewart, Stev™ 
...St » Hochln.ky, Donato Buchner.
Pups and 12 no’on tor Pups
Werbig, Bill Cornish, Paul Blu- 
BANTAMS mer, Curtis Nyuli, Alan Den-
BruceNaka, R od Armi tag e, lrOche, Alan Youngston, Scott 
Darrel Borkristl, Leonard Lot, MacCrimmon, Mark Burran, 
Randy Bach, Jay Teichrob, I Marlin Weninger, Gary Koga, 
Steven Koga, AUen Hawkins, jjenjs Dipasquale, Richard 
Geoff Lillos, Leigh Stocks, Mar- jjawkins, Grant Barnes, Brad- 
zio Manderioli, Rusty Ensign, jey Armitage, Jeffery Armitage, 
Stapleton, Tom Laski, garry TeiChroeb.
Rhys Brunn, Kevin Anderson.! J  - ... - ——r--—
Darren Streger, Grant Koga, 
Tom Zoobkoof, Bernard Rosh-
HEIDELBERG, West Ger­
many (CP) — Paraplegic ath- « 
letes from Canada won a total 
of 19 medals in the 1972 wheel­
chair Olympics games which 
closed here today.
Among the Canadian gold 
medalists, three contestants set 
world records for their class of 
disability in the 10-day Games.
Eugene Reimer of Abbots­
ford, B.C., bettered the pre­
vious discus record for Class 
Four paraplegics by more than 
one metre with his throw of 
29.21 metres in the final.
In the Class Four 100-metre 
wheelchair sprint, Bob Simpson 
of Toronto raced home in 21.0 
seconds, almost one second fas­
ter than the previous world 
best.
Richard Wosnock, Montreal, 
clocked one minute 42.3 seconds 
in the 75-metre individual med­
ley for Class Two swimmers to 
add a third world record for 
Canada.
total of 5,141 points in the five- 
event contest which tested the 
athletes’ ability in swimming, 
shot putting, discus throwing, 
archery and the 100-metre 
spring events.





insky, Carel Hoyer, Barry 
O’Brien, Roy Kawano, Bob Her­
ron, Bruce Ellis, Billy Leboe, 
3rad Babcock, Brent Stuart, 
Dale Bazzana, Ronald Jorde,
tional standard from 2:24.4 and 
the. previous Commonwealth 
mark from 2:22.9.
Dolphin team-mates Wendy 
Cook and Leslie Cliff finished 
second and third.
Miss Cliff, however, came 
back in the 200-metre individual 
medley, winning in a Canadian 
record time of 2:25.77. The pre­
vious mark of 2:27.0 was set by 
her last year. The other Dol­
phins, Martha Nelson and Ka­
ren James, finished second and 
third.
The Dolphins’ third national 
record was set by Ian Mack­
enzie in the men's 200-metre 
backstroke. MacKenzie won in 
2:12.09, beating Ralph Hutton's 
mark of 2:12.6. Bill Kennedy, 
now swimming for the Dol­
phins', and John Hawes of 
Pointe Claire, Que., followed 
MacKenzie to the finish.'
Two other Canadian records 
were set. Clayton Evans of La­
kewood, Calif., a Canadian na­
tive who has been training with 
the Dolphins for the last month, 
beat George Smith's mark of 
2:13.4 in the 200-metre individ­
ual medley, winning in 2:13.29. 
David Brumwell of Calgary 
' was second and Bob Karting of 
, Lethbridge third.
Kasting anchored the1 Leth­
bridge Amateur Swim Club to a
Neil Nuyten. I
PEEWEE8 I
Bradley Lowenberg, Michael 
Morrow, Douglas Maclellan, 
Todd Murray, Rene Van Hulle- 
bush, Glen Ernart, Trevor Cor- 
dingly, Jay Corrado, Lea Beal, 
Alitch Wilson, Kerry Grittener, 
Trevor Saunders, George Cur­
ran, Scott Kilburn, Jamie Con­
nolly, Quinn Weningcr, Eric I 
Samuelson, Chris Cordingly, 
Chris Ensign, Alan Knutson, I 
Greg Wilson, Ryan Naka, Geof-1 
frey Campbell, Michael Hew­
lett, Rand Loski, Brian Loyst, 
Jack Homing, Bruce Cullen, 
Darwin Dulik, Michael Stewart, 
Clint Murray. I
PUPS A I
Peter Maw, Ken Youngoton,] 
Danny .Nugent, Kent Strachan, 
Robert1 Vickers, Brian McRea.l 
David Risso, Kevin Fabian, 
Shawn Robertshaw, Kelly Roch- 
insky, Richard Gatzke, Dean! 
Weglelther, Greg Leier, Bobby 
Deckshelmer, Rodney Kostas-1 
chuk, Ben Pernosky, Bradley 
Horning, Robert Horning, Rod-1 
ney Schluter, Jamie Ruf, Jam­
ie Barton, Jeffery Alexander, 
Rudy Billnski, Michael Olson, 
James Orchison, Randy Zoob-I 
koff, Jeff Pernosky, Todd Gray, 
Craig Tostenson, Cameron Jor-I 
, dan, David Rees. I
a ball remain free of anti-trust 
H laws.
$ Garvey said expansion would 
» cut the players' war going on 
between the NFL and the Cana­
'S dlan Football League. Many 
"v U.S. players had jumped to 
vu Canada because of contractual
record winning time of 3:41.76 
in the men's 400-metre freestyle 
relay, ’ beating the Dolphins' 
team by two-hundredths of a 
second. The Dolphins held the 
old mark of 3:42.8;
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
REMEMBER WHEN ...
Toronto Argonauts be­
came a war casualty 30 
yearn ago today—in 1042— 
when they withdrew from 
the Eastern Rugby Football 
Union for the duration of 
the Second World War, This 
left the Scullers without a 
senior gridiron team for the 
first time in 23 years.







Senator Sam J. Ervin, '.’Iting 
the "courageous sacrifice" of 
professional athletes like Flood, 
says he will introduce legisla­
tion to exempt athletes from 
what he called a form of 
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A great salad calls for fresh, crispy salad greens - and 
right now you can enjoy an abundant supply of our own 
gardon-frosh B.C. produce. Head lettuce, remain, endlvo
1 and other choice'' lonty greens .. . hothouse tomatoes 
... green onions ,, . rsdlshos... cucumbers. Ready ta 
combine In your favorite salads throughout the warm 
weather months ahead. Our grant forming areas of the 
Fraser Valley and Okanagan yield some of the finest 
garden produce In North America - and tho peak grow­
ing season la now underway. Tako advantage of tho 
fresh, nourishing goodness of those fine foods today. 
'For a variety of delightful salad Wops, write: '
4®^ BjC. food information 
• GOVERNMENT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B.C.,
On the closing day 
Games, Reimer and 
Binns, Hamilton, Ont., 
well in the pentathlon 
winning a gold and a 
medal respectively.
Reimer won the gold
into a four-way tie for tim'd I 
place in the Western Confer^ ' 
ence individual scoring race 
with 12 points.
Top rusher for the Argos was 
Leon McQuay with 43 yards on 
11 carries. They had a total of ; 
78 yards rushing.
Barton's favorite passing tar- i 
get was Mike Eben, successful 
six times for a total of 74 yards ; 
while he tagged Eric Allan five < 
times for 67 yards. >
Both teams play next 
Wednesday when Ottawa Rough 
Riders are at Toronto and Sas­
katchewan is host to Edmonton 
Eskimos.
second in the 60-metre spring 
and third in the shot-put finals 
while Miss Demerekas took the 
bronze in the 25-metres back- 
stroke swimming, the singles 
and doubles table tennis.
Canada was placed eighth out 
of the 44 countries participat­
ing.
officially known, were Doug 
Bovee of Edmonton and Vero­
nika Dmerekas of Winnipeg 
who won three medals each in 
Class 1A events.











Imported Cars Ltd, 
Hwv. 97 No.. Kelowna 
765-5184
Students $1.50




Saturday, Aug. 12 and Sunday, Aug. 13 
FEATURING VISITING 
Super Stocks from Victoria
Time Trials 7:00 p.m. —- Racing 8:00 p.m.
Don't forget the Destruction Derby on Aug. 20. Thia 
will be run similar to a stock car race, with heats, 
mainn, and a total destruction (on the pavement).
TILLICUM RACEWAY








^r,c® Jr Jr Each
Simpson-Sean 1
P,l“ 177 E«h
This 2 speed Kenmore washer has 7 programs. You 
get the Normal, Delicate and Perma-Press programs 
plus a pre-wash program to loosen extra tough soil. 
Special perma-press cool-down prevents spin-set 
wrinkles, 5 wash/rlnse temperature combinations, 
variable water level control, self-cleaning lint filter 
and much more. With Suds Saver $20 more 
45020
Kenmore Automatic Washer
A single speed, single program washer with two tempera­
ture selections. With pump guard, lid safety switch and 
porcelain enamel top. Guaranteed by Simpsons-Sears. 
Simpsons-Scara AC A AA
Low Price..............  ........................ Each £09x70
Kenmore Automatic Dryer
Match inale for the washer to complete your laundry 
combination. Built-in lint screen, heat/air fluff selection 
and porcelain enamel top. Famous Kenmore 1 QO 
qualify. Simpnoni-Seara Low Price .... Each IV’aW
Waslwr prlcrs liu’iKk hiklHlInilou to approved pluinhlux.
Excluslve "soft heat" diminishes as the clothes dry to 
prevent overdrying. Fabric Master lets you select degree 
of dryness for every fabric. No heat "air" fluffs blankets. 
High speed air for fast drying. Top mounted lint screen. 
Push to start button. Door safety switch.
In decorator colon $10 more.
85020
"(are” - Simpsons-Sears 
Protective Maintenance
This Is the extra care, personalizeth, 
professional care every Simpsons- 
Scni’H Service Technician gives to your 
appliances whenever you call Simp- 
' *(>ns«(Scars for service. Yes, you can 
count on us. Wo service what we sell!
fllmpsons-Senrs; Washers, Dryers, Dishwashers (26) 
Enquiries: Kelowna 763-6811.
Park Free While You Shop Simpaona-Saara, Orchard Park, Kelowna. 
Available: at Simpsons-Seara Catalogue Sales Offices Throughout 
B.C, and tho Yukon.
*1
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Wood On The Ball For Chicago
By THE ASSOCIATED PlRESS Ryan until the sixth inning, broke through with two out .n
Detroit third baseman Au-
» Wednesday night, out •’ 
5 cago White Sox knuekleballer 
turned the tables and deliverc- 
a* shafp rap of his own.
Wood outfuelled California s 
; Nolan Ryan 1-0, tingled home 
‘‘/the only run of the game-and 
s threw the race in the American 
League West Into a turmoil.












as recently as a week ago, 
climbed within one game of the 
one-time runaway Oakland Ath­
letics who tost to Kansas City 
Royals 5-2.
Elsewhere, Detroit’s lead In 
the AL East was shaved to one- 
half game over Baltimore Ori­
oles when the Tigers split a 
doubleheader with New York 
Yankees 6-0. 1-2 while the Ori­
oles battered Milwaukee Brew­
ers 10-0. The Yankees trail by 
three games and Boston Red 
Sox are four back after beating 
Cleveland Indians 5-2. Min­
nesota Twins, six out in the 
West, tost to Texas Rangers, 3- 
2. '
gled and Ryan wild-pitched him 1 
Ti, ear* Tv Angels then de­
cided to walk Luis Alvarado to 
get to Wood.but the left-hander 
lined an opposite-field single in­
side the right field line.
Kansas City tagged Oakland s 
Vida Blue, 4-7, for their first 
three runs and Cookie Rojas hit 
a two-run homer off Darold 
Knowles in the seventh. Rojas 
also ignited a two-’im rally in 
the sixth with a double.
Texas scored three unearned 
runs to nip Minnesota behind 
the five-hit pitching of rookie 
Don Stenhouse. Vic Harris, an­
other rookie, stole home for one 
run and Rich Billings drove in 
the decisive tally in the eighth 
inning with a sacrifice fly.
The Orioles downed the
relio Rodriguez collected two 
doubles and a single and drove 
in three runs In the opener and 
against New York and the Yan­
kees’ Celerino Sanchez deliv-
ered a decisive two-out, two-run 
single in the seventh inning of 
the nightcap.
Woc'He Fryman, acquired 
Inst week from the Philadelphia 
Phtties. ‘ossed a six-hitter in 
his fir it al start to win the 
opening game and extended his 
scoreless string since changing 
’eagues to 17 1-3 innings.
Unbeaten Rob Gardner held 
the Tigers to an unearned tally 
and two singles through eight 
innings of the nightcap before 
giving way to relief ace Sparky 
Lule, who picked up his 25th I 
'save. !.
Luis Aparicio's two-run single 
in the fifth inning foUowing a 
wiki pitch by Cleveland's Gay- 
tor Perry broke a 2-2 tie and 
prevented in the Indians’ ace 
from winning bls 19th in his 
second try at it. Rico Petrocelli 
homered for the Red Sox’ final 
run in the eighth.
Manager Sees Good Reliefer 
In Montreal's Mike Marshall
STRATEGY BACKFIRED
Chicago, without a hit against
Brewers for the third time in a 
row with Dave McNally pitch­
ing a four-hitter.
McNally also triggered a 
seven-run onslaught against 
Bill Parsons and Earl Steph- 
onenn with a sixth-inning single 
I as the Orioles ran their winning 
I streak to lour games.
Bugs Praise Steve 
After 2-0 Shutout
CHICAGO (AP) — Manager 
Gene Mauch of Montreal Expos 
says Mike Marshall “is the best 
relief pitcher I've ever seen.”
Mauch has seen a lot of good 
ones come and go in his 8’.4 
seasons as manager of Phila­
delphia Phillies before going 
with the Expos when the Na­
tional League was expanded in 
1969 to include Montreal.
“Mike has outstanding moves 
with runners on,” said Mauch 
after Montreal scored five 
times in the ninth inning
nail Glenn Beckert at the plate. 
Then Marshall wheeled and 
brew to shortstop Tim Fili to 
pick Carmen Fanzone off sec­
ond.
Marshall held the Cubs hit­
less for the last three innings to 
register his 10th victory against 
three losses. He has 12 saves.
He lowered his earned run 
average to 1.34 in 74 innings of 











1 lb. tin 89' 19 oz. tin 4:89'
[i.
Juan Marichal, who has won ( 
Just four games this season, 
dropped his 14th when the , 
Padres jumped on him for 
three runs in the first inning, 
two of them on Clarence Gas­
ton's single.
Garry Jestadt and Jerry Mo­
rales added* solo homers later 
on. Willie McCovey and Ken 
Henderson homered for the Gi­
ants.
Mike Jorgensen and Ron 
Fairly drove in two runs apiece 
for the Expos, who broke open 
their tight game against the 
Cubs with a five-run ninth in­
ning.
FOILS CHICAGO'S BID
Montreal reliever Mike Mar-
Pittsburgh Pirates had nett­
ing but praise , for Steve Carl­
ton, Philadelphia Phillies’ vet­
eran left-hander, after hi 
blanked the powerful Pirates or 
a three-hitter Wednesday nigut.
"He was overpowering.
•'Amazing!” "A hell of a 
pitcher!” “He’s a machine.
The superlatives came after 
Carlton struck out 12 batters to 
lead the Phillies to a 2-0 victory 
over the Pirates. The victory 
was his 13th straight and it 
raised hia record to 18-6. best in 
the National League.
Elsewhere to the league, At­
lanta Braves blanked Houston] 
Astros M, San Diego Padres 
beat San Francisco Giants 5-2, 
Montreal Expos defeated Chi­
cago Cubs 8-2, Cincinnati Reds shall, picking up his 10th vic- 
farned back Los Angeles Dodg- hw tn
era G-3 and New York Mete 
trimmed St. Louis Cardinals 8-
Wednesday to erase Chicago 
Cubs 8-2.
"He is a superior fielder. And 
he has weapons for every hitter 
in the league—different kinds of 
screwbails, fast ball, slider.”
Marshall. 29, a righthander, 
answered, the alarm in the sev­
enth inning Wednesday with the 
bases loaded, no outs and the 
game tied 2-2.
He struck out Don Kessinger. 
Jose Cardenal grounded to first 
baseman Ron Fairly who rifled 
to catcher Tim McCarver to
nings his string of not allowing 
an earned run. '
Marshall had a mid-season 
slump last year but ended 
strongly with a total of 23 
saves, second only in the NL to 
Pittsburgh's Dave Giusti with 
30.
Once an all-star shortstop, in 
the Carolina and Southern 
leagues, Marshall switched to 
pitching in 1965 “because I 
lacked ability as an infielder.”
He spends his off-seasons 
studying and teaching at Mich­
igan State University and soon 
hopes to receive a PhD in edu­
cation.
KELOWNA BUILDERS
tory, wrecked Chicago’s bid o
nrrs homer 
his fine pitching, 
Carlton also hit hit first home] 
run of the season and fourth in 
fed* major league career.
*'I just can’t believe anyone! second base, 
can pitch better than he has, .———— 
Phils’ manager Paul Owens 
•aid after Carlton extended to 
M his string of innings without 
allowing an earned run. Andi 
he’s a competitor. You give 
- him a run or two early and he
really gets tough.”
Phils gave him that run 
In the second inning against 
Steve Blass as Willie Montanez! 
singled and raced all the way I 
home when right fielder Gene 
Clines misplayed Greg Lu-] 
zinski’s single.
blow the game apart, coming 
on in the seventh inning with 
the bases loaded, nobody out 
and the score tied.
He struck out Don Kessinger. 
] got Jose Cardenal to ground 
into a force-out at the plate, 
then wheeled and picked a 
stunned Carmen Fanzone oft
Newest Department...
COMPLETE PLUMBING SUPPLIES
O Bath Tubs • Vanity Basins o Faucets 
O Toilets o Shower Cabinets o Stainless 
Steel Sinks o Toilet Seats o Laundry Bags 
O ABS Plastic Pipe and Fittings.
"Everything for the do-it-Yourself Handyman”






















Carlton put the final nail in I 
the Pirates’ coffin the next in-11 
ning with his homer over the I 
right field wall of Blass. . I 
But what, someone asked, did 
he think of his performance on 
.the mound against the Bugs, 
currently the team with the 
best record in baseball.
“Very pleasing,” he said. 
"It’s an accomplishment to 
hold them to a few hits like 
that.”
HANK STARS AGAIN
Felix Millan drove in two 
runs for the Braves with a 
single and a sacrifice fly_but it 
was Hank Aaron and George 
Stone who starred against the 
Astros.
Aaron belted his 23rd homer 
' of the season, a two-run shot in 
the first inning that gave him 
662 for his career, Just 52 
homers short of Babe Ruth’s 
all-time record. And Stone 
made the runs stand up with a 
six-hitter. ____






GREAT CARS! GREAT BUYS! GREAT TERMS!
PRICES "SLASHED” ON 20
1972 FIRENZAS
Come in and teat drive the Firenza of your choice today. 2 drt., 4 drs., SL 
coupes, itn. wgns., std. trans., auto, trans., and a good color selection.
Lots of Brand New, Full Size Luxury Buicks




AB R H Pct.
ONE ONLY 1972 Buick LeSabre Custom 2 dr. H. top. DEMO. Stock No. 
246. Low mileage, loaded with options, tinted windshield, p. windows, 
r. defroster, tilt wheel, radio, r. speaker and many more options. Reg. 
price $6,150.00 and right NOW you can buy this 1 AAA Aft 
executive driven car at a great saving of.............. ..................... liVvUiW
Come in and see our good selection of Full Size Buicks.
Cedeno, Hou 371 77 139.350
B.Williams, Chi 405 66 137 .338 








395 62 127 .322













Diego, 31: Stargell, 27.
Runs batted In: Stargell, 89;
Colbert 84,
Pitching (eight decisions): 
Nolan, Cincinnati, 13-3,. .812; 
Marshall, Montreal, 19-3, .769.
American League ,
1972 LeMans demo. Low mil., A.T., loaded, savings of $575.00. We have 
a large selection of 2 drs,, 4 drs., with bucket seats, std. trans., A.T. 6 and 
8 cyls., with a good color selection to choose from.
AH R H Pct. 
415 70 134 .323Rudi, Oak 






352 41 108 .307
268 32 82 .306 
351 68 107 .3051 
289 53 88 .304 
388 52 118 ,304 
388 52 118 .304 
380 65 107 .207
Otte, KC 
C.May, Chi 
Thompson, Min 378 44 HO .291
Home runs: D. Allen, 28;
Cash, Detroit, R. Jackson, Oak­
land, 21.
Runs batted in; D. Allen, 82;
Murcer, New York, 64.
Pitching (eight decisions): 
Kuul, Minnesota, 10-2, .833; 
Pullner, Baltimore, 15-4, .789.
LEASE A 
DATSUN 




16.14 Waler 81. ph. 762401ft
Lots of Brand New 1972 Skylarks
2 ,dr. H. tops, 4 dr H. tops, factory air con., and 4 dr. sedans. Good 
color selection.
Lots of Brand New 1972 GMC Trucks
1972 DEMO, 8 cyl., G.M.C. ton, Low mileage, L.W.B. wide box, only 
$3,195.00. In stock right now we have 6 cyls., 8 cyls., short wheel base, long 
wheel base, 3 speeds, 4 speeds, std. trans., A.T. and custoln cabs to choose 
from.
"Wo need your trades now. Trade-in allowance has never been better"
JACOBSEN \ PontiacBuick Ltd*
YOUR TOTAL TRANSPORTATION CENTRE'*
Telephone 3-7700 OPEN 'TIL 9 P.M. 1650 Pandoiy
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PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
Beef. Canada Choice, Canada Good
QUALITY ■makes ■ THE MEAL!F
Prime Rib HQ ^r’me Si OQRoasts I Steaks . I 1 a
HAM STEAKS Lean ready to serve .
BUTTER CHEESE ..
n a fmi Sliced side.
DAWN Campfire brand by Bums. ....
lb. 1.09
WO/’ off /O 'feature
1 lb. paok 89C
VEAL PATTIES Fresh daily. Featured lb. 49c
BEEF STEAKETTES S and eU i .<•. w 79c
GROUND BEEF dX\b. 72c $ 2.09 3.49
TURKEYS Staa 6 to 12 lbs................................. lb. 59c
PORK STEAKS Gov’t. Inspected Prairie Park.............. . lb. 79c
PORK CUTLETS Gov’t Inspected Prairie Pork —
PORK BUTT ROASTS
PINK SALMON on. 3 to 4 lbs... ..
DINNER HAM Ready to eat..................
_ _ ib. 89c J 
........ ib. 75c |
......... ib. 79c a 
....... ib. 1.39
Flour "Robin Hood" . . . - 
f A A ^ase & Sank°rn*VvlTee Regular grind -
SugarGranulated _ . ... .
Vinegar "Winston House" .
.Dog Food
FLYING SAUCERS Kt^is i*
FUEECE Cl IFEC “Kraft” Canadian.
MlEEdt JLiVEJ 16 ounce slices .............................
/"IJCnhAD FLJEECE Mild Ontario Cheddar.
VnEUUAK VFiEEjE Random cuts..........








SPAGHETTI . . . . . . 5 lb. cm. 79c
MEAT SAUCE £ «. ........................3 1.00
TEA BAGS Sn’’i2?sr7^8......... .........-................1.49
TOMATO SOUP Ou„M 8 .ms 1.00
MUSHROOM SOUP io ounce5 1.00
DIME A DDI E s,‘ccd> crushed or Tidbits. n i n A
FINE AFFIX Aylmers. 19 ounce   .................... O tins I.DU
DE AC Cream Corn or Beans *
FEAJ cut fancy. Aylmers, 14 oz.  ...................4 tins O/C '
DE A FUEC Pcars or Fruit cocktail. a rmFEAtriEJ Aylmers. 14 oz............ ....................................O tins 8%
KETCHUP riZe boule ... . . . . .   4 lor 1.00
i SALAD DRESSING ^^’ 59c




Vegetable Oil 128 or. gallon feature 
Whole Chicken ?i"“«.. 
Bathroom Tissue S’z“.
. 128 oz. jug 79C
5 1.00
Marshmallows n4 1,00
Margarine ”“Xo»....... 5 -1.00 j
POWDERED Mil ittotmt Sevm Fams' x ib. eeiio 2.19 
COFFEE TEAM V^jar. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . feature 99C
PEANUT BUTTER .... ~ 1-29
STRAWBERRY JAM ^“7..N.ab.°*:.  99c 
KETA SALMON La7^“RZ  2 tm. 89c 
PINK SALMON . . . . . . . . . . . . 2ti„. 99c
JELLY POWDERS flavor,. . . . . . .  10for 1.00
DREAM WHIP TX P^....... . . . . . . . . . 59c
FABRIC SOFTENER 6*" 1.59
AAADECC Feminine sanitary napkins. *1 EQ
IVIvUCuJ Regular 48s pack ...........................................................
BEEF STEW Tsi 3 tins 1.00 iZ .0"
LUNCHEON MEAT ?2 oz.Z“
DETERGENT Fab King size..............................
DETERGENT . . . . . . . . . . . .
BLEACH “%”oz. gaflon jug ...... . ....................
DETERGENT . . . . . .. . . . . . . .









2 roll pack 59c
1.99 I 
1^. 99c j 
oil nack 89C I
FACIAL TISSUE ........... 3 tox« 89c I
SOS PADS New 18s pack. ............................................. feature 49c I
DURA SHINE . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99c !
GRADE A EGGS Small in carton........................ 2 doz. 89c I
LARD Tenderflake by Canada Packers......... . 5ibs. 1.00
UAHCV Altasweet creamed. I
HONEY iy2 ib. boWi....... ........................................ pkg. 79c 1
EDIIIT I ADC Mason widc Mouth. 0 70 I
rKUII JAKJ “Ball”. 12 quart pack .................................... Z./7 I
WIDE MOUTH LIDS 12s pack  ..................2 pkgs. 85c
CAT FOOD 6 oz. tin,      . 6 for 1.00 
f AT EAAH Purina* $ea NiP oz, Cat Chow 42 oz., qq VAI rUwU Dairy Dinner 38 oz. Your choice packs .... ea. O/C 
2% MILK evaporated ...........................................5 tall tins 1.00
LEMONADE CRYSTALS .. . . . . . .4f r 1.00
"FEATURED FROM OUR IN-STORE BAKERY"
ADDI E DIEC Fresh from our ovcn- CtU
AFFIX FIE3 8 inch 24 ounce size. ................. feature 3TC
MADEIRA CAKES Fresh Daily .......................... each 69c
BREAD French or Vienna........................... ...... a 2 loaves 49c
1 ■ PEACHES ,... 69 cLocal tree ripeiicd
TOMATOES \Z'“d ....;
\'A % 
. A1 11 t'T < >: Cantaloupe si.6 
Cauliflower “S
. .....'5 n„,1.00 CARROTS
ii, 39c CUCUMBERS Local field .......
PEOPLE'S FOOD MARKET
FROZEN FOOD FEATURES
nr AC McCains Fancy.
FCAj 2 lb. cello........... . ................... ....... ......
TV DINNERS .. .....
2 pkgs. 99c 
........ 59c
MEAT POT PIES 4 pk8,. 1.00
FRENCH FRIES 2pks.89c
STRAWBERRIES P„ck
ICC fDEAAA Noca snllon P,as,ic 
IVE VKEAIVI pail size. Asst, flavors,... 1.89
Open Monday to Saturday, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
CORNER OF BERNARD AND GLENMORE - PHONE 762-3349
■ WB RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
I ' ! ■
J \
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7. Strike up 
a tune 
(3wds.) 










































DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE - Here’s how to work it
is LONGFELLOW
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is 
Ottd for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, 
apostrophes, the length and formation of the words are all 
tints. Each day the code letters are different
CBYPTOQUOTES
A ELFKT GLLMHC CHWT W 
XQJHXWYKH LC W UWXWKLV XPWM 
MLXPQMV WX WKK.-E. GLJHCGHX 
♦WFVPWJ
, Yesterdays CryptoqwU: MY GREATEST ENEMY IS REAL* 
BY. I HAVE FOUGHT IT SUCCESSFULLY FOR THIRTY 
YEARS.-MARGARET ANDERSON
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
She Has'Morio' 
So She Thinks
By Geon* C. Thosteson, M.D. 
that is what is worrying you, 
Just forget it. Mono is called 
that only because it customar-
Dear Dr. Thoateson: I am i 
girl. 14, and think I have a prob­
lem but am afraid that if I tell 
my doctor he will tell my pa­
tients and they will be very 
upset.
I think I have “mono.” For 
the last two weeks my throat 
has been sore and I haven’t any 
appetite. I’ve been tired and 
weak. I didn’t, think anyone no­
ticed, but my friends have come 
up and asked me what was the
matter. I told them how I felt 
and a couple of them have had 
mono and said that’s how they 
felt.
My counselor at school has 
talked to me about how my 
grades have fallen. I act in 
class as though I’m about to fall 
asleep, and after school no 
laughing or goofing off or going 
out for sports.
I stay away from my parents 
as much as I can, and when 
they ask why I don’t eat any 
more, I say I had a big lunch at 
school or stopped for a snack.
I know I’m going to have to 
tell them sometime before my 
mother takes me to the doctor 
anyway, but I want to make 
sure I have it before I say any­
thing to them.—L.P.C.
fiQ






ily occurs at about the age 
when young people are getting 
Interested in kissing—but 
there’s no evidence that kissing 
actually has anything to do with 
it, because it also spreads in 
girls’ schools, boys’ schools, 
barracks, and other places 
where you can’t blame it in os­
culation.
One more thing, treatment of 
mono is principally (although 
not entirely) a matter of tender 
loVing care. Making sure you 
get good nourishing food and 
ample rest. It then becomes a 
self-limited disease, and in due 
time cures itself.
Forcing yourself to go on 
being active when you’re too 
tired to do so is not good for 
you. Usually you get over mono 
with no after effects. But with­
out proper rest, there is a risk 
of complications, such as liver 
involvement, which can turn a
You’ve written a classic de­
scription of the way mono 
(infectious mononucleosis) acts. 
Ordinarily active, alert kids get 
the droops, are terribly tired all 
the time, lose appetite, fre­
quently have swollen and some­
times sore glands.
What puzzles me is why your 
parents should be upset in case 
you do turn out to have mono. 
Parents naturally are upset if 
their children have anything 
wrong with them, but the 
quicker they find it out, the 
sooner it can be treated.
Mono is extremely common 
among people your age, or 
sometimes younger, and some­
times a bit older, and it is char­
acterized as a disease of young 
adults. It has also been dubbed 
"the kissing disease,” but if
simple ailment into a more pro­
tracted and serious one.
So, my young friend, don’t put 
off seeing the doctor and telling 
your parents. The sooner you 
go, the better for you. And 
there’s no reason for your par­
ents to be upset, anymore than 
they’d be upset if you got the 
measles or a sprained ankle or 
something.
There is no disgrace in having 
mono.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: What Is 
the cause of excess watering of 
the eyes? — Mrs. L.
One cause is stopped-up tear 
ducts, so the tears overflow in­
stead of being drained away 
through the ducts. But of course 
any sort of, irritation can in­
crease tear production.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Is there 
any way to get rid of pinworms 
without using medication?
S.E.
None that I know of,
CONTRACT BRIDGE




IP HB RUNS INTO 
TROUBLE NOWT. 
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heart, which Zananiri ruffed. 
He then gashed the A-K of 
trumps and ace of diamonds.
It was this cashing of the 
ace of diamonds that constitut­
ed the Vienna Coup. It was an
absolute prerequisite to the 
squeeze that followed.
Zananiri next played three 
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Opening lead—ace of hearts.
The Vienna Coup is an un­
blocking play that precedes the 
execution of a squeeze. It is not 
a difficult play—all that de­
clarer has to do is cash one 
particular high card before run­
ning his other winning tricks.
For example, take this deal 
which occurred in the match be­
tween the United States and 
the United Arab Republic in 
the 1960 world championship.
South was Marcel Zananiri 
and North was Georges Gress, 
both of Cairo. Norman Kay 
was West and I was East.
Kay led the ace and another
By Phil Interlandi
*
"(g) Kh«i Fwtm SfwIiMta. IWA’t 
f ft-1A W..M ,1*1,1. nwma.
WORLD BRIEFS
NAMES AMBASSADOR
' PARIS (AP) — Franco has 
named Jacques Vlot, 51. as the 
new ambassador to Canada, 
replacing Pierre Strand. Vlot 
has been director of personnel 
j and of the general adminis- 
! (ration of the ministry since 
1M8.
MISSION PLANNED
GENEVA (Reuter) - China 
la' to act up a permanent mls- 
• atom to the United Nations oL 
> flee here and to other inter- 
national organizations in Swit-







Now he led his last trump, 
discarding the heart from dum- 
my, and I was squeezed. I 
could not part with a spade, for 
that would make dummy’s rj 
spades all tricks. So I discarded Tj 
the king of diamonds, hoping 
Kay had the queen. O
But Zananiri had the queen, "Z 
which he cashed, and that was 
the end of that. The Egyqtian 
pair scored 920 points as a re­
sult of the successful Vienna 
Coup.
Not only that, but it later 
developed that our teammates 
at the other table had played U 
the hand at three notroump, 3 
that East had led a heart, and 




Aries (March 21-April 19): 
Home and family pull you back 
to work so nothing much gets 
done. Don’t try to get large 
deals going.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Ex­
pect a slow morning. You may 
be able to do something signifi­
cant for an older person. Activi­
ties requiring attention are pre­
ferable.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): 
Clearing away long-standing 
limitations is your goal. Turn 
loose whatever has outlived Its 
usefulness, clear your living 
space,
Cancer (June 21-July 22): 
Getting in a mood is not the an­
swer. Do the minimum essentia) 
on your routine work, take time 
out for meditation.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Q 
This is an excellent time to re- q 
view your progress, find any 
needed changes of direction, un-1 
burden yourself of futile endeav­
ors.
* I MlPisces (Feb, 19-March 20):Lj 
Finish what you have started rn 
first, allowing for moods. Pla- X 
cate younger ones but slay on Jr 




NEW YORK (AP) - A 
mer state senator who 
elected a state Judge last 
vember was sentenced
^sZ SHUX-* X 
Lt> \ TH AT AIN'T J 
: I  V NOTHIN'/
I SEEN A FELLER IN ONE









Tuesday, A statement from the 
IiJN's European headquarters 
said the Chineso consul-general 
In Geneva, Wang Chung-11, has 
passed on a message from Chi­
nese Foreign Minister KI Peng- 
fei containing this decision.
commander named
PRAGUE (Reuter) - Lt., 
Gen. Ivan Ivanovich Tycnish- 
chev has been appointed com­
mander of Soviet armed forces 
la Chechoslovakia, CTK news 
agency reported, Ue Miccceds 
Col.-Gen. Alexa'''<'•'• Mlchailov-
Leo (July 23-Auk. 22): 
Friends arc sensitive, expect 
more things than you're likely 
to offer, so you can't win no 
matter how you do It.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Your 
sense of responsibility shows 
and may attract agreement 
where it fits In1 with your plans, 
also somebody making use of 
your mood. '
Libra (Sept. 23-Oci. 22): Pick 
the area of greatest need for 
practical consideration.. P u 
your self Into correcting neg­
lect, completing stalled pro­
jects,
Scorpio (Ooi, 2.1-Nov. 21): Big 
decisions, confrontations are
prison and fined $10,000 Tues­
day for dealing In stolen U.S. 
treasury bills. Seymour Thaler, ||— 
a Democrat who served in Al- JJJ 
bany for 13 years, was con- H 
victcd last March of lying to a "" 
federal grand jury and traffick- l 
ng l.i $800,000 worth of bills, 
$250,000 of which were sold, 
Thaler, 52, elected to the state 
Supreme Court and sworn early 
this year, did not take up his 
Judicial dptles pending dis­
position of the charges against 
him, '
better left for a while, Depend 
on intuition and on, your ability 
to get things done,
Bagiitarlus (Nov. 2.Wec. 21): 
Calm down to cruising rate tor 
a steady-paced, pleasant but 
relatively uneventual day. Fin­
ish your workweek carefully.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan.- 19): 
Early hours are largely usefid 
for decluttcring your home and
Prohibition Ends 
In Indian State
\ NEW DELHI (Reuter) -- In­
dia’s Maharashtra state ended 
prohibition Wednesday for all 
adults after 22 years. The state 
government announced that 
anyone over 21 can have n per­
mit to buy liquor. Only one In­
dian slate, Gujarat, now mpin-
UI co
working apace, refining plans 
Thing* open up later on,
tains such a ban, More than 50 
perrons died latd year after 
. drinking contaminated home- 
t mad* brew.
QUICK' WHERE'S1 
„ THE STORE rf 
V DETECTIVE?.
SEE THAT TALL 
BLOND BOY? veaMiss/ - 
IB ME ASHOP-
NO.1 FOLLOW HIM.' 
SEC. WHAT HE x 
BUYS ME FOR MY
BIRTHDAY/ r
i




The Coolest Place in the World to get a Good Buy Courier Want Ads Naturally
CALL THE FAST ACTION, HOT LINE NUMBER 763*3220
? 
! 
r Kelowna and District



















8 room Colonial style lake­
shore home. Fully furnished. 
$250.00 month. Available 
September to June.
MONTREAL TRUST
ONE BEDBOOM DUPLEX. EXCEL-1 MOSAIC CENTRE. 14« ST. PAUL ST. 
tout location. utilities •uppHad. Tela-1 (awarded Park and TUfard trophy. Car­
phone 763416$. ttltificate tt honor. 1971). (too-two
iTnS- storey townbous* apartment available,
bedroenu. baths, two patios.Convenient location. Telephone 7634*4*. I eenditioning (Individual control), 
”***-_______________;________________ illwasher. dryer, stove. refrigerator. One
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. UOSI £** *P*c®. $307 per month. ■ Lease. 
Richmond Street. Telephone 7634337. I Terms available Telephone 7634111. tf
$1TO per month. 211 AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER lit ONE




Delivered Anywhere to 
KELOWNA or VERNON
AREA
Phone orders collect 
Busines*—545-1311 
Residence 542-9664 or 766-2330 
LAV1NGTON PLANER 
MILL LTD, 
T, Th. S. tf
CHIMNEY SERVICE
MAC’S CHIMNEY SWEEP 
Avoid fall rush. Get your water 
boiler, oil and wood stoves, 
chimney cleaned how.
762-2299
T, Tn. S 21
FIRE
EQUIPMENT SALES AND 
SERVICE
Complete recharge centre.
Surveys and inspections on 
request. 





Formerly: KEN SPRQUSE 
DISTRIBUTORS
FOB RENT: PARTLY FURNISHED) bedroom fully furnished apartment, waU 
three bedroom mobile home to Shasta I to waU carpet, wood fireplace, dishes. 
Trailer Park. Telephone 7634554. to] linens, etc. supplied. Includes utilities 
1 1 I except telephone. Beautiful view over.
TWO BEDROOM OU)gR TYPE HOME} igqHm Ufc, and rfty. U
to Belgo area. Available September 1st I------------------------------- -- —-------------------—
$135 per month. Telephone 765-71*5. ipl AVAtraitiv! IMMEDIATELY, THREE
ADULTS VISITING IN KELOWNA? A TWO BEDROOM BASEMENT HOME J^f*
rare opportunity to occupy our W on Guisachaa Road. $125 per month. ** ®““* furnished idyllic, three bedroom country Telephone after 1 p.m. 762-6703. 101 “gg*
home, dose to the city, for six weeks - ~ ■ ■■ ■ ■ — wHh “» eWHren. Telephone 7«»4W.
beginning August 31st. $50 per week. I DUPLEX FOR RENT IN RUTLAND, I tf
References and guarantees required. I dose to schools and shopping. 7I5-$1«1 ™
Write with full particulars to Box A US. eventags. • APARTMENTS IN
Th® Kelowna Dailv Courier. $ Westbank, refrigerator and stove, car-rne Kelowna uauy courier.__________»lTWO BEDROOM HOUSE, FOR RENT. I petto* throughout Sweeping view of
COUNTRY LIVING WITH LOVELY «■ country. Telephone 7*3-$*$$. »| Okanagan Lake. $125 per month. Family
view at MacKenzte Manor flveplex,I ' ...............  "I unit also, available September 1st No
MacKenzle Road. Rutland. Two baths. TA APTS FOR RENT pete. Telephone 7IS-5S7S. U
VA bedrooms, spacious living. Somel *”• 1 | ——-----------------------------------------------------
children welcome. Water and garbage -----------------------------  AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST. TWO
TWIN DUPLEXES
Located in Rutland, real dose to shopping 
centre and schools, showing very gqod 
revenue. Owner may take orchard on 
trade. Call Art Day 3-4144 or 8-5089. MIS.
OLD FASHIONED HOME
At an old fashioned price, 2 bdrm., large 
kitchen with eating area, living room with 
wall to wall, garage, small greenhouse on 
a nice level lot in hospital area. Fridge 
and stove included. FP $14,900. Call Bob 
Robinson 3-5161. MLS.
LAST LARGE ACREAGE IN AREA 
Million Dollar view from 99% of acreage — 
has power, some water and only 3 miles 
from shopping centre. Older home and* 
partially developed. Gordon Stuart 9-4295.
“TREMENDOUS VIEW’*
A building lot that literally looks down on 
 
Lakeview Hts., has wired TV cable\under- 
ground power, domestic water, ea to 
work soil, only $7,000, take a year to 
Call George Trimble 2-0687. MLS.
RUTLAND VIEW HOME 
New 3 bdrm, view home. Wall to
»y.
wall
carpeting throughout, 2 complete bath- 
.rooms, 2 sundecks, 2 fireplaces, full base­
ment with completed rec. room. Call Bren 
Witt for details, 9-4326. MLS. .
VIEW UNLIMITED
Of Kalamalka Lake from this large deck 
of this 2 bdrm, home, ensuite plumbing, full 
basement with, extra bdrm., on Greenhow 




of all kinds, 
Ditching, Backfilling, Loading, 
etc.
PHONE EARL 768-5459 




North American Van Unes Ltd. 
Local. Long Distance Moving 
"We Guarantee Satisfaction”
U20 ELLIS ST. 762-2020 





collection free. $1(5 per month. Not— . . __ . I bedroom basement suite without refrig­
pets. Telephone 763-3472 or 76*45*6. tf Centennial HOUSC Apartments erstor or stove. Private entrance, utili- 
___________ ____ __________ __________ I ties included. $130 per month. 721 
COUNTRY ATMOSPHERE, NEW I Richter Street or telephone 763-6055 after
three bedroom fourplex, large kitchen, lOChifia aujacent to 15 p.m. 13
balcony and sundeck, basement with (Vntonnlnl Perk- Rnftonri —----------------------------------------------------------
____  earport. Children welcome. Largo lawn. vcnienmar rarx, ttuuana a BEDROOM SUITE. SPACIOUS, 
T Th C 27 Ploy orea. Located close in Glenmore.) __I bright, carpeted, coloured appliances.
’ ’ ’ .1 $170 per month. Telephone 762-3713 or! NOW RENTING I cabtevision. Elevator, inter-com. many
1 763-6176 eventaga. > tf I I other deluxe features included. Contact
•   —ZZZ77Z—1 and 2 Bedroom Suites manager for viewing. Telephone 762-0720.
.is THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX, . 12*0 11
Jroannnln Morgan Road. Rutland. WaU to waU • SpaciOUS deluxe suites -------------------------------------------TlCdUUUIU [carpet, stove, refrigerator, carport. I AUGUST 1. RUTLAND. TWO BED-
, ( storage. Washer and dryer hook-up. • Air conditioning I room fourplex. $150 per month taclud-
Daini Qlinnlir I fri I Water and garbage paid. *155 per | tag garbage and water. CaR Joe Um-
r Clllll OUUUIV LIU. I month. Available immediately. Please * Carnet throughout I berger at Royal Trust. 762-5200 or 763-
v®.— PonM t. cun telephone 765-8966 after 6 p.m. tf 2338. evenings. tfYour Bapco & SWL Dealer I ------------- 1« colored appliances and ————————————————
Paint — Wallpaper — Signs from September 1st. -n to juneI two new two bedroom four-
Art ^unnliea 30Ul’ *73, tovely we** l^P** two $*«<*- araPes . I piex units ta Rutland. WaU to waU
.... v. I room fuUy furnished bouse, with pri-l® ___ ,_____| carpeting: no refrigerator or stove.
1619 PANDOSY 762-21341 vate beach. $185 per month. Okanagan I Free laundry laciutieg I $maii peta welcome. Available Septem-
T, Th, S, tf Mission. Telephone 7644039 or 76*400$. I« Cable TV I her 1st. $137 per month. Telephone





three bedroom home in rut-I® Paved parking 
land, full basement, washer, dryer 
bwk-up. Close to school. Available » intercom system
SPACIOUS TWO BEDROOM SUITE, 
Rutland. Available September 1st Re­
frigerator, stove, heat, water includ­
ed. Only $145 per month. Telephone
764-7129 or 7654*67. tf
General repairs, household, in- available September ist, I RESERVE YOUR SUITE NOW deluxe suites nt kelowna's ex- 
dustrial, etc. Specializing in ’m*u- newly built cottage. Eight miles elusive concrete and steel. high rise
rnafnm wnnriwnrk ,rom Kelown»- Beautiful location. $135 Telenhnne Manager apartment Maximum safety and quiet-custom woodwork. per month. No children, no pets. Tele- 1 CICpilOnC Manager ness. Breathtaking view. Telephone Both
Corner WATER & CAWSTON j Phone 762-8*85. _________________ 12 755.9133 or 762-0928 T8wm' 76MM1-_______________ 5?
131. FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM tf TWO BEDROOM SUITE, GROUND
" house near Shops Capri- Available after I wall to waU carpet, colored ap-
I August 15th. References. Apply' 1266 I piiances. cable television. $150 per
' Sutherland Avenue. Telephone 762-5402. MAKE YOUR HOME month, utilities included. Telephone 764- 




SALES & SERVICE 
1963 Harvey Ave. 
762-3012
LARGE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE, CAR- AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th, SPACIOUS
pet throughout, fireplace, carport and TAD AM ATI AM I three bedroom suite ta Fairlsne Court, 
sundeck, washer and dryer. Located VUIxVIirX I Ivll Fully modern, close to Shops Capri and 
near schools and shopping centres in ... People's. Elderly people preferred. No
| RuUand. 765-7643. tf | VILLAGE I children or pets. Telephone 763-2814. tf
TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT I AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY—LARGE
Glenmore duplex, with masonry fire- 1400 CORONATION AVE,. two bedroom basement suite, with stove, tf I waH, carport, fireplace. *1*5 per month. vvixviinnvn rsva,,. % blQck from CiprL No chlUreB 
available August 1st. Telephone 763- KELOWNA I or pete. $110 a month. Apply 125* Suth-
=1223* or 763-6586. tf I erland Avenue. tf
APPLE VALLEY REALTY »
1451 Pandosy St. SERVICE WITH INTEGRITY *** Office Ph. 3-4144





New attractive 2 bedroom 
with large attached garage. 
Ideal plan for the retired 
couple, very few steps. Not 
too much yard to keep up. 
Lots of storage space. Nice 
quiet area. Cute and com­
fortable. See this one today! 
Call Ted Dale at 762-5038 or 
763-7582 after hours.
1. BIRTHS
A LITTLE GIFT IS RICHLY THEAS- 
or*d by your child. A clipping of hl* 
Birth Notice from Th* Kelowna Dally 
Courier wiD bo appreciated la the fu­
ture year*. Extra clipptap of thl* 
aotie* caa be had for friend* and nl- 
ativ**. too. The day of birth be sur*. 
father, grandmother or eomeone to to- 
■tructed to place a notice for your 
chlM. These notices are a* low a* $2.50. 
Telephone 7*3-3228, a tralnsd ad- 
writer will assist you ia wordlag th* 
notice.
AUGUST 15. THREE BEDROOM DUP- Spa<?10US> defa» 3 bedrOOITl wujj-jeld _ BEDROOM SUITE 
lex on Beraar™j^ue. ™o to" tattajfamily apts- m 8ardenhke set’ in near new fourplex. including refrig. 
pamttv DT aistmtmc- nr Twrrr* I basement, carpet. No children, no I ting. I Sr*V*r ?nd carport. AvailablehAAULx * JuANWIrivr CLINIC I nets S18O wr Month Ttltohon* 768*1 *»♦ •• x •• t I September 1st® (115 per month* C*U
1st and 3rd Friday each month, ««- tf -Wall-to-wall carpets. winfieid, 766-2123. tf
390 BRAND NEW DUPLEX. TWO BEI>| —Drapes. CARMAN MANOR. 19*6 PANDOSY
info rooms, wall to wall carpet, full base-1 —Colored aonliances. I Extr* ltrge °“e bedroom suite. 
Z", ment. References required. Jabs Con- vimmiwu wumws*. Broadloom, drapes, stove, refrigerator, 
raP I struction. 1975 Harvey Avenue. Tele- Available DOW. I cable television, elevator. Adults. Tele­
phone 762-0928. evenings 762-3*65. tf ,,,„ phone 763-2819. tf
THREE BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT ..I SUITE FOR RENT IN LAKEVIEW
Th. F, 15 almost new duplex, near Orchard Park __________ ._________________ Manor opposite City Psrk. $125 per
| Shopping Centre and schools. Children! " ■■■———— month, available September 1st. See
- ■— - ■ - ... । Mr, Skelton, Suite 3, 1679 Abbott.
T, Th, S, tf
8, COMING EVENTS
8-10 p.m., Health Unit, 
Queensway. Birth control 




ASHLEY — Mr*. Gabriella Mary Ashley 
of UM Ambroel Road, passed away on 
August 9th, at th* age of 6$ year*. 
Mr*. Askley I* survived by her loving
husband, Scott, 2 daughters. 
Georgina Haynoa of Banff and 
Rita Krowchuk alio of Banff. 1 
Albert, of Field, B.C. 3 listen, 
Ben Wenner of Bollton, Alberti, 






Axel Iverson of Elk Point- Alberta. 3 
brothers, Frank Rogerson of Edmonton, 
Joe Rogerson of Fort Langley, Jim 
Rogerson ot Prince Rupert. $ grandchil­
dren also survive. Funeral services for 
the late Mrs. Ashley will bo held from 
the Garden Chapel, 113* Bernard Ave* 
nue on Friday, August 11 at 2 p.m. Rev. 
Ralph Butedo officiating. Cremation 
wiR follow. THE GARDEN CHAPEL 
FUNERAL DIRECTORS hive boon en­
trusted with funeral arrangements. 
(Phone 7*2-30*0).9
WIEBE — Mr. Larry James Wiebe of 
12S Woods Rosd, Rutland, passed away 
an August Sth. at the age of 23 years. 
Larry is survived by his loving wife, 
GsiL 2 daughters, Angela and Kelly 
Rao at home. His parents. Mr. and
Mrs.
THE SEPARATE SWINGERS* CLUB welcome. Available September 1st. $1651 nitlAn
will hold a social on Saturday, Aug-Per month. Telephone 763-2063. tf SHLUWnnn AAA Ail IP 
rtdto ^rtTndinse^r.trtl,pS: ^BEDROOM HOME IN RUTLAND. IVIMINUK
pie and singles over so, please write £fj***nt rt?^*. ’Avatabu’inwi Corner Ellis Street and 
P.O. Box 53*, Keiowns. ii Rosemead Ave.
S.P.C.A. RUMMAGE SALE. WOMEN*.* 76M8M- ___________________ . QUIET ONE
Institute Hall. Lawrence Avenue, Wed- FURNISHED LAKESHORE HOUSE , 1 -
1S?Lit.,1:30 Ifop TeBt’three bedrooms, fireplsce. love-| BEDROOM: SUITES
For pick up telephone 763-218*._______ 9 iy location. Possession September 15th. j
I $300 per month, csii Lupton Agencies Intercom, shag rugs, air
11. BUSINESS PERSONAL TO«pto»^624*oo.______________« conditioned, electric heat.
1  — Three..bedroom duplex, full Utilities included, covered
REPAIRS TO LAWN MOWERS, basement, carport, close to schools and „„
pumps, chain saws, outboard engines. I *bopping ta Rutland. Available August I parking. No children Or
Kelowna Light Industrial. 8« Crowley lsth- ,16S P«r month. Telephone 765-5721. pets.
Avenue. Kelowna. Telephone 763-7684. ___  _________ ■ _______ «
__________________________ M RUTLAND- FOURPLEX. TWO BED-) PHONE 762-0861
ALL TYPES OF MASONRY WORK,I f2^t^an?rt0£SU^“N^0X’ 
fireplaces, retaining walls, flower oZ rchSd Tccentad* AvaUabi® 
762°W81 ,t0BeW0rt■ C1U Sebastian. BteJyt Telephone 763-6925. tf
U
tf
Henry Wiebe of Winfield. 2
brothers, Ken and Calvin at home. * 
listen. Mn. Marjorie Norrlngton of 
Kelowna, Mn. Janet Johnson of Win­
field. Mn. Sandra Nahulak of Surrey 
and Colleen at home. Funeral aervices 
for the late Larry Wiebe will be held 
from ne Garden Chapel, 113* Bernard 
Avenue on Saturday. August 12th, at 10 
a.m. Rev. Robert Stable officiating. In­
terment will follow in the Lakeview 
Memorial Park. THE GARDEN CHAP­
EL FUNERAL DIRECTORS have been 
entreated with funeral amngementa. 
(Telephone 762-30*0). $
THE CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY 
gratefully accepts donations to memory 
nl loved oats, to further rosesreb In 
conquering cancer. Contact Box 10, Ok-
amru Mission. Th. F. S. tf
12. PERSONALS
DUPLEX FOR RENT IN RUTLAND, 
two bedrooms, wall to wall in living 
room and bedrooms. Carport, storage 
area. $130 per month. Available Im-
NOW RENTING
TOUR BY BUS FROM KELOWNA TO mediately. Telephone 763-9131. tf
SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM SUITE, 
carpet, laundry and cable vision includ­
ed. Adults only. Apply at 560 Sutherland
Avenue. U
NASSAU HOUSE. DELUXE TWO BED- 
room suite, very quiet and close in. 
Adults only. Contact Mansger at 1777
Water Street. tf
ONE BEDROOM SUITE FOR RENT. 
Brookside Manor, 1951 Glenmore St. 
Close to Shops Capri. Available tamed-
lately. Telephone 763-6224. tf
ONE AND TWO BEDROOM UNITS 
Kitchens, children and pets welcome, 
very low rates, weekly or monthly.
Telephone now 769-4311. tf
Glenmore -r 1456 sq. ft. — 3 
bedrooms—2 bathrooms—also 
ensuite — 2 fireplaces — 
rec room finished and bed­
room downstairs — sundeck 
— patio — SWIMMING POOL 
— all bn a large lot, near the 
golf course. Call Gordon 
Marwick at 769-4662 even­
ings. MLS.
CENTRALLY LOCATED — 
no need for a 2nd car when 
you can walk to the store in 
a few minutes — and live % 
block from the bus line for 
trips farther afield. Good 
older home recently re­
decorated*. W/W carpeting 
even in the kitchen. 2 bed­
rooms on main floor and 2 
more in basement. Asking 
$20,500. Call Mary Ashe at 
763-4652 evenings. MLS.
CHOICE LOCATION — First 
time on the market. Good 
solid 3 bedroom family home 
situated on a large land­
scaped lot within easy walk­
ing distance to park and 
shopping. Large carport, sun- 
' deck, full basement partially 
completed. Top-notch con­
dition. Owner is open to 
offers. I’m excited* about this 
home — Call Frank Ashmead 
at 765-6702 evenings. MLS.
FANTASTIC VIEW — a very 
attractive, architectural de" 
signed, 2 bedroom home on 
Montcalm overlooking the 
city, with full basement — 
large covered sundeck, at­
tached garage. Priced at 
$29,950, good terms. Cal 
Dave Deinstadt at 763-4894 
evenings. MLS.
PRICE REDUCED $4;500 — 
must sell this 3 bedroom 
basement home. 114 yr. old 
— carpets in living room and 
bedrooms. Ensuite plumbing 
— carport. Nice OK. Mission I 
area. Now only $27,000. 
HURRY! Call Bill Campbell 
at 763-6302, MLS.
GROCERY BUSINESS—look­
ing for a family that is will- I 
ing to work and be independ- I 
ant. Can be purchased for I 
$8,500,00 full price including I 
stock. Take over immed­
iately. For appointment call I 
Ernie Donnelly at 762-2558 I 
evenings. EXCL. I
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
— rapidly expanding garage I 
business — no opposition — I 
across from popular beach I 
and resort area — all equip- I 
ment, good 3 bedroom home I 
as well as 2nd revenue house. I 
Large increase in volume in I 
past year. Call Fred Kyle at I 
765-8804 evenings. MLS. I
MISSION BEAUTY — an ex­
ceptional view home on % I 
acre treed site. Numerous I 
features include master suite, I 
oversized sunken living room I 
plus den with stone fireplace I 
and triple plumbing. Call I 
Blanche Wannop at 762-4683 
evenings. EXCL.
PRICE REDUCED BY 
$1,000 — Spanish style home 
— 3 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, 
ensuite plumbing — built-in 
barbeque. Beautifully land­
scaped with excellent view. 
Owner moving and must sell.
Try offers to $31,300. Call 
Clare Angus at 763-4807 
evenings. MLS.
VALUES PLUS
New area in Rutland. Home 
3 years old. Low, low down 
payment. Well landscaped 
lot. Close to school, churches 
and shops. Full price only 
$21,200. Nowhere but no­
where can you find a better 
bargain. For further infor­
mation please contact Larry 














sign on your property 
doesn’t display this 
sticker...
S. IN MEMORIAM
McCULLOCH — In loving memory ot 
my dear husband, Captain A. W. Mc­
Culloch, who pasacd away August 10, 
1*6$.
Nothing can aver take away 
Hie love a heart hold* dear, 
Fond metnorle* linger every day, 
Ram*mbr*nc* keep* him dear. 
y-Alway* remembered by hi* loving 
' wlf* Ellen *nd family. *
«. CARD OF THANKS
MRS. WARD AND ELLEN AND MEM- 
bars of the family would Ilka to ex- 
mu their heartfeU thanks for aU [ho 
beautiful cards, flower* and acts of 
kindness during th$lr recent bereave- 
men*. - ,■*
LAKEVIEW MEMORIAL PARK CEME- 
tary new address: 17*0 Hollywood Rd. 
(end! Rutland. Tslsphan* 765-6I9*. If
gaj.wkvdlwrt^^^ TWO BEDROOM HOUSE. RE-
Tth $289.00. Book e*rly, *3 day* before I ESjE,**01'’® *"•* clrp**s-
departure. Hi Lite Travel Club. Glen I JDddle J<edfcl?9up,# wlth,t0®d refer- 
Gasall. telephone 762-6173. 9, chll<fren or pels. Telephone
tSSSJ!10^ JVRJTE NEW SPANISH STYLE FOURPLEX. 
JunP«iOlia RuU,nd- W bath*, two bedrooms, large 
? W1",,le,d living room, all carpeted. Children wel- 
h^mlv^®n?.®^a?S?-.pr?W-Sl? come- Av*u*bl* August 1 and 15. Tele-
tayour home? Contact Al-Anon at 763- phone 763-8788. 1*
w73 OT 7o3*o7bOe tf I ■ ■ ■ ■■ .. . ■■ ■ - -
-------------------------------------------- —------------ TWO BEDROOM, FULL BASEMENT 
ELECTROLYSIS — GENTLE, SAFE in aixplex. Close to Shoppers* Village 
medically approved method. Highly-1 and school ta Rutland. Stove and re- 
qualified operator with many year* ex- frlgerator available. $150 per month, 
perienc*. For further Information, tele- Telephone 765-9038. 13
WO BEDROOM. AdTFoNDIITONED 
GENTLEMAN WOULD LIKE TO I •«“*,«“»»tohed. seven miles from
meet lady, *5 to 50 yeara of age. Ap- Ke>owna. Utilities included for $200 pee 
ply to Box A85I, Th* Kelowna Dally Beforence* required. Telephone 
Courier. it ^62-7658. ___________ 11
' NEW THREE BEDROOM HOME.
UlfiW Akin tnilhin Wall to wall carpet, fireplace, en-. LVdl AND rUUND aulte. Close to achoola and shopping.
, „„„  ----- Available September 1st. Telephone
LOST - CHILD'S EYE GLASSES, 765-6570. H
brown horn rimmed, vicinity Strathcona k=------------------ :---------------------------—---------
Park. Desperately needed. Telephone THREE REDROOM HOME IN THE 
763-63*3. n Ellison area, Full basement, double
 plumbing. Available September Irt. $140 
LOST — SIAMESE FEMALE CAT, P**1 month. Contact Phil Moubray
wearing red collar. August Sth, vic-1 evening* 763-3028 or 762-3227, 10
"Slieen* *'8 Trtephon*’ 76M2«l"*W*” 11 0NE YEAR LEASE, $200 PER MONTH,
fthttns. Telephone 763-3266, H Fi®mi,h 8treet hou*«, available August
LOST: IN VICINITY OF LAWRENCE 1B*h' three bedroom, wilh fourth 
Avenue and Glsnmore Street, black *ml ,n basement, also second bathroom In 
whit* ternate kitten. Finder ptease tele-1 basement. Telephone 763-4652._________*
7M'7W- ___________ 9 SEPTEMBER 1ST, TWO BEDROOM
LOST: ON GYRO BEACH AUGUST 9TH, “ult® bi fourplex near Four Seasons Mo- 
1972. msn's wrist watch, gold expan- t®1- On® child accepted. Telephone 765- 
rten. "Orano". TeIephon* 7634626. 111 M19  W











One bedroom suites on quiet 
street close to downtown, air 
conditioned, cable*TV, laundry 
facilities, elevator, intercom,
covered parking. Reduction 
rent to tenants 65 and over.





LOST - PHESCRIPTION SUNGLASS- AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER 1ST. 
ea. at Orchard Park. August 7tn. Re- I*1** *•"■«« bedroom suite In Rutland 
ward. Telephone 763-3814 evening*. U fourplex. Near shopping centra and
black Labrador retrlsvcr, male. Re- THREE BEDROOM HOME FOR RENT 
ward la offered. Telephone 764-75(1, 11 near North Glenmore School. Immeit- J uuty. TeIephon. W.3SOO w 7
with Mu* and yellow ribbon. Reward. -------------------------- - ---------- :------------------------
Telsphona 762-0655, « THREE REDROOM GLENMORE FULL
I basement home with enclosed garag*
HIST r't°NE«M«l* TIRE _AND. RIM, on Sexsmith Road. $200 per month. 





SEPTEMBER 1st ■ JUNE 25th, THREE 
bedrooms, two baths. Ilk* front In 
14. ANNOUNCEMENT Mission, $375 per month. Telephone 764 
--------------- *---------- ---------------- ------- - --------- 7107. If 
OlVINQ AWAY: THREE REDROOM w.older house. Must ba removed from I DUPLEX IN REAU-
property. Talephone 763-5890, tt V**’ Casa Loma area. Available end ot 
—----------------- p ’I August, Ptease telephon* morning* or
■Iter 6:00 p.m., 762-5385. if
JADE PALACE
LAKESHORE and MISSION CREEK 
PHONE 4-4545
CHINESE SMORGASBORD
AVAILABLE AUGUST 15th, LARGE 
deluxe four bedroom duplex, Close to 
schools and churches. Telephone 765- 
7773. ~ \ It
PRICE 2.75
Friday, Saturday and Sunda 




Friday and Saturday, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m, 
FEATURING THE COUNTRY REVIEW 
We specialize in Take-Out Orders 
SERVING KELOWNA, RUTLAND and MISSION 
Open Tues., Wed., Thum., 5 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Fri. gnd Sat., 5 p.m. to 3 a,ni.
CLOSED MONDAYS Hi., F, s, tf 
-- --------- (—.
DELUXE. SPACIOUS, BRIGHT SUITES 
for rent. Knox Manor Apartments. For 
information telephone 762-7918. Adults. 
____________________________________ tf 
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN NEW 
apartment Nock, close to Capri Shop­




You’re not reaching all the 
possible purchasers through 
the only proven and effi­
cient real estate service. 
RESULTS COUNT — 
1,833 properties sold with 
a total value of over 35 
million dollars during the 
last 6 months.
Telephone 763-6931. tt
895 PER MONTH. TWO BEDROOM 
apartment in Rutland. Refrigerator and 
stove Included. No pets. Telephone 763-
7233. tt
SPACIOUS ONE BEDROOM APART- 
ment, newly decorated, cable television. 
Centre of town. Telephone 762-0359 after
3:30 p.m. tf
TWO BEDROOM SUITE IN FOUR- 
plex, Dougal Road, Rutland. Refrig­
erator and stove included. Telephone
764-4737 or 764-4336. tf
BACRELOR SUITE FOR RENT, AVAIL- 
able September 1st. $100 per month. 
Separate entrance. 843 Lawrence Ave-
nue. Kelowna. 10
SOUND INVESTMENT — 80 acres of raw land in a very good 
location — spring on property — natural gas and power avail­
able at a low price of $600 per acre, for further details call 
Frank Hauk at 762-4562 evenings. MLS.
VIEW ACREAGE — CLOSE IN — Beautifully treed raw land 
only 4 mi. from downtown Westbank on good Gov’t, roads, 10 
acres for only $19,900. I also have a lovely 7.7 acre parcel 
for only $9,900, Both have good terms. Call Terri Meckling at 
763-6657 evenings. MLS.
CHARMING HOME AND 5 ACRES — modern home, 2 bed­
room and den. Large utility room and workshop — double 
garage. 4.94 acres of which 3 acres is first class vineyard — 
S-1000 overhead sprinklers, equipment for operation. Revenue 
for 1972 could be $4,000 - $5,000 For showing contact Andy 
Runzer at 764-4027 or Gordon Marwick at 769-4662. MLS.
CHARMING
tf
New 2 bedroom, full base­
ment home in new area in 
Rutland. Special features in­
clude, carpeting, double fire­
place, sundeck, carport and 




Spacious 2 br. units located just
off lakeshore and city 
Inc, range, refrig, air 






TWO BEDROOM SUITE AT 1296 
Lawrence Avenue. Washer, dryer, re* 
frigerator and stove Included. 3150.
Bob Clements 4-4934 
Bud Dalley 769-4875
Horry Maddocks 5-6218 
Wilf Rutherford* 3-5343
Telephone 763-3782. 0
WINDSOR MANOR. UNFURNISHED 
deluxe suite available. No children or
pete. Telephone 763-7234. tf
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, STOVE, 
refrigerator, washer and dryer. Elec- 
irlcity extra. Telephone 765-70(8. 12
DELUXE SUITES FOR RENT. HOCHE- 
laga and Chateau Apartments. For In-
formation telephone 763-6492. tf
CAPRI VILLA APARTMENTS. ONE 
and two bedroom aultea for rent. No
children. Telephone 763-6114. tf
WINFIELD UNFINISHED TWO
bedroom suite. With or without stove 
and refrigerator. Telephone 763-0331!. it
IMPERIAL APARTMENTS, ONE RED 
room suites, no children or pets. Tele-
phone 764-4246. tt
SPACIOUS TWO DEDROOM APART- 
ment In slxplex. Rutland. $100 per
month. Telephone 763-9366, tf
FRANKLYN MANOR — RUTLAND, 
August 15th. Furnished bachelor suite, 
Telephone 705-110(2. If 
ONE REDROOM BASEMENT APART- 
ment for rent In Rutland. Telephone 
7654374 after 3 p.m. 9. 10. 12. 13, 14
Kelowna: 483 Lawrence Ave., 762-3713






VERY DELUXE DUPLEX ON CREEK. 
Throe bedrooms, two flrspl*cei, car­
port. sundeck. Carpeted throughout. In
Rutland, Telephone 763-64W, 1$
AVAILABLE AUOUST UTH. NEARLY 
new thro* bedroom duples, -with two 
full bsthrooms in Hollywood Dell. $17$
per month. Telephono 763-3370. 13
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE. CLOSE TO 
hospital. Middle aged or elderly people 
preferred. Available Immediately. Tele­
phone TM-SKb. 11
THREE BEDROOM DUPLEX. FULL 
basement, itov* Included, IltO per 
month, TeIephon* 7*3 *11* before ■ p.m.
______________ ___ __________ I*
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, RUTLAND, 
full basement, Cfoae to echoed and 
ahopplog centr*. Available September 
la*. Trtepbono 7*34*37, 1$
FURNISHED THREE BEDROOM 
hans*, full basemen*, large heua*. i$30$ 
P«r month. Tskphoeui 76*0*71 b*<w*M 
4 - T p.m.______________ •
threk“ BEDROOM b house, m 
basemeal. n)r*)y |*»d*cap*d. *1*5 prr 
month. Talaphtme 743-21H, day* «mfr.
LIVING IN 
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
Two bedroom suite, IMi baths, 
wall to wall carpet, close to 
schools and shops. Hennonable 
rent, Available September 1st.
■ V
Telephone 769-4320
AUGUST irt, ONE BEDROOM APART- 
meats, ground floor and second floor, 
beautifully landscaped garden* and 
•wlmmlng pool. $133 and *1*0 per 
month. Also two bedroom second floor 
apartmnt with view *157 per month, 
Includt* all ntllillc*. Retired or pro­
fessions! couple* preferred. No child- 
ren or pel*. Apply Mr*. Dunlop N». 1- 
12*1 Lawroncn Avenue w telephon* 7*1- 
313*. u
CONTINENTAL MANOR. ROWCLIFFE 
Avenue: on* and two bedroom detax* 
•ultas avsltebl* for Immediate occn- 
pancy, Wall ta wall carpet, cabl* TV, 
undercover parking, laundry facitltte*, 
elevator, and a reduction for tenants 
60 year* and ever. Adnita *nty. No 
p«te. Hurt b* Men. TetepbeM 76>430*. 
_________  It 
EXCLUSIVE ONE BEDROOM UN- 
furnUhsd gnmnd floor Mite avatlabte 
Imnudlataty. 17FT Water fArert. Btov*.
refrigerator. waU to wall carpets, cable 
television,... hast... lights... lauadry and
parking Included. Nn rhiWrea, nn pat*. 
Rafited or professional tenants prefer­
red. Telephone 7U-MM. tt
17. ROOMS FOR RENT
SLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT CLOSE 
to Orchard Park. Linens provided, No 
cooking facilities, Telephone 762-0069.
Il
BLEEPING ROOM FOR RENT. FOR 
working gentleman. Telephon* 762-8124.
20. WANTED TO RENT
RESPONSIBLE COUPLE WITH RADY 
would like to rent two bedroom house 
with refrigerator and stove In Wart- 
bank. Peachland or Summerland. Gas 
or oil heat only. Reasonable rent. Tele- 
phono 76S5103.I
RETIRED COUPLE WISH TO RENT 
or lease a homo in Kelowna or vic­
inity, October let. No pets. Referen- 
cee, Don M1», The Kelowna Dally 
Courier. \ 1*
WANTED TO RENT: OARAGE FOR 
small boat and utility trailer, Prefer 
close to lake or downtown area. Tele-
phone 763-8709. If
TWO OR THREE BEDROOM 'IIOUHE 
or duplex, Kelowna area. Prefer turn- 
iihad nr semi furnished. haVe Iwo chil­
dren, Telephone 7M-4643, tf
TWO BEDROOM OLDER HOUBE. 
reascaabt* rent, for family ot two chU- 
dr*n. Ketowna or Rutland, by B*pt«m- 
bar 1, TWaphoaa 7*1-221*. _________10
OLDER TWO OR THREE' BEDROOM 
kocie. By working crxipte with two 
•mall ehlldrva, Tstephooe 70-773*.
T, Tb, B.ll
WANTED: BACHELOR ‘ SUITE OR 
baaament ralt*. ta Rutland ar®*. Work­
tag geattama*. TalephoM 7*8-7(99. 1$
"Trading Dollars Unlimited"
HANDYMAN’S SPECIAL
On Pandosy St. close to hospital, older 2 storey home 
needs remodelling. Try any reasonable cash offer. Call 
Harry Lee, 763-7900, 765-6556. NRS.
ENJOY PEACE AND QUIET
And $1.00 per year taxes in this 2 bedroom 1 bath home. 
Separate garage and workshop situated on a 66 x 200 well 
treed lot, excellent garden soli. Retirement only $17,000. 
Please call Pat Dunlop 763-7000, 763-3604. NRS.
GROCERY AND MEAT MARKET
Grossing $500 to $600 per day, located near Vernon, New 
living quarters. This Is one of our best buys. Price $115,000 
including property and fixtures. Phone Elaine Johnson, 
703-7000, eve. 705-8352. NRS,
A BEAUTY
4 Bedroom home on Mi acre treed property. Large living 
room, fireplace, dining room, kitchen B. counter, built-in 
dish washer, stove and refrigerator, double garage, work 
shop, quality construction, 2*4 bath rooms. Phone Eric 




Is Offering You 
Quality built homes in 






LOT M AND 30, TWO REDROOMK, 
full b«*em*nt. also )«gal suites ta base- 
mint, On Cadder Avenue. Telephone 
76*4063. M
LAKESHORE PROPERTY, FURNISH- 
ed summer cottag*, couth end Wood 
L*ke. 'Treed, good beach, privacy. 
*14,500, Telephone 702-0009. > 1 11
tiireOedroom, FULLDASKMENT 
bom* on acwer, *undeck and carport, 
close to school. $3,000 will bandl*. Tali-
phone 763-9020, 10
WELL BUILT LAKESHORE CABIN. 
Clos* In. Very reasonable for rash, or 
I rede for lata model (1MC or Ch«r 
Pickup, TeIephon* 762-6272, __JJ 
BY OWNER t THREE BEDROOM, 
full basement bom*. 6V«% CIIMC mort- 
gag*. Clos* to »choole, churches, shop­
ping centre, TeIephon* 762-7069. 10
536 Bernard Ave. Phone 763-7900
BEAUTY PARLOUR
Equipment, stock, businm and 5-yenr lease. Close In 
downtown Ipcation,1 showing excellent return, available 
immediately. Suitable for 2 operators. Full price *7,500, 
MLS, Call Bill Fleck 762-4400, evenings 763-2230,
Lupton Agencies ltd.
BY OWNER) TWO BEDROOM HOME, 
gas furnace, fully landscaped. Cloae ta 
school* and Southgate shopping ccntr*. 
Clear Hile. Telephone 7M-7M9. !•
7 ACRics.'wiini ooodIioubk, OR 4 
acre* without buildings, View' of Val­
ley and lake. Irrigation, power, tel*< 
Phone. Tete|{lhone_762-M97. •
FOR SALE BY OWNER, MODERN 
naw two bedroom home, clear till*® 
located In Rutland. , For full Informa-, 
Hon telephon* 76242**, , e\
LARaiT~'nmEir*BEDH^ 
with basement. 2/3 acre fully developed, 
low laaca. Near Orchard Park. Tele­
phone 763-6933. _______ •
CENTRALLY-LOCATED THREE BED- 
room duplex for *«l». $3»,009, Ta|*ptan>* 
76941M. «
HOUSE FOR SALE ON GIXNMORE 
Hoad, two mites from City Umile, Tele-
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KELOWNA REALTY LTD.
243 BERNARD AVE. — KELOWNA I
BLK. MTN. RD., RUTLAND MAIN ST.. WESTBANK I 
YOUR OWN BUSINESS—53500 will let you operate your I 
own second hand store in key location dose to Bernard I 
Avenue. Potential is unlimited here. Large 3 bedroom 
living quarters. Illness forces sale and owner will look at 
all otters, including trades. Stew Ford 2-3455 or 5-5111 for 
details. MLS.
FURNISHED HOME ON Vi ACRE VIEW LOT-Land- 
. scaped large garage, workshop, pump house with 42 |
attractive location and nicely kept. Stella Gunderson 3- 
cased well. Located 7 miles from Kelowna Westside. Very 
/ ZB81 or 766-3283 or office at 5-5111 for full details. Exclu- 
’ sive.
A SOUND INVESTMENT—one of the finest four-plex 
units in the district. 1045 sq. ft. each suite. All double 
glass and sound proofed. Revenue far exceeds the pay­
ments. Fully rented. For full particulars and financing 
caR Fritz Wirtz 3-5676 or 5-5111. MLS.
RAW LAND — with 1300’ on paved road, between Glen- 
more and Winfield. Partly fenced, for full details call 
Stella Gunderson 3-2887 or Stew Ford at 2-3455 or office 
5-5111. MLS.
SMALL HOLDING WITH BEAUTIFUL VIEW. Ideal fam­
ily home with 5 bedrooms. 3 fireplaces, garden area plus 
a barn for 2 horses. Many extras. Be sure to view. Call 
Mrs. Crossen 762-2324 or 7624919 MLS.
6V4% MORTGAGE $117.00 PER MONTH P.I.T. 3 bed­
rooms, fully developed basement; double carport; on a 
quiet street and fully landscaped. To view. caU Mrs. 
Crossen 762-2324 or 7624919. EXCLUSIVE 
WINFIELD-LARGE, CLOSE IN LOT. This lot has crab 
and apple trees and is very close to shopping centre on 
paved road. Price $4,750. Please call Rail* Erdmann at 
office or res. Winfield 766-2123. MLS.
EXECUTIVE FAMILY HOME-WINFIELD. This is a 
deluxe family home on a beautifully landscaped lot with 
nice view. 2 full baths plus ensuite, double fireplace, sun-* 
deck patio doors. This has been set up as a completely 
separate in-law suite but would be an excellent family 
home. Call Ralph Erdmann at office or res. Winfield 
766-2123 collect. MLS.
ACTION LIVING HOME — In the court yard with built-in 
barbeque or in the family room. I am ‘‘BRAND NEW’’ 
with three bathrooms, four bedrooms, located in Mission 
area and priced right for $34,500. Phone Eva Gay 768- 
5989, 7624919. Exclusive
PRICE-A-PEEL—At $16,500—Immaculate two bedroom 
home surrounded by over one-third acre of Gardener’s 
> paradise. Owner anxious. Phone Eva Gay 768-5989, 762- 
4919 MLS.
THE LEADER IN RESULTS
DIFFERENT! CREEKSIDE HOME.
1375 sq. ft. to beautiful condition. Shaded by big tall trees 
and situated just on the outskirts where taxes are low!
3 good sized bdrms., king-size fireplace, utility room off
; kitchen, carport and storage room. $29,950 (MLS). For 
details, please call Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs. at 
'-3895.
A GEM! CLOSE-IN @ $21,950
A very well built 2 bdrm, older home in beautiful con­
dition inside and out! Featuring a bright LR-DR, eating 
area in a spacious 220 wiring kitchen. Excellent utility 
and storage room. Small landscaped lot and large garage. 
AN EXCELLENT BUY! To'view, phone Olivia Worsfold 
at 2-5030, or evgs. at 2-3895.
SMALL VIEW ACREAGE
A little over an acre, with a spot for a secluded home with 
a perfect lake view. Also has a small home presently 
rented. Roads on two sides of property. Want horses, a few 
peaches and cherries and view? This is it, so call Luella 
Currie at 2-5030, or evgs. at 8-5628. MLS.
VACANT! I NEED YOU!!
I’m a lovely 3 bdrm, home, wearing yellow color lok siding. 
My traffic pattern is excellent and will lead you to a full 
bsmt, or sundeck, or carport. I’m brand new and for only 
$4,300 down, your single payment is $175. I have several 
unique features which you will be pleased to see by calling 
my guide: Orlando Ungaro at 2-5030, or 3-4320. MLS,
1250 SQ. FT. & REVENUE SUITE
Low taxes and quality construction on a large lot, near 
Capri, makes this 2 bdrm, home exquisite. Extra bdrm, 
down. Built-in china cabinets. Lovely landscaping. Open to 
offers on asking price of $31,900. Close to Elem. School. 
Call Gaston Gaucher at 2-5030, or 2-2463. MLS.
GARDEN OF EDEN $17,500 
IMMACULATE 2 bdrm, home close to downtown and 
Shops Capri — situated on a beautiful lot full of perennials, 
fruit trees, grapes, raspberries and strawberries. 220 
wiring, new furnace and a good garage plus 2 more 
finished bdrms, upstairs. To view this EXCELLENT 
PROPERTY, phone me Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, or evgs, 
2-3895. MLS.
PRIVACY AND COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!
Ranch-style, full bsmt, country home nestled on % acre of 
Pines and a babbling brook — featuring old brick exterior, 
shake roof, stone fireplace in beautiful family room off 
kitchen, formal LR, ensuite plumbing. OPEN TO OFFERS 
। at $34,950. To view, please phone Olivia Worsfold at 2-5030, 






21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
Midvalley Realty
. 429 Hwy. 33, Rutland, Phone 765-7704
COUNTRY ESTATE IN GLENMORE. with vineyard and 
orchard. Lovely Colonial style newer home. 2 fireplaces, 
large rec room, sundeck, 2 bathrooms, 3 bedrooms, wall to 
wall carpeting. There is a second 2 bedroom guest house. 
Huge garage, work area, equipment shed. 10.52 acres in 
young grapes, apples and cherries. All for just $40,000 
down or ?. Call Midvalley Realty at 765-7704. MLS.
RICHTER STREET, 4 bedroom older home, close to 
schools, shopping and churches. A really good home. 
Could be valuable as investment. Priced at $23,200. For 
more details on this home call Midvalley Realty at 765- 
7704. MLS.
APPROXIMATELY 18 ACRES ON HIGHWAY 97, North 
of Reid’s Corner. Ideal piece of property if zoned for 
light industry. Priced right. For further information call 
MidvaUey Realty at 765-7704 MLS.
7 ACRES OF MAGNIFICENT VIEW PROPERTY. Only 
1 mile north on Clifton Road. This parcel of land is a 
steal at only $25,000 full price. Some terms may be ar­




446 Bernard Avenue 763-4932
OFFERS PLEASE!!’
Top condition side by side duplex, 6 years oltLcustom built 
by owner. 4 foot crawl space fully insulated. 5 rooms of 
1,000 square feet each, carport and storage. Asking $31,» 
500.00. Try a low down payment to one NHA mortgage. To 
view, call Mrs. Gerri Krisa, days 3-4932 or evenings 3-4387. 
MLS.
2 BLOCKS FROM SCHOOLS. ‘ 4
Located close to elementary and high schools in Rutland, 
this near new home offers the ultimate in pleasant living. 
— Delightful kitchen with breakfast bar, quality carpets 
throughout and 2 bedrooms on main and one in bright 
basement — Rec room, bathroom and additional bed- > 
room roughed in. Full price $25,800. Terms. Contact Erik 1 
Lund, days 34932 or evenings 2-3486. AILS.




Richard Gentille . 765-7955
Gordon Davis ---- 765-7436
Al. Horning.......... 765-5090
Sam Pearson .... 762-7607
Ken Alpaugh .... 762-6558
OPEN HOUSE
। Olive Ross Don Cameron Austin Warren , 
34573 5-7995 24838
THURS., AUG. 10, 7:00-9 P.M. 
EXECUTIVE HOME FOR SALE
1371 ALDER COURT — Close to Town, Church, School I SUN VALLEY HOMES
Phone 765-7785 or 769-4747 bedroom home, immediate possession. NHA 8%%




I 4 NEW HOUSES! LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS!
(1) Exclusive! COLONIAL STYLE! 2 bdrms., L-shaped 
LR and DR, nice kitchen with EATING AREA. Basement 
completely partitioned for 2 more bdrms., rec. room, 
extra bath, and utility room, with outside exit to carport. 
Lot size 125’xl20’. Full price $22,900.
(2) Exclusive! Cathedral entrance! 2 large bdrms., large 
living room with STONE FIREPLACE, dining room has 
sliding glass doors to a large COVERED SUNDECK over 
the carport. Basement is all planned for 2 more bdrms., 
extra bath and rec. room with fireplace. Large lot 12O’xl2O’ 
with fruit trees. Cannot be beaten for VALUE at $25,800.
(3) Exclusive! COLONIAL STYLE! with 2 fireplaces, very 
•well planned with 2 bdrms., large dining room — patio 
doors to sundeck. Kitchen has lots of cupboards and an 
-EATING AREA, Basement well planned for finishing. 1 
Large level lot 120’xl2O’ with fruit trees. Asking $25,600.
(4) $22,900 is the full asking price for this 2 bdrm., full 
basement home in a QUIET new SUBDIVISION of extra 
LARGE LOTS. Natural gas, domestic water and low taxes 
all add up to make this real value. MLS.
SEEING is BELIEVING! To VIEW ANY or ALL of the 
above homes, please call Cliff Wilson at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 762-2958.
$500 DOWN — ON SEWER!
If .you can qualify for B.C. 2nd Mtge. and make good 
monthly payments. 3 bdrms., full basement, carport. 
Hpuse 2 yrs. built. Full price $21,450. For full details call 
J. F. Klassen at 762-3146, evgs. and wknds. 762-3015. MLS.
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS WITH VIEW OF CITY
Here is one of the rare spots you may have been looking 
for! Immaculate house, completely finished with rec room 
and bar; park-like lot landscaped to perfection! View this 
outstanding home — call Harry Rist at 762-3146, evgs. and 
wknds. 764-7221. MLS, _____
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY—Laundry and Dry Cleaning 
Business in a thriving Interior community; property, 
building, full line of equipment and deluxe living quarters; 
health reason for sale; excellent volume; $150,000 full 
price with good terms; 7% on balance; call Lloyd Bloom­
field 2-3089 eyes, or 2-5544 days. MLS.
BUILDING SITES — Duplex Lot on Adventure Rd., Rut­
land; underground services; $5300. Exclusive. Good level 
lot on Matt Rd, Rutland, $4000. (Rl zoning). Exclusive. 
Call Mike Chepesuik, 4-7264 or 2-5544 days.
A LOVELY 3 BEDROOM HOME—well kept; in a rural 
like setting, full basement, partly finished; a real good 
buy; call John Driedger eves. 762-8939 or days 2-5544. MLS
A PANORAMIC VIEW of lake and city; the view from 
this lot cannot be obstructed; all services in; only $3400. 
Call Betty Elian 769-4397, eves or 2-5544 days. MLS.
DELUXE MOTEL — in the city; 21 units and 3 bedroom 
living quarters; office and lounge; heated swimming 
pool; central air conditioning and heating; situated on a 
beautiful site of approx. 5 acres on Highway 97 N. Call 
A. Salloum eves 2-2673 or daytime 2-5544. Excusive.
SMALL HOLDING — 2 acres in the country with a creek 
running through the property; ideal for a small hobby 
farm; fenced and cross fenced; small barn and outbuild­
ings; good water supply; good 3 bedroom home with a 
partly finished basement. Asking $39,900. Call George 
Silvester 2-3516 eves, or 2-5544 days; MLS.
Okanagan Realty
551 Bernard Ave. LTD. , 2-5544
WE TRADE THROUGHOUT B.C. x
Jack Sasseville 3-5257
COMMERCIAL BLDG. — PEACHLAND!
Over 1200 sq. ft. suitable for Grocery, Butcher shop or 
Laundry! This building is exceptionally attractive. If you 
have in mind to open a business — Do it Here! Peach­
land has grown from 700 to 1400 people in 4 yrs. Owner 
will extend generous terms. Full price $20,000. Call Mel 
Russell at 762-3146, evgs, and wknds. 7694409. MLS.





543 BERNARD AVE. PHONE 762-3146
WINFIELD HOLDING — 3.3 acres in grapes and a pasture 
with a comfortable three bedroom home. This is an ideal 
set-up for a family who wants to keep horses. Asking 
$35,000. For details please call Hugh Mervyn at 3-4343 
or 2-4872. MI.S,
LAKE VIEW — Two new homes over 1025 sq. ft, on Smld 
Road. Two bedrooms, bath and a half, roughed-in base­
ment. Panoramic view from sunporch, Only $700 down 
plus legal costs if you qualify for B.C. Second Mortgage, 
$16,000 first mortgage at $155 per month and Second at 
$41 per month. For further details call Roy Paul at 3- 
4343 or 5-8909 evenings. $22,500 and $22,000. MLS.
THE PERFECT COUNTRY LIFE!!! Is what 
country home has to offer you!!! Check these 
— 3 bedrooms 
— full basement 
— master bedroom bathroom 
— covered sundeck 
— carport




Do not miss this one!!! For appointment to 
Murray Wilson at 7634343 or evenings nt 764-4047, EXCL.
view call .
Dennis Denney 4-7581 Jim Barton 4-4878
Lakeland r±
1561 Pandosy St. 763-4343
HAVE A LOOK
at something new! Drive down quiet McClure Road, 
Okanagan Mission. New three bedroom bungalow — 




Includes fully landscaped, concrete driveway and Curb, 
Built in Dishwasher, carpeted in lovely shag carpet (double 
rubber underlay), fireplace up and down, deep shag in 
rumpus room, playroom complete with deep shag and built 
in cupboards. 6V<% NHA Mortgage to $14,000 — or could be 





New 2 Bedroom Home, Rutland. Close to schools — Utility 
room off kitchen — large sundeck with sliding glass door 
— Double fireplace — Double plumbing — double windows 
— Garage and breezeway .— Carpets throughout — partly 
framed in basement — large lot.
LONG BROS. CONSTRUCTION
Ivan — 5-9034 Orval — 5-6153
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR VIEW LOTS IN , 
JOE RICHE PLATEAU
11
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED WESTBANK?
Only 10 minutes from city centre. Friendly people, good 
schools, stores and services. Close to all recreational facili­
ties. Prices are lower and when you buy direct from builder 
you save again. Inspect these homes under construction:
1—3rd Ave, North. 3 bedrooms, full basement, carport, 
NHA 9% mortgage, full price $21,900. Ready by Sep­
tember. Choose your colors.
2—Delray Rd. (off 4th Ave. N.) 3 bedrooms, full base­
ment, carport, "L” shaped living room, NHA mortgage 
9%. Full price $22,900. Ready by September.
3—Glenford Rd. Large 2 bedroom with room for expansion 
upstairs under high shake roof. Large view lot and a 
gorgeous home. Ready now. Full priefe $24,900.
We also have homes in Lakeview Heights or will construct 
to your plan, Your lot or ours. Call without obligation 768- 
5022. • -
FOUR SEASONS DEVELOPMENT LTD. •
"Quality Construction At Sensible Prices’’
| ’ 8,9,11
$500.00 DOWN
Will get you Into this brand new home located on Vista 
Road in Rutland. 2 bedrooms up, fully carpeted, Crestwood 
Cabinets, full basement, carport. Lots of room in basement 
for extra bedrooms and rumpus room. z . •
NEW HOME
on Creekside Road in Spring Valley. Large family size 
kitchen and dining room. Full basement and sundeck. 
Shag carpets. Priced to suit everybody’s budget at $22,900.
Houses may be viewed by calling 765-7741 
or 765-7451 evenings.
McKinnon realty ltd.




We have two excellent 
homes on Kloppenberg Road 
that will be ready for you 
before school terms com­
mence, One is a two bed­
room home, the other a 
three bedroom. Full base­
ments, carports, roughed in 
plumbing in basements. 
These are well constructed 
homes by a first class con­
tractor who caters to the 
needs of a discriminate pub­
lic. We invite you to drop by 
and see for yourself and en­
joy the confidence of pur­
chasing a well built home at 
a very reasonable price. Ask­




This one year old home 
boasts the finest of carpet­
ing and corlon floor cover­
ings. A smart cabinet kit­
chen with access to a large 
sundeck assures comfortable 
summer living. An L-shap- 
ed living room, dining room 
has a full sized brick fire­
place. Two large bedrooms 
up plus a tastefully finished 
bedroom down will take 
care of your family needs. 
Roughed in rumpus room 
also has a fireplace. Large' 
carport with basement en­
trance are there for your 
convenience, plus an extra 
large lot. You can get all 





248 Bernard Avenue 
N, Russell 9-4491 
J. J, Millar 3-5051
Phone 762-5200, 
J. Llmbcrger 3-2338 
C, A. Pcnson 8-5830
LARGE FAMILY HOME ON % ACRE LOT 
Ldcntcd In Mission, this well maintained 2700 sq. ft. bung- 
alow lias 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, spacious kitchen with 
built-ins, convenient family room and living room with 
fireplace, Air conditioned throughout, Board your horse 
next door. $44,000, Exclusive.
TREED LOT
Just across road from beautiful lakcshore on Pritchard 
Drive. Lot Is 80 x 160. Gently sloped. Priced at 111,500, 
with good terms.
CHOICE CORNER CITY 1-OT
Almost % acre level good access, Ideal for service station, , 
etc, Owner may consider leasing and building to suit.















WEST KELOWNA ESTATES LTD. /
Excellent View of Lake and City — Large Lots. 
Several VLA Sizes — Domestic Water — Roads will 
be Paved — Underground Power and Telephone — 
Excellent Drainage — Very Well Treed with Pine —- 
Only 7 Minutes from Kelowna — Terms Available.
Location: West Side of Okanagan Lake
OVERLOOKING KELOWNA l
; REALTY LTD. < ** a
Cross over the bridge turn right at the West Side road, 
continue to Bear Creek road, turn left and proceed' to 
Parkinson Road and West Kelowna Estates.
OFFICE PHONE 763-6689
100* LAKESHORE LOT—On approx. 1 acre land only 8 
miles from Kelowna. Full price $16,000. Call Norm 
Yaeger, office 2-2739 or eve. 2-3574. MLS,
COUNTRY SETTING—1’4 miles from city limits on ’ 
VLA size lot. Privacy of mountain at back. 2 bed­
rooms on main floor, ensuite plumbing, 2 bedrooms 
and den in basement and roughed in plumbing. 
Laundry on main floor, fireplace, carpets in living 
room and dining room. Eating area off kitchen. Car­
port with covered sundeck. Panoramic view of valley. 
Full price $28,5(10, Contact Bert Badkc, office 2- 
2739 or eve. 3-6497, MLS,
Bill Poclzcr 2-3319 Bill Woods 3-4931
Bill Trethcwey 766-2970 (collect)
270 Bernard Ave. Phono 762-2739
Only 5 Lakeshore Lots Left
For Viewing Appointment call
FELIX MENU 769-4125
ALSO
Four View Lots with Private access 
to Okanagan Lake •
QUALITY BUILT HOMES
tf
One 2 bedroom; one 3 bedroom home. Almost ready. 
Buy now and chopsc your own floor coverings.
\ Mountainview Subdivision — Highway 33
\ 5 mins, from Rutland ’ ,
ALSO LOTS STILL AVAILABLE.
For. Further Information - Phone 765-5639
T, Th, S tf
J. W. SCOTT 
Phone 768-5896
J. A, WITT 
Phone 768-5850 A ' 
4 tf
Como ond see this attractive 3 bedroom family home at
970 SKYLINE STREET, GLENMORE
Fireplace, sundeck, carport, gas heat, fruit trees, 88’xl08’ lot 
with fenced back yard, Ideal for small children. Price $25,500. 
cash to 7% mortgage of approx. $9,700. m
PHONE 762-259? < 1 ‘ <
10
ESTATE SALE
A large 2 bedroom home (1258 sq. ft.) one block from shop­
ping and schools at 789 Bernard Avenue, Lot size 50’ by 137’. 
Legal. J-ot 18, Block, 15. D.L. 138, Map 202, O.D.Y.D. Phon* 
762-4247 for appointment to view \
Written offers will bo received up to Aiig. 18th, 1972. The 
highest or any offer hot necessarily accepted. Cash preferred 
but terms considered, \ / ■
Address bids to 
Mr, D. Schellenberg, 
637 Sutherland Ave., 
Kelowna, B.C.
HURRY AND FICK YOUR COI-OHS 
on thle new thru bedroom home, fe«. 
luring n large eunderk and pnllo 
doori. luxury broidloom In living room, 
hall and matter bedroomt' double win- 
down roughed In plumbing In bnxe- 
ment and oualltr bull! throughout Full 
price la only fatOM with Juti I7W 
down (with ||,oro B.C. grant) to an 
NIU mortgage. For all the de- 
taila plaaae call Don Walilnder at 7W- 
00W at CrMlrtew llomae at TM-mr.
M
ini j’atteiuion hoad, mm,ANn, 
hae tia^oo mortgage. Three 
bedroom,, eoseted iundttk. Telephone 
7M-0ISI, Uu
_ _____________ tf '
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY - DHIQIIT 
new Iwo bedroom hnuxe, full bowmtm. 
nindeck ond carpctlnii. IZIMM.OO, Alee 
one three bedroom NHA In conelrudlM. 
I’rlco 111,MOM, only fl.lielw down with 
B.C. Dovemmeat SIAM,no front. BrM. 
mor Conxtrtirllon IXd. Duildero In Kot- 
own* olnro JM1. Olllro JH Mobron 
Motel. Telephone 7»2WM, Kvoafatn 













21. PROPERTY FOR SALE|21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
ORCHARD CITY
FAMILY HOME: 1500 sq. ft 
all on one level, with 3 bed­
rooms. Large lot, .carport 
garage with workshop, and 
cooler. Here is an ideal set­
up for a family man, running 
a business from his borne 
and needing lots of yard 
and storage area. Call Einar 
Domeij at the office or even­
ings at 2-3518. MLS.
VIEW PROPERTY — 10 
acres, all with excellent view 
of Okanagan Lake. Property 
has 400 feet on paved road, 
irrigation on the entire pro­
perty. Vendor is asking $3,- 
800 per acre. For further de­
tails call Alan Elliot at the 
office or evenings at 3-7283. 
MLS.
ABSENTEE OWNER - 
MUST SELL: This building 
lot has fantastic view of the 
lake! Excellent area! Only 
$6,900! For more informa­
tion call Gord Funnell at the 
office or evenings at 2-0901. 
MLS.
Orchard City Realty 






HEAL PRODUCING ORCHARD — WC4- 
CtU. B.C. On beautiful flat land. In awe 
of the best.-fruit producing sreas, in 
th* whole of the Okanagan Valley. • 
acres of cherry and apple tree*, pro­
ducing a good income each year, which । 
wW grow. Located on. Williams Road. 
Jut off Okanagan Centre Road, fa Win­
field. For further details, call Mr*. 
Gerri Krisa, day*. 763-4932 or evening*. 
763-4317. MLS. Lund and Warren Realty 
Ltd.. 446 Bernard Avenue. Kelowna.
B.C. 9
21. PROPERTY FOR SALE
BY OWNER. SPLIT LEVEL TWO 
bedroom duplex, fireplace*, basements, 
carport*, close to late. Telephone TD-I 
<84. _ _____ _ ’ :
25 ACRES ON SILVER STAB ROAD. 
Vernon. Beautifully treed, lot* nf Vater, 
power and good roads, with very good 
potential Telephone 783-2945. tf 
BY OWNER. THBfeE BEDROOM 
home In Rutland, dose to acted. 
$19400. dear title, arrange your own
WANT A FAMILY HOME? 2375 AB- 
bott Street, buy direct from owner 
and uve on thi* flv* bedroom home. 
Three upvlalr*. two downstair* in n 
completed tenement. Oak floor* 
throuxhout upstair*. Two bathroom*, 
bright kitchen, rumps* room. Fully 
landscaped with cool (had* tree*, near 
hmpitaL park and lake. Caib to 5% 
mortgage or di*cui* term*. $29,000. 
Telephone 764-7557. 14
HUBRY ON THIS ONE. 1120 SQ. FT. I 
home for $768 down payment to one 
*4«%, NHA mortgage. Feature* includ­
ed are luxury broadloom In living 
room, hall and marter bedroom, large 
•undeck and patio door*. 1* bath in 
master bedroom, roughed in plumbing 
in basement, double glazed window* 
plus many other quality features. For 
afl the details c»U Don Wailinder at 
763-6066 or Crestview Home* at 763-
3737. 13
mortgage. Telephone 763-3077. 14
LOT NO. 3 ON WELKE ROAD, THREE 
bedroom bouse (no basement), large 
dining roam. klichea. living room. Tele-
phone 764-400. 12
NEW. TWO BEDBOOM HOUSE WITH 
ftiB basement and carport on Holbrook 
Road. Rutland. $31400. Tetaphona 783- 
$607. •
THREE BEDBOOM HOUSE. FULL 
basement air conditloaod. quiet neigh­
borhood in Bankhead opposite park. *31<- 
500. Telephone 762-2170. U
22. PROPERTY WANTED
TWO OB THREE BEDBOOM HOME, 
Kelowna or vicinity, October 1st 
$25,000 cash or less. Principal* only. 
Box A950, The Kelowna Dally Courier.
14
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
NEW WAREHOUSE & OFFICE SPACE
FOR LEASE
3,000 sq. ft. available. High ceiliugs, loading door, ample 
parking. Contact Bill Hunter or Hugh Mervyn at
LAKELAND REALTY LTD
28A. GARDENING
WELL-BOTTZD COW MANURE. 8X00 
per yard. - Fir* yard mloimtun delivery. 
Discount <aa targa ortan. TakptaM 
7W-3U5. tf
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
WELL PLANNED THREE BEDROOM 
home. Large living room, approxi­
mately 18‘x!8’; 16’xl6’ sundeck, back­
yard fenced for privacy, carpeting 
throughout, four.piece bath with rough­
in for second bath in basement. 755 
Sparrow Road. RuUand. Telephone 765- 
7463 after 6:00 p.m. Trade* considered.
1561 Pandosy St./ 
763-4343, eves. 762-4872
14
What have you? n
160 ADVENTURE ROAD. BEFORE 
you buy. see this — three large bed­
rooms, wail to wan throughout, covered 
sundeck, carport, full basement roughed- 
in for two bedroom suite. Duplex lot. 
underground wiring, near old Rutland 
airport subdivision. Immediate possess­
ion. All this for $16 square foot. Owner
765-8537. 11
24. PROPERTY FOR RENT 24. PROPERTY FOR RENT
LOOK — BARGAINS
Four bedroom home, cathe­
dral entrance, 1050 sq. ft. 
under 1 year old. Sundeck. 
Basement developed, rum­
pus room plus ensuite plumb­
ing. Landscaped. $21,950 or 
best offer.
LOOK AT THIS ONE 
At Monterey Rd. off Cactus 
Rd., in Rutland.
New custom built duplex, 
Double glass balcony with 
sliding doors, full basement, 4 
bedrooms, 2 bathrooms one 
side; 2 bedrooms, 1 bathroom 
and roughed-in plumbing and 
wiring in basement other 
side, 2 door cathedral en­
trance. $36,900 or best offer.
TELEPHONE 765-9007 
tf
OKANAGAN MISSION. CLOSE IN WITH 
view. Brand new luxurious three bed­
room home quality built on large lot. 
Wall to wall carpet, double glazed win­
dows fireplace, IVj baths. Crestwood 
kitchen, sundeck, full basement, gas 
heat. Owner-Builder 764-4946.
T. Th. S. tf
BUILT BY OWNER. BRAND NEW 
three bedroom, two bathroom home; 
dining room. lovely kitchen, two fire­
places. shag carpet throughout, rec. 
room partly finished. Attached gar­
age. beautiful balcony. Owner moving, 
must sell. Best offer. Telephone 765- 
7691. tf
BY OWNER: THREE BEDROOM 
house, one year old, wall to wall 
carpeting, full basement (partly finish­
ed), large rumpus room, 13’x40’. Close 
to school and shopping. Must be sold— 
owner transferred. $22,500. with $3,700 
down. Balance at 85i%. Telephone 765-
8776. tf
BY OWNER - GLENMORE AREA. 
View overlooking city and lake. Over % 
acre landscaped, three bedrooms. Bi 
baths, fireplace., carpets, new drapes, 
stove, refrigerator, washer, dryer, deep­
freeze. automatic water softener in­
cluded. $29,500. Telephone 763-5292 after
5 p.m. No agents please. 14
DOWNTOWN STREET 
LEVEL STORE
850 square feet. Modern 
building with air condition­
ing, 4 year lease at $340.00 




Downtown Bernard Ave., 
2076 sq. ft. $400.00 per month. 
8 bathrooms, drinking foun­
tain, some partitions, stor­
age and coffee room. Vacant. 
762-2127 or 763-2488.
NOW LEASING
Office or service retail 
spaces 500 to 2000 sq. ft. new 
building, excellent comer lo­
cation. lots of parking avail­





SINGLE OFFICES and 
COMMON RECEPTION AREA
FOR LEASE 
— newly renovated 
— air conditioned 
— wall to wall carpet 
— inset lighting 
— windows 
— common reception area 
—common receptionist
typist may be arranged
or
— heat and power included
— Downtown—Pandosy Street
— Rent from $100 to $120 per 
month
Contact Mrs. Marsha Clark at
762-5434
tf
GIVE US AN OFFER. WE HAVE NO 
room. This mw tanaitura must te mid. 
Box spring, mattreme*. two piece 
chesterfield suites, end and coffee 
tables, lamps. See at Pin* Village 
Home* offic*. K mH* atosig Chut* Late 
Road. Okanagan Mltslo*. Open evening*. 
___________________________ 13 
WOODEN INSULATED BIN APPROXI- 
matrix SV, stainless ateel Batata 
ideal for holding lea — ice mstehlne ' 
could be placed oo top of earn*. Ap­
proximately UtaSOtall' freezer box. C” 
styrofoam walls, plywood finish tasida 
and out New coat $6,000 — *eU for 
$2JXX>. Box A 847, Th* Kelowna Daily 
Courier.________ ______________ ______*
14'xa'xr COOLER. 28'x8‘x9’ COOLER. 
9*x9*x8' freeier. These unit* are com­
mercially taanufactured with white 
metal finish inside and out Unite con­
structed in 4* section*. Compressor* 
and coils may be purchased with units. 
Asking price 50% of cost. Apply to Box 
A 847. The Kelowna Daily Courier. 9
WRECKING OLD REVELSTOKE HOS- 
pital. used lumber, floureocent light*, 
map!* flooring, elevator, electric panel 
boxes. 500.000 used red brick*, insula­
tion. pipe. I-beam*. See man on Job 
seven day* per week. Revelatok*. Brit­
ish Columbia. 17
BAKERY EQU1PMEN. to QUART 
mixer, air conditioner. U.OOO BTU, 
cash register. Aneta donut fryer and 
submerger. French cruller, type B ’ do­
nut* dropper, proofing cabinet, brute 
rack*, 65 loaf Nicholson oven. Telephone 
765-6597 or 765-8367. 11
2 USED KEEPRITE LOW TEMP, 
coils. 2li h.p. 1—low temp. Freon com­
pressor, 3-5 h.p. 30—9’xlO' Doyle plates 
for freezing. 30' conveyor. 10” wide 
reversible 12' loading conveyor with 
adjustable legs, 14” wide. Box A 847. 
The Kelowna Daily Courier. 9
35 H.P. OUTBOARD MOTOR AND 
tank. $125. Saddle and bridle. $110. New 
Mustang bicycle* $39.50 each. Boat 
tank, $15. Televialons. new windows, 
mini-bike. etc. Garber’s New and Used, 
Westbank. Telephone 768-5823. 14
SETTLEMENT OF ESTATE - 
Omega railroad, automatic, magnetic, 
shock and waterproof C Master wrist 
watch. Cost $210. 1971: quick sale, $75. 
Telephone 762-6788 after 5 p.m. 11 
TWO HOMEUTE 902 CHAIN SAWS 
and accessories, in running condition. 
Five bars and parts. Asking $260 for 
both or $150 each.-Telephone 763-7124.
11
MUST SELL BEDROOM SUITE, 
lamps, tables, chesterfield and chair, 
kitchen suite. Used aix months. Also 
refrigerator and stove. Telephone 762- 
0831.________________________________10
IBM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER. 24 
Inch carriMt, $300. Model 105. Gestet- 









Large lot, character house 
endless possibilites. Have ~a' 
real home and a good invest­





Bert and Mae Leboe
I" ■ 11-
THREE BEDROOM HOME .WITH 
fireplace. One bedroom and rumpus 
room down. Close to school, shopping 
and beach. Lots of shade trees over 
patio. Lot is 70 feet by 130 feet Low 
taxes. Drive by 401 Meikle Road, if 
interested telephone owner at 763-3380. 
_____________________________________12 
FIVE ROOM HOME. TWO TONE 
stucco. Cement driveway and patio. 
Full garage, large living room, hard­
wood floors. Fireplace, gas furnace, 
copper plumbing. Basement checked 
for extra suite. Three blocks from Capri. 
$22,500. Telephone 762-7228.__________ 11
REUCED $3,000 TO SELL (BY OWN- 
er): Executive home in Lakeview 
Heights. Three bedrooms up, finished 
down. Two fireplaces. Large covered sun­
deck. View of lake. $6,500 could handle. 




MOSAIC CENTRE. 1449 ST. PAUL ST. 
(awarded Park and Tilford trophy. 
Certificate of honor, 1971). Second 
floor office available for lease. 500 
square feet plus 88 square foot patio. 
Suitable financial or sales office. Rental 
$255 per month Including air condi­
tioning (one control), heating, lighting. 
Janitor service. Ample parking at 
tenant rates. Telephone 763-4811. tf
FOR RENT
Retail and office, in new mod­
ern, air conditioned building, 
downtown Kelowna on Bernard 
Ave. Choose your space now. 
Contact Al Salloum at
OKANAGAN REALTY
551 Bernard Ave. 
762-5544, eves 762-2673
762-3153 or 763-2413. tf
ALPINER MOTEL 
SHUSWAP LAKE AREA
TWO BEDROOM RETIREMENT HOME 
with taxes only $3.00 per month. Ideal-, 
ly located in southside, one block from 
lake, shopping centre and bus service. 
Only $17,900. Call owner at 762-3518 bet­
ween 12:00 • 1:00. or 5:00 - 6:00 p.m. 
No agents. - tf
BY OWNER: REVENUE HOME, FOUR 
bedrooms, (three up, one down) plus 
one bedroom self contained suite in 
basement. Carport, double garage—fin­
ished, insulated and heated. Mortgage 
7H%- Full price $27400. Telephone 763-
2992. 2264 Aberdeen Street. tf
BY OWNER
Like new, 12 units, unique A- 
Frame Chalet style. 2.3 acres 
treed, on River, 5 bedroom 
home: 
$92,000
Box 288, Sicamous, B.C.
FOR SALE A NEW TWO BEDROOM 
home, by owner, shag carpet through­
out Roughed-in rumpus room. Double 
fireplace, carport. Across from new 
park in Rutland. Telephone 765-9129.
evenings. tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME IN 
Lakeview Heights. Carpeted throughout, 
double fireplace, sundeck and carport. 
On large view lot with apple and prune 




full price $22,500. 
763-3240, 768-5267
tf
NOW RENTING — NORTHGATE 
Plaza, commercial, retail and office 
space. 600 square foot to 1450 square 
foot area* available. Rents from $200 
to $350 per month. Apply Argus Indus­
tries Ltd., Northgate Plaza or telephone
763-2732. tf
PARKING SPACE FOR RENT. $7.50 
per month. Close to Arena. Telephone
763-5257. 27
tf
NO MORTGAGE PROBLEM ON THIS 
1.600 square loot ranch style home on 
large lot, now vacant and ready to 
move Into. Near Orchard Park Shopping 
Centre. Full price $24,500. See It any-
time. 1923 Ambrosi Road. 9
THREE LARGE VIEW LOTS WITH 
some trees to choose from in new se­
cluded Black Mountain subdivision. Pav­
ed road, domestic water, natural gas, 
power and telephone. Telephone 764-4946.




2 VIEW LOTS (Treed) 
$4,300,00 each 
CALL 768-5243
THREE BEDROOM HOME. FULL 
basement, large lot, close to school. 
Carpeted throughout. Roughed In plumb­
ing In basement. 1040 square feet.
$19,900. Telephone 765-6018. tf
BY BUILDER, IMMACULATE, THREE 
bedroom home, two baths, carpet 
throughout, beautiful. rumpus room, 
view of entire valley. Telephone 765-
6806. 15
26
ESTATE SALE - OLDER TWO BED- 
room home—furnished. Cash sale. $13.- 
500. Exclusive. To view, call Hoover 
Realty Ltd. al 762-5030, or Eric Loken
LAKEVIEW HEIGHTS
3 br. and family rm. on 1,400 sq. 
ft main floor. Full base. & acre 
landscaped lot, 2 fp., carport, 
patio. Only $27,900.
769-4582
at 762-2428. 9. 12. 15
tf
BY BUILDER. NEW IWO BEDROOM 
home on double lot. 1130 square feet, 
full basement, wall to wall carpets, 
double fireplace, carport and patio on 
Grenfell Road. Telephone 762-7015. tf
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX - RENTED. 
Full basement, carpeted, carports, land­
scaped. Full price $26,700. Telephone 
763-6514 or 765-6018. No Saturday call*
SUN VALLEY HOMES 
NHA LOTS 





PRIVATE SALE: EXECUTIVE HOME 
with every convenience for gracious 
living. Near lake with beautiful view, 
Leaving province, must sell. Telephone 
769-4171,  tf
NEW TWO BEDROOM HOME. FULLY 
carpeted, walnut cupboards, utility, car­
port, sundeck. $18,900. No Saturday 
calls please. Telephone 765-6314 or 7tii-
6018. 37
ONE LOT LEFT NEAR 
NEW RUTLAND 
SPORTS COMPLEX 
70' x 130' ready to build 
Now $3300. 
TELEPHONE 702-3559
816,500 II0 M E NEAR SHOPPING 
centre, close to hospital, schools, New 
furnace, garage, on sower, Immediate 
occupancy. Easy terms. 035 Burna Ave-
nue. Telephone 763.4201. 11
tf
PRIVATE BALE, TWO BEDROOM 
country homo with acreage near Kel­
owna, Full basement, spurious living 
room, kitchen and dining room. Tele­
phono 762-7930, 10
FOURPLEX
in choice Rutland location. 3
bedrooms, washer and dryer 
, hookup. 1100 aq. ft., landscaped,
Telephone owner 765-8570 
T, Th, S, 10




A ■ • 14
(BEAUTIFUL IM ACRE FARM. 
Located (lh mil** east of Lumby on 
'JMgfeway ». N rich acre* In crop*. 
Excellent bulMlng* and • ata bedroom 
teaao. New M.LJL Omlart Iwa Matta 
st Kaluialk* Realty Lid. tar infoem*- 
Um an tM* and other tarme. ranch** 
and acreage*.' Writ* la J to* • >uh 
Asems*. Venma, II.C. er call 343 MIT,
T. Th, 8. n
29. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COMMODORE PORTABLE TYPE- 
writer and case. Seay TC-102M tap* 
recorder, nd to reeL pin* tape*. Ttie- 
pteM ?W«a»._____________________ U
ONE SINGLE WALNUT FINISHED 
steel bed with deluxe Glob* mattress. 
New condition. 830. Telephone 752- 
<788 after S p.m. _________________11
GENERAL ELECTRIC GAS DRYER. 
Ute new; Kenmore portable aewtng ma­
chine. never usedu axtunstaa ladder. 
Telephone 7C-T187.  9
INDIAN RUG. HALF PRICE. S’xlf. 
Sculptured, soft gold, almost new. Full 
price 8500. Telephone 784-7373 after 8 
p.m.________________________________ 9
imi' ALUMINUM AWNING. LIKE 
new condition. Telephone 76X4647 after 
<:» p.m.   14
FIVE PIECE BEDROOM SUITE, NEAR 
new. Refrigerator and stove, also new 
double bod. Telephone 783-7985. 11
LARGE SWIMMING POOL. FIRST 
8150 takes, cost 8299. Telephone 765- 
7037. II
REFRIGERATOR. $60: SMALL DEEP 
freeze. $60: automatic washer, $75. 
Telephone 768-5282.  n
AUTOMATIC WASHER AND DRYER,' 
also studio couch. Telephone 763-3875.
' ________ __ ____________10
MAN’S NEW BROWN SUIT, SIZE 
40-42. Worn twice. Cost $185, wUl sell
for 160. Telephone 762-0089. 10
14
38. EMPLOY. WANTED
PLASTER AND STUCCO REPAIRS. 
Old crumbled ba**m*nto made aa mw. 
Spanish w design plaster an featara 
concrete wall*. Tataphone W5-M3X U
INJURED SECOND WORLD WAR 
service man will do teas* wrecking or 
ctaaning- house* by contract. Foe free 
estimate* telephone Ta-7813. 15
LADY DESIRES HOUSEWORK, 
apartment cleaning or janitorial. $1.73 
per hour. Telephone 76X5403 after 5 
p.tn.1 14
ACCOUNTANT RTA, SEEKS EMPLOY- 
meat a* accountant or office manager. 
Kelowna area. Reply A. OdelL 1832
Bowe* Street. Kelowna. U
SEMI-RETIRED COUPLE WOULD 
Ute part time employment aa care­
taker*. etc. (night* preferred). Tefe- 
phone 763-7160,9
WILL LANDSCAPE OR FENCE YOUR 
yard at reasonable rate*. Telephone 
765-8630 after 4 pan. 11 
39. BUILDING SUPPLIES
MOVING. MUST SELL ALL HOUSE- 
hold furniture. 160 B Hartman Road.
Rutland. 10
21 CUBIC FOOT DEEP FREEZE. ONLY 
used 18 months, as new. Telephone 765-
6334. 9




NEW AIR CONDITIONER, COMFORT- 
Aire, 11,200 B.T.U., for larg* home or 
office. Cost $600, asking $300. Telephone 
494-6421 Summerland. 13
MOVING: NEW HOUSEHOLD FURNf- 
ture for sale. Can be seen 485 Mallach 
Road, Rutland or telephone 765-7805.
11
TWO WHEEL UTILITY TRAILER 
with hitch; 9x12 hlgh-waU tent, com­
plete; three glass wine fermenting Jugs. 
Telephone 764-4968 after 6 p.m. 11
HEAVY GAUGE ALUMINUM PATIO 
lounge, three positions, with mattress 
and rain cover, $12. Telephone 762-6788 
after 5 p.m. Il 
54” BED, WITH BOX SPRING AND 





Complete plumbing supplies, 
bathroom fixtures, stainless 
steel sinks, faucets, metal show­
er enclosures. A complete stock 
of aU fittings, connections, etc. 






42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1967 CORTINA GT. GOOD CONDITION. ? 
Radial Ures..’Extra*. Otter*? TtiepteM *' 
T8$4U4 between 8:30-7:30 avenins*. Ask 
ter Mite. 10.
MUST SELL: 1968 AUSTIN HEALY ,< 
3000 MK2. ExceUent condition, radial 1 
lire*, overdrive and radio. • Telephone 
7834712. _____________ 10
' 1M0 COMET FOUR DOOR. SIX CYL1N- 
der. standard transmission. Good con- , 
dttloo. Or wUl trad* for travel 
trailer. Telephone 762-8308. 10 <i
1963 MINI MORRIS COACH. 850 MODEL. ■ ’ 
purple exterior and shag interior, ex- v, 
ccileat numtag condition, $450. Tele- .. 
Phone 763-6477. 10 •
1963 VAUXHALL. FOUR DOOR SE- " 
dan. ExceUent condition. Good gaa -- 
mileue. Asking $395. For further . in.......
formation telephone T64-4811. 10
IM SATELLITE V-8. POWER STEER- 
tag, power brakes, automatic transmit- . ■ 
sion. Still under fuU warranty. Tele- 
phone 763-6614 after 3 p.m. 9
1967 CAMARO, AUTOMATIC IRANS^ 
mission, 327, tape deck and radio. Lady 
driven. $1493. Telephone 765-6141 even- 
ings. a
10
WAREHOUSE SPACE FOR BENT OR 
lease, high ceilings, large rooms, also 
some office space. Formei "Westbank 
Co-Op.” Telephone 762-5398.
T, Th. S. 27
PRIVATE PARKING ON ST. PAUL 
Street for two cars. $11 per month.
Telephone 762-3880 evenings.
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
MODERN STORE AT 
SYCAMORE MALL 
OKANAGAN MISSION
Approx. 1500 sq. ft. Fully Carpeted, air conditioned, 
gas heated, ample parking.
Apply
R. H. Hall, Okanagan Mission 
Telephone 764-4535
25. BUS. OPPORTUNITIES
LAKESHORE RESORT, 33 FULLY 
furnished units right on the ' sandy 
shores of Okanagan Lake. Large de­
luxe home. This resort would make 
an idea! family operation. $100,000 
down will handle, balance at lose than 
bank rates. For Information telephone 
Lloyd Bloomfield at 762-3089 evenings 
or, 762-5544 days, Okanagan Realty Ltd.
Th. F, S, 27
THIS COULD BE A REAL BUSINESS 
opportunity. Mode! 110 Austin-Western 
Crane, all hydraulic, telescopic boom, 
self-propelled, with cab. Fully over­
hauled .engine, and transmission. Full 
price $8,500.00 < plus 5% S.8. Tax. Call 
Gemco Equipment Limited, 991 Ellis 
Street., Kelowna, 762-3939 or G. Marks 
at 762-3432, evenings, or Earl Tlschcr
762-8922. 10
WELL-ESTABLISHED TRAILER PARK 
within Vernon for sal*. Consist* of 36 
stalls, flv* motel units, plus large 
residence. Owner will give terms. Buy­
er has option of having thia valuable 
city land rezoned to fourplexes, No 
agents. Mao's Motel and Trailer Park.
Vernon. Th, F, 8, 17
BUSINESS PREMISES FOR RENT, 
Ideal for (mail store, repair shop etc. 
Over 600 square feet downtown with 
parking. Telephone 763-5257. H 
FIGURINE GIFTWARE MANUFAC- 
taring. Money maker for the ambitious 
person, Send all Inquiries to Box A641. 
The Kelowna Dally Courier. T. Th, S. II
EXCELLENT LOCATION DOWN-
town Kelowna, Small fast growing bus­
iness, Priced to sell. Telephone 769-




28. PRODUCE AND MEAT
FRESH VEGETABLES, 
SWEET CORN, FIELD 
TOMATOES, APRICOTS 
AND PEACHES 




VALLEY FRUIT STAND 
Highway 97N or S 
tf
PEACHES & APRICOTS 
FIELD CORN AND 
TOMATOES 
Now Available at 
TREVOR’S FRUIT STAND 
KLO Road — 763-4390 
Also blueberries, 
transparent apples, local field 
cucumbers and other , 
farm fresh vegetables.’ 
tf
TOMATOES 
Vine ripened, flavour packed, 
organically grown.
*72 GIBSON, S.G. DELUXE, $350 OR 
best offer. Case included. ExceUent 
condition. Maplewood finger board. Tele­
phone 765-7198. 1235 Cunningham Road.
10
HAMMOND (PORTABLE) U00 ORGAN, 
one year old and in A-l condition. 
Ideal for travelling group of musicians. 
Telephone 765-6889 anytime except Fri-
day night and Saturdays. 10
SUPER V CHORDOVOX ELECTRIC 
accordion. Same model used by World 
Famous Artists. Like new. Telephone 
765-6889 anytime except Friday night
and Saturday*. 10
WANT A GOOD TRUMPET FOR BE-
(inner. Telephone 769-4373. 13
GOOD USED PIANO WANTED.
Please telephone 765-7027. 11
298. ANTIQUES
STROHM'S ANTIQUES. GEORGIAN SIL- 
ver, Limoges china, beautiful paintings 
at Strohm's Antiques next door to 
Strohm'* Barber and Beauty Shop. 2974
Pandosy Street. tf
tf
32. WANTED TO BUY
3
SPOT CASH
We pay highest prices for 
complete estates or single 
items.
Phone us first at 762-5599
& J NEW. USED GOODS 
and ANTIQUES
1322 EUis St
40. PETS and LIVESTOCK
POOL FISH. WATER HYACINTH AND 
water lilies. White mice and Guinea 
pigs. Dog and cat vitamins, coat condl-' 
tloners and shampoos, collars, har­
nesses and leads. Largest pet stock in 
the O.K. Valley. The Purple Sea Horse. 
1455 EUis Street Telephone 763-5224.
,____________________ Th, tf
PUREBRED LASSIE COLUE PUPS. 
Lassies $50, Laddies $65. gentle and 
easily trained. Sables and tri-colors. 
Kelbonie ColUes, telephone 765-5255. 14
FOR SALE: REGISTERED TRI-COLOR 
Sheltie (small Collie). Four month old. 
Healthy and vigorous. Penticton, 492-
0186. 11
tf
AMERICAN COMPACT OR IMPORTED 
auto with low mileage. Value to $1,000.
Telephone 763-5705. 10
WANTED — A CANOPY BED, 39” OR
54”. Telephone 763-2337.










Three positions with growing company offer 
Professional status 
Career training program.
No seniority for advancement.
Pension Plan.
Potential Yearly earning $8,000 to $10,000.
Applicants aged 18 or over, Positive and sports minded. 
Receptive to new ideas. Have drive for sales and public 
relations. Car essential.
For appointment call Collect 
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 
763-3921
ONLY $600 DOWN. PAYMENTS LESS 
than rent, Two bedroom home, walk­
ing distance from downtown and 
(choola. ’ View at 562 Cawrton Avenue. 
Telephone 702-4730, 10
TWO~VEAH OLdTtUREK BEDROOM 
home with full basement and carport. 
Large lol with low laxea. Close to 
school. Price Just $19,900. Telephone 7M- 
9211 or 763-8690. ' 9
CIXME IN, NESTLED BETWEEN 
pines, Jual across from Olenmore 
Golt Course. Cosy two bedroom home, 
large lr*»d and fenced lot Double gar-1 
age. Telephone 704-4946, T, Th. S. H
NomiWN PAYMENT REQlintEDON 
this now lhre« bedroom, Ilk bath, full 
basement house with carport. Large lol, 
Telephone 706-3700, , 1 Th, F, S, Il
BY BUILDER t 1HltKK~~ BEDROOM 
teusra In all location*. Iami Guldi 
Conslruellon Ltd. Telephone JU-3240 
and 7UI-M67. II
TOREK BEDROOM HOME. CUMkIn, 
north end. near bus atop, school. Nicely 
tan<l*caped. $20,000. <31 Bay Avdnuo. 
T«l«phon* 7M-2UL_________ J________ It
DUPLEX VORliALK IN QUIET ARKA 
of Hullsnd. (food investment. Telephone
INVESTORS
$8,900 2nd mortgage at 18% 
following $9,000,1st on property 
appraised at , $30,000. Also 
$4,600 2nd at 18% pays at $72 
per month.
Telephone 763-4040 or 
764-4247 evenings
9
WANTED] $15,000 FIRST MORTGAGE 
,nn bualne** building. 12%. Telephone 
7M-3933. 13





In Lakeview Heights, 
Turn left at Shell Station 
(Hwy. 97 S.) onto Boucherie Rd. 
Drive 1 mile.
N. TOEVS ORCHARDS 
769-4108,
8 A.M. - 8 P.M.




APRICOTS AT LAKEVIEW CHILD 
Care Centre, Tlmcker Road, Lakeview 
Heights. Telephone 769-4248. Please 
bring containers. 10
APRICOTS AT CANA LOMA FRUIT 
stand. 12c per pound in your container. 
Telephone 763-2299, , tf
APRICOTS FOR SALE, 10C PER 
pound, pick your own. Telephone 7*3- 
7505, A. II. C*sorao, Cnsorsn Road, tf 
i)UCIU»S COOKING apples' iS 
per box delivered In Rutland and Kel­
owna area, Telephone 763-6048, 14I A-l.-■ I,w I,!.,. . »> ,,■ I. I I— .«■.<■. MA... -A.
apricots for sale, call at 
orchard after 6 p.m. M. L. Kuipers, 
Barnaby Road, Okanagan Mission. 11 
APRICOTS FOR SALE AT 1470 ELM 
St. Telephone 763-2173. , If
TRANSPARENT APPLES FOR SALE, 
(’tone In. Telephone 762-329 1 9
34. HELP WANTED* MALE
TOE BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN 
rights act prohibit* ■ any advertise­
ment that discriminates against any 
person or any class of person be­
cause of race, religion, color, na­
tionality, ancestry, place of origin or 
against anyone because of age be­
tween 44 and 63 year* unless the dis­
crimination la Justified by a bona fid* 
requirement for the work Involved.
LARGE CANADIAN MANUFACTURER 
Is interested In Interviewing married 
men with family responsibilities to carry 
their complete Uno. Car essential. Write 
Box A776, Th* Kelowna Dally Courier. 
____________________ tf 
REQUIRE DRAFTSMAN FOR IN- 
duatrlal and sawmill drawing, State ex­
perience. Nownea Machino and Iron 
Works Ltd,, Box 8, Salmon Ann, B.C, 
____________ _lt
POSITION FOR FRONT END ATTEND- 
ant, some experience preferred, or 
someon* young and eager to learn. 
Apply in person, Kelowna Toyota, High- 
way 97 North,10 
PART TIME FRONT END ATTEN- 
dant for service station In Rutland, 
Experience preferred, Apply In person, 
Rutland Esso Service.______________ _U
EXPERIENCED, MARRIED, WORKING 
salesman for service station front end, 
Must be honest and responsible, Apply 
tn person to 470 Harvey Avenue,____ 11
sia^CTHVci^^ FOR
warehouse Work, Telephone 703-3114 or 
call at 341 Lawrence Avenu*. 12





Thacker Dr., Lakeview Kd 
and' Collcns Hill Rd.
RUTLAND
Hwy. No. 97 - Hwy. No. 
to Dilworth Rd.
28A. GARDENING







P It O P KRTY. 7.11 
in Winfield. Telephon-
tf
NICE. YOUNG. FRESH ZUCCHINI 
squash and vegetable marrow. On Ihlf 
Organic Farm near Mleelnn <’rr*k 
M-hnol Kix* Roed. Telephone TO­
MIA, •
OK. LANDSCAPING




T. Th, S it 
WILL DO IIOTOTII.I.INO AT ItKA- 
i aonablo rate*. For estimate* teltphon* 
763 8111. tf
WANTED, LIVE IN HOUSEKEEPER, 
Immediately, Younger person preferred, 
Adult homa, All modern convenience*, 
air conditioned? Telephone 762-4410, If 
scotuVank^^ 
open for axperlericed teller, Full or 
part time, Telephone Mr. Brown, 761-
5126. 11
HOMEONK TO DO LIGHT HOUSE- 
work and baity sit two school a*< chil­
dren In Iha Rutland area, Call after 
7 pin.. 743-9W1, ,_____
iiAVic yoiFtwo iiouhs to spare? 
Want to make 94.000 to $3,000 par 
year? You're the lady I’m looking for. 
Telephone 7<9'44M, 9 
CAPAIII.K IIOUSEKKEPKIl RF.QUIR- 
*d to live In, maintain a clean home
and cooking. Telephone 7*1 nil 14
thftii rniMMrn and removed * wanted, lady houhekekpkr, to
T«i*ph0M MHon tf ,|tv* tn. Tekphoo* WLSffn. tf
MUST SELL 1971 GALAXY 300. FAC- 
tory air conditioning. Excellent condl- 
tion. Telephone 763-4025. tf .
196$' VOLKSWAGEN FA ST RACK, * 
radio, good rubber, new muffler. Top 
condition. Telephone 763-3396. it 
1939 VOLKSWAGEN BUS. WITH *ai 
motor, ideal, for camper. Telephon* 
764-4444. tf
1960 CORVAIR, REBUILT MOTOR AND 
rear end. Open to offer*. Telephone 
768-9309. U
ANTIQUE — 1931 CHEV SPORTS SE- 
dan. Partly resored. 98% complete. 
Telephone 764-4934 evenings.______ _  14
1963 ANGLIA TUDOR. ABOVE AVER, 
ag* appearance and condition. Tele- 
phons 762-6382.______________________13
SILVER GREY 1971 240Z SIX RADIAL 
tires. From owner. Telephone 763-6709, 
____________________________ 11 ... 
1933 CHEV PLUS 1954 CADILLAC. 
Must be sold. Both for 873. View at 
1980 Byrns Road.__________________ 11 ‘
1938 EDSEL PACER. GOOD COND1'- 
tlon. Telephone 766-2764. Winfield. It - 
1968 VOLKSWAGEN. MANY EXTRAS’
31.295. Telephone 763-3916. 11
SUMMER FUN. 1963 FORD GALAXY 
convertible. Real sharp. $350 or nearest ...
often Telephone 762-3047. 10
1970 VOLKSWAGEN VAN. EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephone 763-4153 or 763-7336. '
EXCELLENT GUARD AND HUNTING 
dogs. Seven weeks old. purebred cross 
golden Lsb and Samoyed. Telephone
763-3965. 11
PUREBRED SAINT BERNARD PUP- 
pies, males and females, two month* 
old. Papers available. $125. Telephone 
265-3227. or 265-3355. NakUsp. 10
PU REBRED WHITE FEMALE 
poodle pups. Please call 766-2971 be­
tween 6-7 evenings. tf
DOUBLE WIDE HORSE TRAILER, 
excellent condition, $1,350 firm. Tele-
phone 764-4603. 11
FOR SALE: ONE YEARLING PONY. 
Ideal for children. Telephon* 765-6477.
______________ 10
HOME WANTED FOR THREE MONTH 
old part Labrador male puppy. (Free). 
Telephone 763-5698.___________________9
PEKINGESE PUPPIES FOR SALE. 
Registered with first shot*. $75 each. 
Telephone 762-8100. 9
41. MACHINERY AND 
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE — FRONT END LIGHT- 
ning loader. 1060 Hollywood Road, Rut­
land. Telephone 765-6171. 12
42. AUTOS FOR SALE
1972 FIRENZAS 
on sale now at 
. JACOBSEN 
PONTIAC-BUICK LTD. 
“Your Total Transportation 
Centre”
1658 Pandosy Ph.: 763-7700
Ask for Al. 10
1971 TOYOTA 1600. WHITE WITH RED 
interior. 12,000 miles. As new. Snow 
tires. Telephone 762-0984. *
1966 VOLKSWAGEN 1300. WITH SUN 
roof, 34,000 miles. $f,195. Telephone
Peachland. 767-2430. 9
1969 VAUXHALL VIVA. 38.000 MILES, ' 
A-l condition. $900 or closest offer. ' 
Telephone 762-3609 after 6 p.m. 9
1968 FAIRLANE 50CL TWO DOOR 
hardtop^ Three-speed automatic. Tele- 2
phone 763-4143. 9
1961 ECONOUNE VAN, FOUR NEW ' 
tires, new battery. Best offer to $330. 
Telephone 765-8786.___________________9 •»
1961 RAMBLER AMERICAN. RUNNING ' 
order. $125 or best otter. Telephone 763- 
2854.tf
1965 PONTIAC PARISIENNE CUSTOM <
sport*. *900. Telephone 764-4700. tf
1971 MUSTANG. V-8. AUTOMATIC.
Telephone 765-9385. It
1569 TRIUMPH. GTS. MAGS. 42.000
miles. Telephone 762-7954. 11
1963 VOLVO B-18, GOOD CONDITION, - 
$450. Telephone 762-6890. 9 .
1960 BUICK ELECTRA. EXCELLENT 
condition. Telephone 763-7160. 9







Used Car Lot 763-6060
___________________________ 9
SAVE $1,000
1972 9-Passenger Ltd. Station 
Wagon. Air conditioning, ra­




COMPANY SELLING VEHICLES: 1970 
Ford Galaxy sedan. 8 automatic, power 
steering, power brake*, excellent con­
dition, $2,450. 1968 Plymouth Fury II, 
two door hardtop, V-8 automatic, $1,095. 
1966 Ford convertible, GT, need* motor 
work. $450. Telephone 763-4133 evening*. 
762-4706 day*.___________ ■__________ 9
1962 CORVETTE. Fuel injected, power 
windows, chrome wire wheels and lug­
gage rack. Completely overhauled en­
gine and drive train. Excellent condi­
tion. $3,400 cash. Telephone 762-2016, 









QUALIFIED PROFESSIONAL SKI IN- 
atnictor required for, a 6 month period 
commencing September 15th, (.'SI pre­
ferred or ASI with potential acceptable, 
GLM experience valuable. Future op­
portunity for right person, Contact 
"S'loon Ski Ileus Ltd.” 1363 Cumber­
land Square, Baakatoon, Saakatchewan. 
State qualifications, education, marital 
atnlus, salary expected and other per­
tinent Information, 10
SALESMAN TO TAKE OVER ESTAII- 
Ilehed route, must have car and. willing 
to work 40 hours weekly,. Average earn­
ings 84.75 per hour. Apply dating age, 
marital status and telephone number 
previous axperlenc* not necessary, w* 
train. Write io Box A775, The Kelowna 
Dally Courier. tf
SALESMAN WANTED] EXPEIHENCE 
preferred but not «M*ntlal. Apply in 




SALES & SERVICE 
Complete line of 
Parts and Accessories
SPORTS UNLIMITED
R.R. 2, Hwy. 97 N. 765-9000 
Th, F, S tf
NEW KEYSTONE SIX H.P. MINI 
trail bike, $275. Also other models. 
Mainline _Rent-All, 2000 Spall Road. Tele-
phone 763-4471. tf
1968 PONTIAC PARISIENNE 3 PLUS 3,1 
327 engine, power steering, power 
brakes, white walls, radio, rear de­
froster, bucket seats, vinyl roof—two 
tone green, Parked at 738 Coronation 
Avenue, Asking $1,750. See Ed Volume. 
Telephone 763-2822 days. 11
1970 TORINO G.T., AUTOMATIC, POW- 
cr brakes, power steering, low mileage, 
immaculate condition. 1966 Ford half 
ton V-8, automatic. Beautiful all around, 
many extras. Telephone 764-4484 before 
9:30 p.m. 14
1070-71 CORONA MARK II 1900 TOY^ 
ota station wagon with factory, nlr, 
20,000 actual mllea with new rubber. 
In excellent shape. Telephone 765-6089 
[anytime except Friday night and Sat­
urday. 10
1005 OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS CONVER- 
llblc, automatic transtnlsalon, power' 
steering, power brakes, tapedeck, good 
ton. Any reasonable offer accepted. 
Telephone 765-7877, ___________tf
DUNE BUGGY 1970. 1600 CC. SUPER 
beetle engine, Two barrcl carb.. head­
ers. Metal flake fiberglass body with 
removable top, Must be seen, open to 
offers. Telephone 702-8936, . 12
1M4 VOLKSWAGEN CUSTOM BUILT 
camper. Fully equipped and ready to 
go with 15,000 mile's on factory re-con- 
dltloned engine. 81,250. . Telephone 7*2- 
4000.________ ____________________ »
MEHCKDES BENZ '61, 220 II, VERY 
Rood condition. Many now extras, $1,000 
or offers. 762-0037 anytime or 4358 
Hobson Road, Mission, between 12-6
1971 650 BSA LIGHTNING. EXCEL- 
lent running order, $795. Can be seen 
at 543 Christleton Avenue. Telephone 
763-6942, 14
1972 HONDA CB 750 CC. CIBIE 
headlight; highway bars. Immaculate 
condition, under warranty. Open to 
deni. Telephone1 762-7676 evenings. 11
1996 .SUZUKI. 80 CC. EXCELLENT 
condition. 4,700 miles. Helmet Included, 
*150. Telephone 768-5269, Westbank. 11
1971 KAWASAKI, 350 TRAIL. WILL 
sacrifice this Big Horn for 8600. Tele- 
phone 762-0007.10
1972 YAMAHA, 100 CC TWO CYLIN- 
der, In new condition. $500. Telephone
763-7232 aftob 6 p.m* 9
IWO HONDA 175 CL. EXCELLENT
condition. Telephone 764-7107. 13
1972 HONDA 90 CC. TRAIL. 2,300 
miles, 9525, Telephone 762-4680. It
REBUILT 441 BSA , VICTOR ENDURO^ 
asking 8500. Telephone 765-6028. 14
43. AUTO SERVICE 
AND ACCESSORIES
TRAILER HITCHES AVAILABLE FOR 
most Imports. BMW, *10.93: Cortina 
S/W, . $25.93; Datsun 510, 910.05; MOB. 
929,05; VW from 920.03; Volvo from 
916.05; Pinto. 922.05; Vega, 929.031 
Mazda, 923,05; Toyota, 910.05, etc, 
Race and Rallye, Dred in at Spring- 
field, 763-7637.__________   9
REBUILT VOLKSWAGEN ENGInK 
40 h,p. and transmission, In very good 
condition. 9125, Telophono 700-4143, in
p.m. 11
1966 RAMBLER AMBASSADOR STA- 
tlon wagon 800. Running gear in A-l 
condition, V-8 motor, standard trans­
mission, Asking $000 or best offer, 
Telephone 763-7124., _________ 11
,196,1 I'ONTfAC PARISIENNE HARD-, 
top; V-0, automatic, radio, power steer­
ing. power brakes, *500 or offer. Tele- 
phono 703-6306. ft
I960 IHC TRAVELALL, AUTOMATIC, 
power brakes, radio, poal-trnction, Will 
take boat or camper trade. Telephone 
764-4931, evenings^______ ' 14
'lOTTDUSTEiTiio, AUTOMAric. 
el seats and console, tachometer, new 
tires all around. Pod-traction. Asking 
$2,400. Telephone 763-0691.14
>71 CUDA, 340 HURST, FOUR SPEED, 
very low mileage, excellent condllloii, 
extras, new tires, Telephone 7M-7128 
or 783«I1O. H 
1972 TOYOTA COROLLA. TWO DOOR 
coupe, standard, radio, (wo Winter tlrea, 
10,000 miles, Telephone 763-7323 after
44. TRUCKS & TRAILERS
GMC COURIER 37 PASSENGER GREY- 
hound bus, Purchased Inst fall for 
profession*! singing group, Has had a 
complete major overhaul Shaw GMC 
Calgary, Must be seen to be appreciat­
ed, Ideal purchase for chartered tours 
or professional musicians and like. A 
rare value In Canada. Telephone 7113- 
(im anytime except Friday night amt 
Saturday, or write Green Acres Kn- 
terprlses Ltd., 105 Harber Rd., Rutland.
10
1030 TANDEM MAC TRUCK, AIR 
br»ke«, four speed auxiliary, five speed ‘ 
transmission. 9.00 Urea all round, With 
20 toot ateel flat deck, In very good 
condition. To nee. telephone 703-7777 
dsys, Monday to Friday, Nick Maud- 
wlit. ’ 10
1093 MERCURY FOUR WHEEL DRIVE i 
naif ton, Now tires, new paint. 91130 
firm, Telephon* 705-692,3 between «|O# 
a, tn. • 0i30 p.m.t 763-7408 between OiOO
p.m, —■ OiOO p.m. it
a p.m 12
1071 VW1A HATCHBACK. ONLY 8,000 
miles, three speed standard transmis­
sion, , winter tires included, Telephone
1997 FORD RANGER HALF TON, V-8 
aiitomallo, excellent condition, 1970 . 
Westphalia Volkswagen camper, low 
mileage. Telephone 764-7537 or 792-8317. 
__________ 11 ;
1970 CHEV TANDEM DUMP TRUCIG 
Carter aluminum box, full air brake*, 
417 motor, Very good condition. Tele­
phone 792-3126, ' If
iSTl’NTmi^
300 mile* on a completely rebuilt 
motor. In very good condition, Tele-
765.9508, II
■Ml COMET STATION WAGON IN Ex­
cellent condition. Good buy at $800. 
Can b* seen at 1435 Collison Road, 
Rutland. Telephone 783-7037. It
PENSIONER. AGE CO. WISHES GOOD 
hnm», Will do llstht Hoik In exchange 
tor rent. Including hotel or niot«l man*' 
ging. Willy V*UI**c«urt» Gtawa) D*Uv,........
try, Kelowna. \ I# p.m,
1963 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON, 
Must seil-whal offers? Telephone 7*2- 
MIO. Can bo seen at Keith’* Chevron 
Service, Pandoay and KU). II 
MUCT hTCI,L"iiY WEKklmibTM3*<7>iL
I valr. fto,ooo original mil**, excellent 
cnndlUoa. .Teleptroae after 4,30
11
phone 7<2-O817. 10
DM HEAVY DUTY KCONpLINE VAN, 
new engine, big alx. Reduced for quick 
sale, $1.130, Telephone 7C* 9gC*. tf
TENT TRAILKH FOR HALE, $275. BEE 
at Ch**e Road, Winfield or telephone
764-2067. 11
I9J7 % TON 4J.M.C. STEP VAN. GOOD 
all round shape. $JM. Telephon* 763- 
730*. HI
mi’half 'ton^chev ’('ohvahie 
with <*mp*r.- ptrlert nmdiiiw drives’ ■ 
well, $600. Telephone 7M-7MH, 10
49. UGALS & TINMRS 27 YEARS AGO KELOWNA BAHT COURIER, THU*.. AUG. II, UR PAGE It JIA. MOBILE HOMIS | 44A- M0BIU°AND CAMPERS | AND CAMPERS
IYEN TRAILERS LTD. 
feature of the week: 1972 KEN- 
KILL 20.5’, Tandem, wide 
rack, large frig., self-contained, 
jeeps 7, at a special discount 
rice.
772 TERRY TRAILERS 18’, 20', 
9%’, 24’ at discount prices this 
weekend.
limpsons 2 wheel camper trail- 
(r with spare tire and lO'xlO* 
ip on tent, byte new.
TlAVELAl/E AND SKIPPER 
ravel trailers now on display, 
ivailabl^from 14’ to 24', fully 
'.S.A. , approved. Special prices 
for cut of town customers.
i For The Best deal in B.C.
NYEN TRAILERS LTD.
1857 South Main Street, 
Penticton
492-2020 or 492-3524
SOFT TOP TRAILER IX EXCELLENT 
eaediikm- Indadea mattreMea aad spare 
Ure. Tejephoae 7*3-7659. _______•
FM15* TEXT. SLEEPING AREA.
Telephone KHm. “
File No. 2-P148-125 (AOL)












For your holidays. 
PHONE 765-6291
T, Th, S, 11
4B. BOATS* ACCESS.
«*n.nwAfl BOAT. MBS FIBREGLASS 
charger boat. MetalFlaka green. 3N- 
nj h-B. Chev., Caaale V-drive, over 
exhaust, back to back bucket
aeata. heavy duty tandem trailer. SXW. .
Tekpbuae HMOT-MO. ________ 1
S FOOT CABIN CRUISER. FULLY '
wttb
new. Fort marina PJJ". vrith veW 
drive. transml**!on. Fun Price *»<ow. 
far j further particular*, telephone 7» 
nr SANGSTEBCHAFT WITH 65 HP. 
Mere. Full top aad trailer. Or win 
trad* for 17 or IS foot tahoard/outboard 
beet-pay eaah dlHereuce. Ttlephon* 
70-4407 after * p.m. ___________
1*72 1«H FOOT DEEP V, INBOARD, 
ontboard, fun camper top ano custom 
trailer. Used approximately 24 hour*. 
WUI consider car, truck, or MuiIIct 
boat a* trade. Telephone 7(4-7559. 11
UH FOOT SANGSTER. FULL TOP 
and traUer. Loaded with extra*. 100 
bp. Merc with power trim. Telephone 
7O4ML _____________ lf
14 FOOT BOAT COMPLETE WIThIs 
. h,o, Evinrude motor, electric start, new 
I battery, trailer and life Jacket*. (595. 
I Telephone 70-4634. 14
LINES LTD. APPLICA-
TION FOR AUTHORITY TO 
OPERATE A COMMERCIAL 
AIR SERVICE.
Pacific Western Airlines Ltd. 
has applied for authority to 
operate a Class 1 Scheduled 
commercial air service using 
Group F aircraft (aircraft hav­
ing a maximum authorized 
take-off weight on wheels great­
er than 75,000 pounds but not 
greater than 150,000 pounds) to 
transport persons, mails and 
goods, serving the points: Ed­
monton (Industrial Airport), Al­
berta, Kelowna and Vancouver, 
British Columbia, subject to 
making a mandatory stop on all 
flights between Edmonton and. 
Vancouver.
The applicant proposes to 
serve the points on a seven days 
; per week basis and two flights 
in each direction daily.
» FOOT SAILING SLOOP. FIXED 
keel large roomy cabin. Excellent fam­
ily boat. Fully equipped. Four wbeel 
trailer. Telephone 753-3460.___________ 11
20 FOOT CABIN CRUISER. 100 MER- 
cury outboard, complete with tandem 
trailer. Telephone 784-492*. 11
________________________ ,14 FOOT FIBREGLASS BOAT, COM- 
28-X12' ADDITION FOR MOBILE Inlet* with tr»ll«r. 8850. Telephone 764- 
home; Include* wiring, bueboart heat-14080. Th, F> S. tf
tag. wuher and dryer plumbing, car-1------- - nirmninn t tc-rpet* aad drape*. Two large room* with I 7*4 H.P. *JE,a?V?1L®'rMSATei»nhMi» 
cloeet*. #930 plus dtUvtry. Okanagan I yeuri* model. Uko new. *350. Telephone 
Mobile Home*. Highway *7 North, 1763-2683.________ _ _____________ *
MonoUta Sh*dow«- TtI‘-,ll* FOOT CABIN CRUISER, 
Phone 765-7077. tf Telephone 763-2755.
GOOD 
F. S. 17
COME IN AND SEE THE AMBASSA-1~—------
dor. Diplomat. Staieaman and Em-|.a aiieTIOM CAI FC 
baaiy mobile home*. Especially designed 148. AUG * IUN 0A1.W 
for air conditioning. On display. BuUt-=rr__,, nnnnr- nrr.ri.'
locally by Romeo Indurtrie* Ltd. Tele- J®1?!™* 
phone 763-2118. Commonwealth Mobile
Romeo, 1713 Harvey Avenue. if
12 FOOT GALAXIE CAMPER. NEW Behind the Drive-In Theatre. Highway 
condition, propane refrigerator, atove, V North. u
sink, toilet; alao 1970 Ford 64 ton truck.I—----------- —--------- - ~
automatic, eight cylinder. Telephone 763- * er- a« c • TCkinEDC
•597 or 7658357. Can be aeen at 150149. LEGALS « TENDCKb 
Aaher Road. U ---------------------- ------------- —---------------------
TOKYO (AP) — Tamotsu 
Takahashi was a 22-year-old 
airman in the Imperial Japa­
nese Army and his country 
was at war with the United 
States.
Even so, he stiffened when 
he learned about his assign­
ment: Bomb New York
It was Aug. 9, 1945—27 
years ago—and Japan's mili­
tary leaders realized they 
were fast losing the war. An 
atomic bomb annihilated 
Hiroshima three days earlier:
Three long-range KI77s. 
twin-engined planes devel­
oped for civilian use, were to 
be refitted. They would carry 
bombs, extra fuel and a crew 
of two: a pilot and a wireless 
operator-navigator. Taka­
hashi was to be one of the 
latter. The KI77 could fly at 
275 miles an hour.
Five years earlier, a KI-77 
and a crew of eight flew 10,- 
200 miles non-stop on a circu­
lar route over Manchuria.
and I never got to meet any 
ot the others who were se­
lected for the mission.*'
The Japanese defence 
agency says the war de­
stroyed many important mili­
tary documents, and it has 
nothing in its archives on the 
mission. But it says it has 
heard it mentioned and some 
Japanese military .leaders 
may well have planned it se­
cretly.
Rose Sharply In 1971 Season
__________ Takahashi paid his < first
This exceeded the 6,750 miles visit to New York last Octo-
a second devastated Naga- to New York, but allowance ber.
On request to the Committee, 
further particulars of the appli­
cation will be provided.
Any person interested may in­
tervene to support, oppose or 
modify the Application in ac­
cordance with the Canadian 
Transport Commission General 
Rules. An Intervention, if made, 
shall be endorsed with the name 
and address of the Intervener or 
his Solicitor, and shall be mail­
ed or delivered together with 
any supporting documents, to 
the Secretary, Air Transport 
Committee, 275 Slater Street, 
OTTAWA, Ontario KIA ON9, 
with copy of the Intervention 
and documents served upon the 
applicant or its Solicitor, >not 
: later than September 7th, 1972.
saki on Aug. 9.
Japan surrendered on Aug. 
14. But, meanwhile, its lead­
ers cast about desperately for 
ways to turn the tide of de­
feat. Takahashi’s mission—a 
one-way suicidal flight—grew 
out ot this desperation.
He was a wireless operator 
at an air base north of Tokyo. 
He was ordered to report to 
another base for a secret 
mission.
“I didn’t know what it was 
all about, and my superiors 
said nothing,’’ Takahashi re­
calls. But he gradually pieced 
together details:
was being made for the ~
heavy bomb load.
To guarantee success for 
the mission, Takahashi says, 
the planes were to climb to 
29,500 feet where the east­
bound jet stream would give 
them extra speed and dis­
tance.
Once over New- York, the 
planes were to. drop their 
bombs and then crash.
Takahashi, now a bank ex­
ecutive in Tokyo, says: ‘T’m
Publican, Barmaid 
Jojn U.K. Peerage
LONDON (Reuter) — A for­
mer pubowner and his barmaid 
wife have become Britain’s 
newest peers. Following the 
death this week in the Canary 
Islands of the seventh Earl Nel-
son, a 78-year-old bachelor; the 
title passed to his brother. The 
_ „ - • - , , new earl is George Nelson, 68,
happy the war ended before who with his wife Wynn,-56
the mission could begin. I used to run a pub in London
didn’t even have time to be and later operated a pub in
transferred to another base, Wales.
VICTORIA (CP) — Damage 
caused by forest fires in British i 
Columbia in 1971 jumped to al­
most four times the 10 - year i 
average,, the annual report of 
the B.C. Forest Service says.
The report,*;? released here 
said 868,864 acres of land were 
burned in 1971 compared to 
260,958 acres in 1970. Tlje 10- 
year average for damage is 
227,608 acres.
The total number of forest 
fires last year dropped from the 
record total of 1970 but was still 
above the 10-year average. .
A total ot 2,898 fires were re­
corded compared to the 4,003 In 
1970 and the' 10-year average of 
2,374 fires annually. Almost half 
of the total number of fires last 
year occurred in August.
The fires cost the forest serv­
ice 810,3 million to extinguish 
compared to $9.2 million in 
1970. The average cost per fire 
was $3,552*or more than double 
the 10-year average of $1,456.
Lightning continued to be the 
l major cause of the forest fires 
। and accounted for 46 per cent 
of the total. ,
An estimated 18 per cent of 
the fires were started by recrea­
tionists and smokers; This fig* 
ure was down considerably from 
the 10-year average of 30 per 
cent '
A record total of almost 44 
million seedlings were planted 
by the forest service to recover 
losses, an increase of almost 10 
million seedlings over 1810, the 
report said.
Direct revenues from logging, 
operations totalled MT.7 million, 
or an increase of 8.6 per cent
Total scale ot all products in 
1971 was 1,997 million, an In­
crease of 3.2 per cent
The United States remained 
B.C.'s best customer for wood 
products, taking 60 per cent of 
the total production and 70 per 
cent of the lumber. Japan took 
12 per cent ot the total and the 
U.K. nine per Cent
DOCTOR KILLED
TERRACE (CP)—Dr. Gordon 
McGhee, 38, was killed Tuesday 
when struck by a car while 
walking along the street
r
SIM PSONS - SEARS
THREE BEDBOOMS, 1H BATOS. 10’xW TENDER
mobile home. FuniUhtd, beautiful coa- are invited for the
ditkm. Located at Green Bay Mobile thp
Home Park, Call Fine Village Heme*, site preparation works IOC Uie 
764-U37,____________________________ 111 proposed new extended care
197# i2'xG4' estate, fully fur-1 unit of Vernon Jubilee Hospital. 
Dished, wall to wall ahag, 8*x32‘ mm- The work consists mainly of 
*>**•« “d rel”caU™ 
square. Ttiephone 7*3-2#2*._________ io a water line.
SHASTA TRAILER court on lake. Tender documents are now 
•bore Road, children welcome. No pet* available at Paul Smith Associ­
ate**. Cable TV Included. Telephone 779 W. Broadway, Vancou-
H ver, 9, B.C., upon deposit of $15. 
IDEAL RETIREMENT HOME, THREE „,ni r««cpived bv
bedroom 24'xta* mobile home, wen ap-1 Tenders wui be receivea oy 
pointed in trailer park do** to beach, the Administrator, Vernon Jubi- 
Teiephone 768-5048,_____________ __J? lee Hospital, Vernon, B.C., up
tent trailer sleeps five com- to 12 noon local time on Wed., 
fortably, mattreue* and (pare wheel m 1Q79 at thp hnsoital. With bearing*. *350. Telephone 765-7337. Aug- «• 197at DOSpirai. 
___________________________ u A certified cheque equal to 
for rent u foot mercury sou-15% of the tender amount will be 
day Trailer. Sleep* five, fully equipped. I required.
*40 per week. Available Augurt 20th. I ;--------- —•
Tytephono 763-6933.----------------------------------9 NOTICE TO CREDITORS
V x 28’ MOBILE HOME FOR SALE, . — , ...
be*t offer, trade* accepted. Telephone I Estate Of Robert John HILL,
763-7232,______________________________tf deceased, late of 1125 Bernard
mobile home M*xi2*. THREE bed-|Ave., Kelowna, B.C.
room^ully furnUhed. $7,rn Telephone Creditors and Others having 
FOR RENT— NEW HARDTOP TENT clalmS aSainst
trailer*. Reaerve now for your boiidayai lare hereby required to send 
Telephone 765-6291. __________ w them duly verified, to the
13 FOOT RAMBLER TRAVEL TRAILER, PUBLIC TRUSTEE, 635 Bur- 
aleep* five. Excellent condition. SLOW. |rard Street. Vancouver 1, B.C., 
i ^■■0Be .rcyff:------ -- -------;—H before the 14th day of Septem-
1514 foot, skylark, travel |ua«. iq72 after which date the trailer, Heeps *ix. completely equipped, Y,,
just like new. Telephone 763-5381. 11 assets of the said Estate will be 
MUST SELL! i 1969 u* WIDE glen- jbated* regard only 
dale mobile home. Two bedroom*. View Ito claims that have been re­
al No. 19, Shasta Trailer Court. . 10|ceived.
FOR RENT; TRAILER WITH STOVE fT.TNTON W FOOTE, and ice box. sleep* four. Available im-l nr rar m 'rnricTtrir 
mediately. Telephone 765 5614. 10 PUBLIC
The applicant’s address is: 
Vancouver Int’l. Airport 
Central, 
Vancouver, B.C.
The applicant or its Solicitor 
may, by a Reply, object to an 
Intervention or may admit or 
deny any or all of the facts al­
leged in the Intervention. A Re­
ply, if made, shall be signed by 
the Applicant or its Solicitor, 
and shall be mailed or delivered 
to the Secretary, Air Transport 
Committee, 275 Slater Street, 
OTTAWA, Ontario KIA ON9, 
with copy of the Reply served 
on the Intervener or his Solicit 
tor, within ten (10) days after 
receipt of an Intervention.
Proof of service shall be made 
by Declaration under Oath anc 














Answer: Your Local 
Courier Carrier on Collec­
tion Day. Are you prepar­






ClaaaUied Advertlsementa and Not­
ices for thia page muat be received 
by 4i30 p.m. day previous to publica­
tion except 12 noon Saturday for Mon­
day publication, 
Phone 763-3228
WANT AD CASH RATES
Ona nr two d»y» Io per 
Inaertlon.
Three con.ecutlve day*, 
word per Inaertlon.
Six consecutive day., 4o 
per Inaertlon.
Minimum charge baaed on 









holds over 650 lbs
Sin.  ̂ Q g
• 19.2 cu. ft chest freezer with 
no-sag foam insulation
• Odour-free, rustproof porcelain _ 
interior. 670-lb. capacity
Power interruption.light 
2 vinyl baskets. 2 dividers 
Counter-balanced lid. Interior 
light. No-protruding hinge 
























This cozy nfghmi is an invi- J**'•' 4. ..
fation to recline and relax. SIZES lu/a-lUza
Great as extra blanket, too. I -flT . 'IfE-rf
Turn scraps into diamonds I , VW UIwmM# |||Am**« 
—use different colors, for ccn-| 
ters, crochet background to Cl IDE FIATTfRYI 
harmonize with your home,I 'Jwixu ilfiiilixis 
Pattern 398: easy directions. I Newest version of the slnnt- 
SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS for H* "earning that creates
each' pattern—cash, cheque or I miracles of flattery for the 
money order. Add 15 cento shorter, fuller figure. Tor day 
tor each pattern tor first-claes ordinner I 
mailing and special handling Printed Pattern 9371! NEW —to I^nirn Wheeler, care ©( I Half. Sizes 10’A, 12Ml 1414, 16*4, 
The Kelowna Daily Courier, 18,4. Size 1414 (bust .37) takes 
Ncediccraft Dept., 60 Front St.P yards 45-lnch, 
W., Toronto. Ontario residents SEVENTY-FIVE CENTS 
ndd 4c sales tax. Print plainly I (75c) in coins (no stamps, 
PATTERN NUMBER, your I please) tor each pattern—add 
NAME and ADDRESS. 15 cento for each pattern for 
1972 Nccdlecraft Catalog—I first-class mailing and special 
Knit, crochet, embroider gifts, I handling. Ontario residents ndd 
fashions, Free directions. SOc 14c sates tax. Print plainly 
Instant Macrame Book — SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS and 
Basic, fancy knots. Pattern* 61,1 STYLE NUMBER.
NEW Ea«y Art of Hairpin Send order to MARIAN 
Crochet has 26 patterns $1. MARTIN, care of The Kelowna 
Instant Crochet Book—Step- Dally Courier. Pattern Dept., 
by-atep pictures, patterns. $1, 60 Front St. W., Toronto.
Complete Instant Gift Book—I SEE MORE Spring Fashions 
more than 100 gifts. $1. land choose one pattern fric 
Complete Afghan Book—$1.1 from new Spring-Summer Cat 
16 Jiffy Rugs Book 60c. I alog. All sizes! Only SOc.
7 Book of 11 Priro Afghans. 60c INSTANT SOWING BOOK 
Unlit Book 1—16 patterns. 60c I sew today, wear tomoiiow $1 
Museum Quilt Book 2-60C | INSTANT FASHION BOOK- 
Qullto For Today—Hundreds of fashion facto $1.
ment la 81.00.
, Blriha, Engagement*, Marriage* 9c 
per word, minimum *2.60.
Death Notice*, In Memorlam*. Card* 
of Thanks, Sc per word, minimum *2.50.
|f paid prior to initial billing, a 10% 
dltcount may be deducted.
LOCAL CLASSIFIED DISPLAY
Applicable within circulation gone 
only.
Deadline 4i30 p.m. day pravioue to 
publication, except 12 noon Saturday for 
Monday publication.
One Inaertlon *1.09 per column inch.
Three consecutive Insertlonn *1,02 
per column inch.
Six consecutive insertions (1,75 per 
column Inch.
Read your advertisement the first 
dsy It appears. We will not be res­
ponsible for more than one Incorrect 
Insertion.
BOX REPLIES
SOc charge for the Une of a Courier 
box number, and 30c additional if 
replies ore to lie mailed, 
> Name* and address of iloxholders 
are hold confidential.






number *<lvertlaement. while 
endeavor will be made to for- 
repilea to the advertleer o* 
a* poaalble. we accept no Ma­
in reaped ot loa* or .damaxe
•lltged tn aria* through either fail­
ure or delay In forwarding aurh re- 
pllra, however rauaed, whether by 
neglect or otherwlae,
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Carrier boy delivery file per week. 









11 <’. nuiMd* Kelowna City Zone 
13 month* ............   *31.00
a month* '.......... .............. 11,on ,
1 month* .................. t.M













All meil »n<l Motor Route Rubtcrtvlion* 
payable |n ndvenee..





Sat.* Aug. 12effect 'ill
Kimpsong-Scani Frcerera (47) Phone Enquiries) Kelowna 763-5811.
402-lb. capacity ' 







your food in 
PORCELAIN
11 cu. ft. Cotdspol 
Spacesaver
Park Free While You Shop Simpaona-Soan, Orchard Park, Kelowna. 
, - Available at Slmpaona-Sears Catalogue Sales Offices Throughout 
B.C. and the Yukon.
i
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NELSON B.C. (CP) — New I "Either the candidates are 
Democratic Party Leader Dave (ashamed of the party or the 
Barrett called for a more re-(party is ashamed of(the candi- 
sponsive type of government dates,” Mr.’ Barrett said, 
during a reception at Nelson 
NDP headquarters Wednesday.
f"I feel more and more people 
are beginning to examine the 
type of government we’ve had 
for the past 20 years," he told 
about 30 persons crammed into 
the storefront headquarters.
“We want to do a better Job 
for ourselves and for everybody
Co'm mentingon what he 
termed “the government’s pro­
else."
Ke noted that Social Credit 
candidates are not using the 
name of the Social Credit party 
on campaign posters.
gram of antagonizing groups of 
people," he said "we are in­
terested in a more rational, 
human approach vto govern­
ment." ' '
Speaking later in an Interview, 
Mr. Barrett said the NDP would 
alter the policy of exporting raw 
material
- "We have to begin to bargain 
from a position of strength. We 
should make sure maximum use 
is made of these resources re*
garding jobs. The NDP would 
examine the royalty structure 
completely,” he said.
Asked about his‘party’s policy 
for support of secondary indus­
try, he said:
4“We would have no hesitation 
in working ■ With regions and 
municipalities in their develop­
ment plans instead of making 
aU the decisions Jn Victoria.”
He also said the NDP believes 
a redistribution of the province’s 
electoral areas is “an absolute 
necessity.” '
He said his riding of Coquit­
lam has 46,000 registered voters 
while ridings in Vancouver with 
about 44,000 voters each have 
two members in the legislature.
British Government Orders 
Food For Remote Islands
LONDON (API - The British 
government ordered today, a 
military airlift of essential sup­
plies to remote Scottish islands 
starved of food by Britain’s 
two-week national port shut­
down.
Wide-bellied Hercules trans­
port aircraft at the Royal Air 
Force base of Kinloss, northern 
Scotland, were standing by to 
fly 180 tons of flour, cereals.
cooking fats and sugar to the 
Orkney and Shetland isles.
The food-lift order marked 
the first use by Prime Minister 
Edward Heath’s government of 
its emergency powers to deal 
with the effects of the strike by 
42,000 longshoremen. The strik­




South Okanagan Liberal can­
didate Roger Tait said in West­
bank Wednesday he was shock­
ed at the amount of potential 
agricultural land in the Okana­
gan Valley going to waste. He 
said almost one third of the 
arable land in the Valley is 
covered7 with blacktop, houses 
and shopping centres.
“Surely this is fair warning 
that the time for action to pro­
tect farm and orchard land is 
now,” he said.
Mr. Tait told the Westbank 
group that a Liberal govern­
ment program would have the
erations. He said the plan 
would also compensate land 
owners for development poten­
tial.
“Any grower who loves 
land and the richness it 
duces would rather grow 




A Liberal government, ___
said, would institute a land bank
Tait
curity and severance pay. . . _
An RAF spokesman said the effect of protecting productive
airlift will begin Friday. Okanagan land for future gen-
program similar to one set up 
in California. This plan he said 
would allow owners of agricul­
tural land to specify certain 
designated areas of land for 
periods of time and this would 
be in return for a tax relief on 
the land.
Mr. Tait went on to talk of the 
Socred Green Belt Fund which 
he said was a classic example 
of “too little too late."
The South Okanagan Liberal 
also attacked the province’s 
absentee owners. He said a 
Liberal government would put 
an end to land speculation by 
absentee owners.
“Whether American or Cana­
dian, the absentee owners make
no contribution to the life of I 
the province and commonly I 
have no concern for the end I 
use of their holdings," he said. I
He said these land specula- I 
tors are only in it for the | 
money, and the present govern* I 
ment has made it easy for I 
them, he added. The Liberal I 
candidate said a Liberal gov- I 
emment would take immediate 
steps to ensure the prosperity 
of the effective farmer and, on* 
chardists in B.C. \
He said a government formK 
ed by his party would not beX 
interested in confrontation with 
any other government with 
solely political ends in mind.
“We are interested in action 
for the people of this province," 
he said. He continued by say­
ing the present government’s I 
; program ot “Buy B.C. Produce" 
, was not effective if it only 
comes in election years.
“Okanagan growers don’t
need any more studies. What 
they need now is action," he 
said.
0
Hail Damage Action Urged 







In most areas of employment, 
British Columbia’s minimum wage 
levels are already the highest in 
Canada. But our minimum wages 
will be increased even further under 
terms of the Kelowna Charter, 
announced recently by Premier 
Bennett.
Higher minimum wages are only 
one of the new policies for people 
contained in the Kelowna Charter. 
The Charter also includes new job-
creating policies a higher pension.
supplement for senior citizens, plus 
other important features. To bring 
these new benefits to British 
Columbians without any delay, 
a special session of the Legislature 
will be held in October.
The Government headed by 
Premier Bennett continues to build 
on a twenty-year record of achieve­
ment ... with new policies for all 
the people of British Columbia. 









FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. (CPI- 
Conservative Leader D e r r i1 
Warren Wednesday viewed 
damaged crops in the Peace 
River area and sent telegrams , 
to the federal and provincial 
governments urging “immedi­
ate and urgent attention to the 
plight of farmers here who have 
been hit with hail damage.”
Mr. Warren’s telegrams went 
to B.C. Agriculture Minister 
Cyril Shelford, federal agricul­
ture minister Bud Olsen and na­
tional Conservative Leader Rob­
ert Stanfield. Mr. Warren vis­
ited the area during his cam­
paign for the Aug. 30 provincial 
election.
Mr. Warren said he hoped the 
provincial government would ap­
peal for federal funds, and sug­
gested the provincial disaster 
fund could be used to assist 
farmers whose crops were sev­
erely damaged or wiped out in 
Tuesday’s storm.
Vern Leahy, the Conservative 
candidate in Peace River North, 
said his crop of cereal grain: 












15 other farms in his area suf- 1 
fered severe or total damage. I 
Mr. Leahy said he believes the fl 
loss for that area alone will total I 
.between $2 million and $3 mil* | 
lion. |
Don Marshall, Tory candidate I 
in Peace River South, said he 1 
saw 10 farms in his area which | 
had been hit hard by hail. I
Mr. Marshall said many per- I 
sons whose farms usually escape I 
hail had no insurance against it. 1 
Mr. Marshall said some farm­
ers don’t buy provincial govern­
ment crop insurance because it 
covers all hazards and premi­
ums are too high. Another prob­
lem, he said, is that the provin- ! 
cial scheme covers only cereal ' 
grains, excluding grass, legume 
, and clover crops which are im- i 
portant in the area.
Mr. Marshall said a provin- I 
' cial farm subsidy based on 
acres cultivated instead of ac- 
, tual produce would be better in­
surance against such devasta- 
; tion. A per-acre subsidy is part 
of the Conservative party’s 15- 
point program on agriculture.
In the community of Taylor, 
south of here, Mayor Glen Kyllo 
said the year would be a “total 
write-off’ for many area farm­
ers.
He said hailstones as big as 
golf balls struck Taylor at about 
2 p.m. Tuesday, hurled by blasts 
of wind. He said the hail at 
times was flying level with the 
ground, battering everything 
before it.
Trees and power poles were 
knocked down and windows 
shattered.
District agricultural officer 
Don Bates said the total loss 
may go as high as $2 million.
CONGRATULATIONS
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' 4 WW trtiWiiiwMHiig zX - “ >4
You won't find homomakers pushing shopping carts in the aisles at 
the new Westinghouse Canada Limited Construction and Industrial 
Sales Centre at Bredin and Kent Roads. This shopping centre is in 
business to serve the needs of builders, contractors and other com­
mercial, institutional and industrial users of quality electrical equip­
ment. Although you may not shop for these products personally, you'll




COMPLETE CONSTRUCTION OF THEIR NEW PREMISES AT BREDIN & KENT ROADS
Co-ordinated by
GENERAL CONTRACTORS[LAMBERT & PAUL CONSTRUCTION LTD]
520 DONHAUSER RD. RUTLAND Phone 765-5982
♦
Calls To Pollution Board RUTLAND P AGE not womom ° I hR^atta Parade
f*.______ SAiimMA .... —... . _. pTrrr.Awn _ a •*Suggested Because Of Sewage Including Ellison and Belgo Areas RUTLAND (Staff) - A joke by some unthinking person
RUTLAND (Staff) — A de-ipany doesn't stay very long, 
luge of calls to the B.C. poUu- The smell even permeates the 
tion control board has been , '
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suggested to get action on the 
smell caused by sewage being
’When pollution control per-
dumped at Reid's Corner.
M. W. Marshall and Heinz 
Koetz, members of the Regional 
Board of Central Okanagan, 
have received calls at all hours
mits are granted, we will have 
to take a closer look to see the 
public is protected,” said re­
gional board chairman W. C. 
Bennett. ‘The public should not 




RUTLAND (Staff) - Several 
Rutland organizations contri­
buted to the success of the re­
cent Kelowna International Re­
gatta.
The Pathfinders, a youth 
group from the Seventh-day Ad­
ventist Church, entered their 
float in the parade, as they have 
done for several years, and 
came up with a second prize. 
The church also had a booth 
during the event at City Park.
Miss Rutland, Diane Stein and 
princess Cathy Berner rode on 
a float accompanied by four 
members of the Lions Club. 
This group sponsored Diane in 
the Miss Rutland competition, 
held by the club and Rutland 
Chamber of Commerce.
Members of the Rutland Vol­
unteer Firfc Department were 
there with their old fire truck. 
Also in the parade were repre­
sentatives of Father de Lcstre 
Council, Knights of Columbus.
Last but not least, of course, 
were the thousands of Rutlanc 
people who attended the show, 
making it the success it was.
resulted in a needless call to 
police recently.
A body was found lying on 
a road. The driver of a car 
warned his passengers not to 
touch it, and called police 
from a home. By the time of­
ficers arrived, the young 
people found the body was a 
dummy. Police congratulated 
them for their good sense.
Police and fire departments 
cannot bother checking whe- 
: ther calls are authentic. They 
have to answer them all. At­
tending false alarms could 
prevent them from getting to 
places where they are need­
ed.
And while we’re talking 
about weird jokes, how about 
the vandals who cut holes in 
the fence around Rutland 
Centennial Park, or drivers 
who race around late at night 
or early in the morning?
gFOODfc
Avenue, which houses detach­
ments policing Kelowna and the 
area between Peachland and 
Oyama. Insp. Cairns pointed 
out the Kelowna office has 
wire service with RCMP na­
tional headquarters and the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
in the United States.
Six more officers for the 
rural detachment have been re­
quested in the 1973-74 fiscal 




are two of- 
three shifts 
here and
any plans for a 
here.
At present there 
ficers on each of 
I patrolling between
of isolating policemen,” 
the inspector.
gional board meets next Wed­
nesday night at 540 Groves Ave.,
of the day and night from peo- The matter will probably be 
Die wanting something done discussed again when the re- _____ TA ter ___t (__ _i______ ___a VlP.-labout the sewage. It is being 
dumped from the Catena Wines 
distillery on Richter Street.
(Locally Owned and Operated)
Phone 762-2523 Anytime 
“Our smallest job gets our biggest attention
If this is your problem call the experts at 
GUY'S PAVING CO. LTD.














Available in Color, only 319.98
to
«
ERmjMMui^leani: Refrigerators (It) Phone Enquiries: Kelowna 7634811 Pork
Shop Easy




. Reg. and fine
Dairyland.
1 gallon .
• Never needs defrosting
• 105-lb. freezer caparity
• Moisture-sealed, twin vegetable 
crispers, 2-ddor convenience
• Porcelain lined interiors
Canada Good, Canada 
Choice, full cut .... lb.
Available in Coppertdne, Avocado or 
Harvest Gold Colors, only ....................
Left-Hand Door in Color, only..............
Fresh.
B.C. Fryer halves .... lb.
.89cS
Free While You Shop Simpsont-Sears, OrchardPork, Kelowna 
Available at Simpsons-Scars Catalogue Sale* Office* Throughout 
\ , B.G and tho Yukon.
Simpsons-Sears 36998
White (53960)
Charge it on your all-purpose account
BC- 25 3’^S
MILK POWDERS
Seven r jF 
Farms .... ~ lb. bag flBi Hhk
. 7 cS
20 1«,98
Dutch Oven lbs. H ■
The company tays it has done 
everything it can to eUminate 
the smell, and .hat it will just 
be a matter of time. Eventually 
the sewage will' go into the 
Brent’s Creek waste treatment 
plant
Residents claim that, depend­
ing oo the wind, the smell can 
be noticed as far as Hollywood 
Dell. It has made son.* of them 
sick, and is driving away 
friends.
'5‘Tm going to put the number 
of the pollution control board 
in Vernon beside my phone and.
Kelowna.
Two residents of the area 
brought some of the material 
to a meeting in Rutland Centen­
nial Hall Wednesday night where 
Kenneth Kiernan. H.C. minis­
ter of recreation and conserva­
tion, and Pat Jordan, MLA for 
North Okanagan, were speak­
ing. The material was soon re­
moved.
At a sidewalk meeting outside 
about 10 p.m., Mrs. Jordan said 
that, although the site is not 
in her riding, she would discuss 
the matter with pollution con-
when people phone me, I’ll tell 
them to call it,” said Mr. Mar­
shall, who lives near the site 
“If 400 or 500 people call the 
PCB office, maybe we'll get 
something done.”
The site is actually in Mr. 
Koetz’ area, but the boundaries 
of Rutland and Belgo-Ellison 
meet there. Mr. Koetz lives 
some distance from the smell.
"It’s been terrible,” he said. 
‘‘It’s got to be remedied. The 
time for talk has passed.”
‘‘You can smell it all over,” 
said a resident of Killarney 
Road. “It*8 sickening. Com-
By GEORGE WHITELEY 
Rutland Courier Staff
RUTLAND (Staff) — The of­
ficer who is second in com­
mand of Kamloops Royal Cana­
dian Mounted Police subdivi­
sion thinks police in the Kel­
owna area are doing as good 
a job as they can, and having 
a detachment here would not 
help unless it were a large of­
fice.
Insp. J. A. Cairns visited the 
Courier office in Rutland as the 
result of a letter to the attor­
ney general’s department from 
this paper asking it there were
trdl branch personnel.
Residents and Mr. .Marshall 
said they feel putting air in is 
only making the situation worse, 
and the only solution is to 
dump the waste elsewhere.
CHILDREN’S CRUSADE
RUTLAND (Staff) - A chil­
dren’s crusade will be held be­
ginning Sunday at Rutland Gos­
pel Tabernacle until Aug. 25. 
Two people known for their 
work among children will be 
featured. Meetings start at 10 
a.m. daily except Saturday. The 
church is on Highway 33 at 
Dougall Road.
Winfield. Rutland Chamber of 
Commerce and other groups 
have requested more protec­
tion. The RCMP rents a room 
in the fire hall, used by officers 
doing paper work.
“We are long past the stage
“We are trying to get police­
men out of offices and in con­
tact with people.”
DUPLICATING
Setting up a detachment here 
would involve duplicating equip­
ment in the office on Doyle
“We are continuing to exam­
ine ourselves and trying to do 
a better job,” said the inspec­
tor.'
With the inspector was Sgt. 
Vic Edwards, in charge of Kel­
owna office during the vacation 
of Staff Sgt. K. A. Attree. He 
pointed out that, although offic­
ers are only supposed to work 
40 hours a week, local officers 
have been averaging 58 hours 
a week.
Sgt. Edwards said the offic­
ers on duty at nights in Rutland 
check doors on foot as part of 
their duty. “You’d be surprised 
how many people have been 
awakened and told their premis­
es were insecure."
Police have also been able to 
catch many errant motorists 
here, it was pointed ■•'it
TO SEE DAM
RUTLAND (Staff)—Members 
of Branch 55, Senior Citizens’ 
Club, will see Mica Dam by bus 
Aug. 20. Anyone wishing to go 




Shop tonight and Fri. til 9 in Kelowna
SIMPSONS-SEARS
Never defrost again!
14.6 cu. ft Coldspot 
Spacemaster refrigerator 
is completely frostfree
And you get fully adjustable, cantilever half-shelves, 
porcelain meat keeper and twin, vegetable crispers that 
let you design your own interior.
• Big, 137-lb. freezer capacity
• Separate temperature controls
.• 2-door convenience
• Full-width dairy compartment and interior lighting.
• Handy door shelves
• Odour-free, porcelain interiors
• 24-egg bucket, 2 ice-cube trays and portable ice bucket 
• Magnetic door seals for positive closure
• Long-life, rotary compressor








10 n,in. Io 6 p.m. Siimluys 
We Reserve the Right Ip I Jin It Qiinntilics,
SHOPS CAPRI - RUTLAND 
SOUTH PANDOSY
